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THE

CHAPTER I.

'yHEODORE now felt the full advan-

tage of former application. Having
tudied every language he had learned with

critical accuracy, and perpetually exercised

himself in writing as well as reading them,

he was enabled to answer the 1 .-tiers of

Englishmen, Germans, and Italians with

the elegance of a native.

Where the subjects were purely intellec-

tual, his pen flowed with the clearness and

originality of his own ideas ; and where they

were mixed with other topics, the instruo
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2 THE RECLUSE OF NORWAY.

tions of Count Lauvenheilm guided him on

the novel tra<.
He foresaw that, in the exercise of this

duty, and the privilege of sharing in the

communications of such varied and distin-

guished correspondents, he should rapidly

acquire that knowledge of other countries

and characters which he knew to be so ne-

cessary for the accomplishment of his mind.

Having finished his gentle task, and left

the packet of answers for the approbation

or disapproval of the Count, he went to

breathe the refreshing sea breeze in the

open air, and afterwards returned to lose

himself in the eloquence of Cicero.

He was sitting in the library absorbed by
his book, when Countess Anastasia entered.

She retreated a few steps at sight of a

stranger: then gracefully recovering her-

self, bowed courteously, and proceeded to

take the book she sought. Without speak-

ing, and again bending her fair head, she

left the apartment.

Theodore remained standing by the seat
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he had risen from on her entrance in a

trance of admiration : he had thought her

beautiful the night before ; to-day she was

something beyond what that term can ex-

press. Whether it were the clearer light of

day making her charms more visible, or the

simpler taste of her dress, or the benignant

expression of her countenance, he knew

not, but certainly she appeared more charm-

ing in his eyes than when he first saw her.

So bright a vision put sober study to

flight : he closed his book, and again ima-

gination roved over the scenes of the pre-

ceding evening.

The dinner hour arrived, and Count

Lauvenheilm did not return. A servant

came to inform Theodore that Madame

Sauveur expected him in the drawing-room.

Polished female society was something

quite new to him
; he had lived chiefly

amongst literary men during his" first visit

to Copenhagen, and from their parties wo-

men were generally excluded. At Aardal

he saw only the daughters of herdsmen and

B 2
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fishers, and he was now going into the pre-

sence of the most accomplished women in

Denmark.

A slight agitation, a sort of fear lest he

should display any gross ignorance of the

forms of elegant life, for the first time quick-

ened the motion of his blood. He was re-

lieved by finding Madame Sauveur alone :

her voluble good spirits set him directly at

ease ; and by the time his disturbed coun-

tenance had resumed its usual gentle seri-

ousness, the sisters alternately entered.

Without considering the absurdity of the

expectation, he expected to see Ellesif ap-

pear such as he had last beheld her, in the

midst of agitation and tears : what was his

surprize- to behold her advance with the

gaiety and the step of a nymph, her face all

smiles, and her eyes all sunshine !

For the first few minutes he was disap-

pointed, and thought she pleased him less

than the night before ; but the playful ex-

pressions of her face had so much variety

and beauty, and so poetical an imagination
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was shewn in the sportiveness of her con-

versation, that he was insensibly won to

think her liveliness as delightful as her

timidity had been touching.

The fair Anastasia preserved the cha-

racter he had mentally assigned to her ;
a

calm, unvaried union of dignity and suavity.

She spoke well, but her discourse was

neither embellished by wit nor imagination :

there was nothing in it to find fault with ;

nothing to admire. Ere the evening closed,

Theodore began to wonder how the world

had been so mistaken as to imagine Ana-

stasia more charming than her sister. More

beautiful she certainly was, but not so

lovely.

In one feature he thought the pre-emi-

nence of Ellesif indisputable the eyes.

In this, however, he was mistaken : in shape

and brightness each were equally admirable,

but sensibility added intellectual charms to

those of Ellesif. Though her hair was

black, her eyes were blue (not the light

azure of sunny day, but the deep blue of

B 3
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starry night) ;
and the shade of their long

lashes, without diminishing that expression

of sweetness and candour peculiar to the

light eye, frequently gave to them the force

and splendour of black.

Her complexion had the transparency of

water lilies ; and if the colour on her cheek

were rather delicate than brilliant, when-

ever she moved, spoke, or even thought

with strong emotion, it heightened to the

liveliest carnation.

The rest of her features were not so cri-

tically beautiful as her sister's, but they were

in harmony with the youthful character of

her countenance ; and it was impossible to

see her figure .without being immediately

interested by its singular air of timidity and

animation .

To her father's grace and softness, El-

lesif added a glow of character and a sin-

cerity that just touched the verge of impru-

dence
; yet both these qualities were less visi-

ble in her appearance than in her conduct.

Her manner was timid when her counte-
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nance was most animated : that enthusiasm;

of feeling, which usually renders others-

bolder, made her more apprehensive. When
she spoke of what deeply interested or

strongly moved her, though her cheeks and

eyes kindled as she spoke, her breath

shortened, and her voice fluttered.

This contradiction of manner and look

was the consequence of being early initiated

in the world of fashion. She quickly saw

the ridicule which that world attaches to

every thing that passes its appointed boun-

daries
;
and she was conscious of such ex-

cessive sensibility and openness in her own

character, that she lived in the constant

fear of exposing herself to the ridicule she

dreaded. Often conscious that her feelings

were visible to every surrounding observer,

when prudence or delicacy would have

wished them concealed, she endeavoured,

with bitter mortification, to repress their ex-

pression entirely. Often would she resolve

never again to betray them j but at the next

strong throb of admiration, contempt,

B 4
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titude, or resentment, ere she recollected

her resolution, she perceived that it could

no longer be useful, her heart having al-

ready spoken through her eyes or her

cheek.

It was this mixture of timidity and ardour

that first excited the attention, and finally

fixed the thoughts, of Theodore.

After dinner, when the party returned to

the drawing-room, each person established

herself at different employments^ with an

ease evidently the growth of France, and

at that time unknown to the slower inhabi-

tants of the North. Anastasia saying she

took it for granted Senor Guevara liked

music, seated herself at her harpsichord ;

Ellesif began a drawing, and Madame Sau-

veur, after unsuccessfully asking Theodore

to play with ,her at a variety of games, or

to tell her fortune, took up the cards, and,

talking all the time without receiving or

caring for reply, amused herself with the

solitary game of Patience.

At first Theodore felt a degree of re-
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straint and embarrassment : he was the only

unemployed person, and, from the no-

velty of his situation, was perhaps the very

one to whom some occupation was neces-

sary. Anastatia's brilliant performance, he

concluded, imposed silence: the sounds

were discordant to his ear, as they recalled

Heinreich ;
and he sought, therefore, to fly

from the pain they caused, by zealously at-

tending to the mystery of Madame Sauveur's

game.
After looking over her attentively for

some time, it remained as much a mystery

as ever j and resigning himself to the me-

lancholy reflections caused by the continu-

ance of Anastasia's concerto, he stood lean-

ing against a. pillar, with his eyes fixed on

her figure, though unconscious that it was

before him.

Ellesif, who till now had believed him

amused with Madame Sauveur's amuse-

ment, looked once or twice at him, with a

newly-awakened feeling of interest. His

large dark eyes, till then as full of sweet-

B 5
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ness as of thought, were directed with so

sad an expression towards Anastasia, that

she distinctly perceived that expression pro-

ceeded from some source unconnected with

her. The nobleness of his figure had

pleased her on their first introduction, but

he had spoken so little during dinner, that

she could only guess at his mind. His

present air of deep dejection awakened pity,

and with pity, kindness.

" Are you fond of music, Seiior Gue-

vara ?" she said. At the delightful sound

of her voice, Theodore started round with

a graceful glow of surprize.
"

No," he

said hastily; then recollecting himself,

added,
"

I mean I am neither a performer

nor a judge of it."

" You draw then ?" was the second re-

mark. For the first time in his life he felt

reluctant to own that he knew nothing of

drawing either :
" but I am a sincere ad-

mirer of that charming art," he added.

" Come then," said Ellesif,
" and have

the goodness to prove you are indulgent to

6
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those who attempt it, by assisting me. Do

you think you can cut these crayons for

me ?"' Theodore gladly accepted the office.

Ellesif went on with her drawing after a few-

criticisms, while he pursued the task she

had given him. Another silence ensued.

" Here then," thought Theodore,
" am I

placed in a situation where, for one half of

each day, I shall be nothing ! My only link

of union with society is conversation, and

how small a part can that occupy. I have

none of these lighter and more portable ac-

complishments that form so agreeable a

variety in domestic circles. Yet:, as it is not

my fault that I have them not, I am at least

spared the pain of self-reproof."
" Our occupations must appear very

frivolous to you," said Ellesif, in a low tone :

"
my father has told me how much better

you employ your time
;

so pray do not think

that we never occupy ourselves with nobler

things."
" You are very good," answered Theo-

dore,
" thus to depreciate what is charm-

B 6
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ing, for the sake of reconciling me to my
own deficiencies."

Ellesif blushed and bowed. She rose

from her seat, and taking a long morocco-

case from another table, opened it upon that

where she had been drawing.
" As you

like pictures, probably you will be interested

by this collection of very scarce medals :

they are heads of eminent persons."

Theodore was struck by the delicate ob-

servation of his irksome feelings which this

act indicated. Ellesif thus glided from her

solitary employment into one that would

associate him with her ; he no longer felt

an isolated, useless being ; and by degrees

his countenance and his conversation becam*

as animated, though not as sportive, as hers.

" I hope you have found something to

amuse Senor Guevara with, besides my
noisy lesson," asked Anastasia, turning her

radiant face towards them. " I see Madame

la Marquise has comfortably tucked herself

up for the evening ;" and in truth the weary

Frenchwoman had laid aside her cards, and

7
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rolled herself in her shawl at 'full length

upon one of the sophas.
" Indeed Madame la Marquise is not

asleep," said she, looking up ;

"
I am only

resting myself : I saw nobody was inclined

to talk. I walked twice round the globe

this morning while you ladies were in bed,

so I may be tired."

"
Is not this something like the first bar

of that pretty symphony they played last

night before your scene ?" asked Anastasia,

striking a few beautiful chords.

" O ! for heaven's sake," interrupted

Ellesif,
" dearest Anastasia, do not recall

that hateful business. I shall never think

of it without shame, mortification
"

Theodore's speaking eyes just then raised

to her's, redoubled her confusion. "
Surely,

Senor Guevara "she hesitated,
"

I
really

fear, by your looks, that you know what I

mean. Ah ! I see you were present."

Theodore could not deny that he had

been there. Ellesif closed the case of me-

dals, and, completely subdued by the recol-
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lection of her supposed childishness, became

again the bashful, agitated creature that had

first interested him.

Theodore would have argued her, and

Madame Sauveur scolded her out of such

excessive sensibility to a trifle
; but ever in

the habit of magnifying her own faults, the

phantoms of Ellesif's imagination would

yield no obedience to the reason of another.

Anastasia was brought from her instru-

ment by the distressed tones of her sister.

She appeared sincerely sorry for Ellesif's

distress, but agreed with Theodore in pro-

nouncing it extravagant and causeless.

" Had it happened to me, my dear Ellesif,"

she said,
"

I should have cared for it just

as little as if I had played wrong at cards ;

and who would weep about that ? You

must know, Seiior Guevara, that this foolish

sister of mine is ajl made up of nerves, and

that it is her body's fault when she is as
silly

as you see her just now."

As Anastasia laid her beautiful hand on

the throbbing neck ofEllesif, with the gooil'-
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humoured expression of " Be still, silly

heart !" Theodore thought the kind smile

which accompanied the action was worth all

her beauty.
" Well ! I believe I should not have been

so distressed had it happened any where

else," said Ellesif,
" but before all the

court
;

before Baron Vesteros too ! for I

know he was there : but pray let us say no

more about it. Serior Guevara, can you

play chess ?'*

How rejoiced was Theodore that he could

answer that emphatic can in the affirmative !

The chess-board was displayed, and they

sat down to it. Anastasia proceeded in the

embroidery of a scarf, and Madame Sau-

veur, finding her second resurrection as

fruitless as her first, again rolled herself in

her shawl, and tried to sleep.

During the course of their game, Ellesif

recovered some vivacity ; but Theodore

became more thoughtful. When she

thought he was deeply considering a move,
he was in truth pondering upon the folly of
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judging characters by a single trait. He
had imagined, from the circumstances of the

preceding night, that Ellesif had an excessive

sensibility to general opinion ; and that

timidity formed as striking a peculiarity of

her mind as of her person. What she had

just said to her sister suggested other ideas.

This Baron Vesteros was perhaps the only

person present whose opinion was of any

consequence to her : most likely she was to

marry him. Yet, if so, the mention of

him before a stranger had something in it

so revohing to his preconceived notion of

her delicacy, that his manner visibly

changed, and he played wjthout speaking.

How unconscious was poor Ellesif of the

effect of her unguarded, unexplained

speech ! Baron Vesteros was the most

poignant satirist of the day ;
and she never

considered that his name and his power might
be unknown to Theodore.

Their game was just finished in favour of

Ellesif, when a couple of notes were brought

from Count Lauvenheilm. The one ad-
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dressed to his daughters was to tell them

that he would not be at the villa till the next

day : and that to Theodore was to request

he would send the packet of letters he had

left him in charge to write. Some part of

the, note required an answer ;
and glad to be

relieved from his present situation, Theo-

dore seized the opportunity, and took leave

of the ladies for the night.

As he left the room, Madame Sauveur

started half up, and remained leaning on her

elbow in a listening attitude, till the sound

of his steps was no longer audible. " Well !

now he is fairly gone," she said,
**

tell me
what you think of the Count's protege and

prodigy ? O ! mon Dieu, what a gene he

has been all this evening [ I mentioned every

game on the cards, and not one did he

know : then I tried him at a rebus ; for one

must do something to amuse folks that won't

amuse themsewes
;
and he literally did not

comprehend me he had never heard one

in his life. The pauvre Bete ! Ah mon
Dieu ! who could have imagined such bar-
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barism ! and this is the clever person your
father sounded such a trumpet before ! this

is the cub we are to lick into a bear ! a

bear indeed ! Ah, men Dieu !"

Here the lively Frenchwoman threw her-

self back on the couch, and laughed immo-

derately ; returning again to her unanswered

question of" What do you think of him ?"

"
I don't think much of him," replied

Anastasia ;

" he seems civil and stupid

enough, -and very inoffensive."

At this phrase the Marquise laughed

again, exclaiming,
"

Yes, quite harmless :

the Count has taken good care of our

hearts." It must be remembered, that

Madame Sauveur was a widow of nine-and-

thirty.

" Don't be too sure of that, Madame

Sauveur," said Ellesif, archk,
" he has

your favourite charms, grandfteux noir, and

un long regard."
"

Yes, indeed, that is very provoking,"

quickly interrupted the Marquise,
" to see

such a pair of fine eyes thrown away ! the
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young man is handsome, positively j but

so unlike a Frenchman !"

" So unlike, indeed !" repeated Ellesif,

answering Madame Sauveur's shrug of the

shoulders with a smile.

"
I am sure you must have suffered mar-

tyrdom in trying to entertain him," ob-

served Madame,
"

I saw it was all up-hill

work, so I withdrew my forces, and bi-

vouacked on-the sopha."
" Indeed I found him very agreeable,"

replied Ellesif: "
certainly not much like

every-day-men. I guessed he could not

talk about the on dit of the day, for could

you or I do so at Pekin ? But he conversed

very intelligently ; sometimes profoundly,

and sometimes with a playful grace that

reminded me of my father."

At this remark, not only Madame la

Marquise but Gouutess Anastasia burst

into repeated peals of 'laughter. To com-

pare this Norwegian savage, this walking

book-case, this curiosity, this handsome

automaton, with such a person as Count
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Lauvenheilm ! Ellesif required some cou-

rage, and as much indifference about Theo-

dore, to stand their joint attack ; she was,

however, cheerfully resolute, and defended

her opinion by citing two or three elegant

observations of Theodore's, which obliged

her opponents to allow that he was not so

leaden as he looked.

" And what your quarrel is with his

looks," she added,
"

I cannot i-uagine.

It seems to me that no one can deny his

being extrem'ely handsome. He is evi-

dently unused to female society, therefore

embarrassed by it, and that takes some-

thing from the gracefulness of his air."

" O ! I confes4i!s d'abord is quite what

it ought to be," said Madame :
"

perhaps

he may improve : at any rate he won't run

us down with small-talk. I have such an

aversion to great talkers ! but then there's

a medium you know, one may be very

agreeable without being as stupid as an

owl."

"
I should think so," observed Ellesif.
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" To say the truth/' said Anastasia,

carelessly,
"

I think the young man
vastly-

well suited for our house. My father says

he is every thing he wants ; and for our

circle, it is better such a person should not

come too forward. He seems respectful

and modest, and that is all we care about

in my father's secretary.*'
" Not exactly so, Anastasia," replied

Ellesif :
"
you must remember that my fa-

ther thinks his great acquirements give him

a right to high consideration : he does not

treat him, or consider him, as secretaries

usually are treated and considered. He
wishes him to be actually like one of the

family : if the poor fellow is not to suffer

the mortification of frequent slights from

our acquaintance, we must give him the

consequence he deserves, by shewing him,

proper attention before them."

Anastasia agreed with her ; while Ma-

dame Sauveur observed, that Countess

Ellesif was the universal champion of all

the old, ugly, awkward, and unfortunate*
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The lively Frenchwoman then flew off to

another subject ; and Theodore's grand

ycux noir, and complete barbarism, were

soon forgotten in a dispute with Anastasia

about the hypocrisy or sincerity of Madame
de Maintenon's extreme devotion.

Attracted as Theodore was, by the

charming manners and liberal sentiments of

Ellesif, and powerful as was his desire for

the society of that sex who are said to

polish man, it was yet so strange and em-

barrassing to him, that he gladly relin-

quished it the next morning for the Count

and Copenhagen.

He left the villa very early, after a soli-

tary breakfast, and proceeded to the town-

house of his patron. Full of the preceding

evening's restraint, Theodore felt restored

to himself at sight of the Count : that

gracious countenance was like the sight of

home. ." I have so much for you to do,

Guevara," said he
;

" so much to do my-

self, that I have only time to ask if Madame

Sauveur and my daughters took care of you
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yesterday. I have all these papers for you

to copy, and some more letters for you to

write from these memorandums. What

you did yesterday are just what I wished ;

this only excepted ; you mistook my sense

a little, but I had not explained myself suf-

ficiently. You will have the goodness to

re-write it, according to the alterations I

have pencilled on the margin. In conse-

quenc'e of dispatches from our minister at

London, some important business will oc-

cupy us to a late hour to-day. I fear this

hurry is not what you are used to !"

"
Certainly not, my lord,'* replied Theo.

dore,
" but I have a mind that is not

easily

tired
;
and it is my greatest pleasure to be

with you, to be etnployed by you."
The Count's answer was an amiable smile.

He then proceeded to give Theodore instruc-

tions in a more regular manner, and, leav-

ing him employment for the whole day,

with orders to take his meals without think-

ing of him, departed for the council.

The day, though passed alone, had not
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the effect of solitude : so many interesting

state-papers were transcribed by Theodore,

so many able remarks were written by the

pencil of the Count as marginal notes, that

his mind was thronged with animating
ideas. The welfare of a great kingdom
thus placed before his eyes, he felt that less

powerful interests could not wrest him from

so noble a study. If he were ever to be any

thing in life, he decided that it must be in

this career.

At a late hour after his short dinner,

Count Lauvenheilm returned. He looked

over Theodore's transcriptions, and again

expressed complete satisfaction with their

correctness.
" We are now released/' he

said,
" and may take our holiday. Some

friends sup with me in the country to-night,

and I think their agreeable society will re-

compense us both for this long day of

drudgery. I expect one of my brothers-

in-law will call for us."

The next moment a servant announced

the carriage of the high admiral.
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At that name Theodore's countenance

changed : it had put to flight every agree-

able idea excited by the unusual animation

of Count Lauvenheilm. Theodore had ex-

pected an evening of unmixed pleasure

under the shelter of his watchful politeness:

secure of indulgence and support from him,

he had hoped to throw off the unmanly
embarrassment that had distressed him the

preceding night, and to meet the social joy

of others upon something like equal terms.

But this unwelcome visitor rose like the

spectre of a crime, to wither all his enjoy-

ments.

Heinreich's profligacy, and Dofrestom's

paternal disappointment, were so closely

associated with this man's name, that only

the habit of hearing it often was likely to

weaken its effect.

When the gentlemen got down stairs

they found the admiral in the hall, waking
for them. Count Lauvenheilm presented

Theodore, adding some handsome expres-

sion of the esteem with which he considered

VOL. II. C
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him. The Admiral bowed coldly. He
was a person of middle age, and had the

air of a man a bonnes fortunes. By the dif*

ferent mode of his address to the Count and

to himself, Theodore at once saw that he

was never to expect any thing but repelling

civility from him.

Familiarly free, even to excess, with his

equals, Count Gulderlieu was the haughti-

est of men to his inferiors. He talked

profusely during their drive, and solely to

his brother-in-law, leaving Theodore ample

leisure to muse over the painful events con-

nected with his idea.

These thoughts, and others in their train,

had so entirely subdued the raised spirits

of Theodore, that when he alighted at the

villa, and went to make some alteration in

his dress, he wished that he could have ab-

sented himself from the gay party below.

The visitors expected by the Count had

nearly all arrived before him ; so that on

Theodore's appearance amongst them twen-

ty persons were assembled. la the first
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apartment, half the party were engaged- at

cards or in conversation, while those in the

inner room were occupied with music.

The cheerful sounds proceeding thence

were peculiarly discordant to Theodore in

his present mood ; but as Count Lauven-

heilm was not in the first chamber, he was

obliged to seek him in the second.

A little groupe of ladies and gentlemen,

including the Count, were round Anastasia

at her harpsichord*, in a full flush of beauty,

heightening every moment by the audible

admiration of those around, she sat, the

idol of the circle. Theodore looked about

for Ellesif : he saw her at a distance,

laughing and talking with a man twice her

age, from whose favourable resemblance to

the Admiral, he judged him to be the elder

Count G'ulderlieu. The instant she saw

Guevara hesitating between the entrance of

the two apartments, she came forward, and

asked him some trivial question in a manner

that shewed she took an interest in his pen-

sive looks. He answered her question by
e 2
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something more than a reply ; an amusing
remark of her's followed

;
and by degrees

she won him from his melancholy.

Theodore was surprised to find himself

more at ease in this large circle than he

had been in the narrow one of the last

night. Ellesif proposed his introduction to

Anastasia's uncle ; and leading him towards

that part of the room where the Viceroy

stood, she presented Seh'or Guevara as her

father's friend. Madame Sauveur joined

them. While the set round the instrument

were tossing over music-books, and settling

the different parts they were to take in the

next duet or trio, they formed an agree-

able party qitarrc,

By the time the performers had made

their selection, and, a new piece beginning,

called for silent attention, Madame Sauveur,

was volubly telling herself, that she had

really been mistaken in the young secretary,

for that he was not only "the handsomest

man in the room, but surprisingly agree-
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able ;
in short, she began to think he

was not quite unlike a Frenchman !

In truth Theodore felt instant exhilara-

tion, and a pleasure unknown before, at the

sight of Ellesif ; her delightful spirits were

contagious : he was pleased with the cour-

teous manners of the Viceroy ;
and enter-

tained beyond measure with the novelty of

that picquant yet elegant raillery, that

sportive attack and defence which he heard

fronr Ellesif and the persons round, and

which is rarely ventured in less polished

society.

At the conclusion of the second piece of

music, Anastasia rose, and taking another

lady by the arm, went into the card room,

followed by her train of adorers.

Count Lauvenheilm joined his youngest

daughter. The last touches of graceful

wit were left for him to bestow on the con-

versation. Animated by private occur-

rences, and full of proud hopes, the Count

never appeared to more advantage. Theo-

dore followed the elegant play of his mind

c 3
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with an admiration and delight visible to

every one. He ceased to speak, that he

might listen to his noble friend ; but his

countenance discoursed so eloquently, that

no one could remember he had not spoken.

Ellesif saw this admiration of her father ;

and many a bright beam from her eye an-

swered the speaking glance of Theodore.

In the midst of their sallies the Admiral

entered; as he advanced towards the groupe,

Theodore receded : Ellesif saw his coun-

tenance change ;
she attributed it to Count

Gulderlieu's haughty character, and gra-

dually sliding out of the circle, with a feel-

ing purely benevolent, passed close by Theo-

dore. "
I am going to try a Norwegian

ballad," she said ;
" will you listen to me,

(though I see you don't like music,) and

tell me whether I sing it right."

Theodore bowed and followed. Ellesif

sung as sweetly as she spoke, and Theodore

excused the pleasure he found in listening

to her, by attributing it to the national air
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which revived the idea of dear and roman-

tic Norway.
When she had finished, his only eulogium

was a request that she would sing it again.

Ellesif immediately consented ; and as she

now and then looked towards him, and met

his eyes, their expression deepened the in-

terest his manners had already caused in

her. She could have fancied those eyes

were surcharged with tears : they were

indeed heavy with tender and sad remem-

brances.

"
It is impolitic in me thus to remind

you of Norway," she said, pausing on the

instrument,
" when we wish you so much

to like Denmark."

Theodore struggled to overcome a sigh

with a smile, as he replied to the amiable

compliment.
" That air does indeed re

mind me of Norway, of my old father,

of" he was going to say Heinreich ; but

checking himself, he hastily added,
** I

used to hear that air so often sung by one

c 4
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of my family, that it makes home present

to me."
" Then whenever you wish to be trans-

ported there, you know where to command

the hand that is to do so," said Ellesif,
j

sportively. Theodore's eyes audibly told

her how amiable she appeared to him.

At that moment one of the gentlemen

who had left the room with Anastasia, came

back alone, and went up to a window with

the disordered air of a person unmindful of

what he does. " How I pity that poor

man!" said Ellesif;
'*

I daresay my sister

has just said or done some civil thing to

somebody else, and he has taken it for a

declaration against himself."

*' The Russian embassador's son, is it.

not ?"

" Yes ; it was he that acted with Anas-

tasia. He is so in love, and so jealous, and

so to be pitied !" Ellesif
J
s pitying eyes

were for a moment directed towards him :

"
yet, after all, my sister is the most to be

pitied, for causing so much suffering."
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<c
I have been told," observed Theodore,

smiling,
" that ladies enjoy their power of

giving pain."
" Indeed my sister does not : and if she

should ever love any one, and fail to excite

the same sentiment in return, all this useless

power will then be remembered by her but

as an aggravation of disappointment: but

for Anastasia so to love is impossible."
"

I fear not impossible," replied Theo-

dore
;

"
I should think there are hearts

whom nothing could charm but sympathy,

or some peculiar feature of character j and

it is just possible that Countess Anastasia

might not have that feature of the mind."
" Oh, do not think it possible," cried

Ellesif j
" she would have reason to hate

her worthless beauty."
" And do you think," asked Theodore,

" that Countess Anastasia would exchange
her exquisite beauty for an humbler ap-

pearance, if that only could be coupled with

the quality which was to engage one fa-

voured individual ?"

c 5
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" Can you doubt it, Senor ? Surely a

woman would wish to please the person

dearest to her, even though she could only
do it by growing hideous to all the world

beside."

EllesiPs glowing countenance, alternately

animated and fearful, bore testimony to the

sensibility that prompted this remark.

Theodore was going to reply, when Count

Lauvenheilm joined them.

He rallied his daughter upon the neces-

sity she had been under of asking herself

to sing at last, after having in the beginning

of the evening complained of a cold, and

silenced her friends' applications.
" I

would not have had your arch enemy,

Baron Vesteros, here," said he, as bidding

them come to supper, he led the way to the

eating-hall.

Theodore had been thinking of Baron

Vesteros at the moment the Count joined

them, and by unconsciously repeating
"

your enemy !" immediately obtained

from Ellesif a full account of the wit in
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question. This account effaced the dis-

agreeable remembrance of what he had

imagined indelicacy in Ellesif.

The supper, enlivened by elegant mirth,

was pleasant to every one but Theodore.

He had got seated at a distance from her

who shewed such benevolent care of his

comfort ; and as the Count never ate supper,

but stood talking with two or three persons

at a distance, his young friend had no one

near him with whom he cared to converse.

The boisterous merriment of the Admiral,

and his gross compliments to the ladies,

excused Theodore to himself for a sudden

depression of spirits ; and maugre the re-

peated calls upon his attention which the

lively Madame Sauveur made across the

table, he became sadly and seriously silent.

Ellesif was so taken up with endeavour-

ing to enliven her sister's sullen humour,
that she had no time to address Theodore :

the first sign of animation that appeared or*

his face was occasioned by the direction of

one of her bright eye-beams towards him.
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They were still at table, when a servant

informed Count Lauvenheilm that k 'foreign

gen:)eman wished to see him in? private.

The Count went out, and returned in a feur

minutes, with a spirited-looking young man,

in a travelling dress.

"
I bring you an old playfellow," he

said, addressing his daughters,
" the Che-

valier de Roye."
" Gaston !" exclaimed Ellesif, springing

from table,
"

what, in Heaven's name,

brings you at last to Denmark ?"

" A truant disposition^ good my lady /"

repeated the young man. "
Ellesif, I know

by her voice : but how grown ! Angels

and ministers ofgrace defend me /" he added,

gaily,
<e defend me from that blaze of

beauty at the other end of the room.

Good my lord, do you keep no shields in

your house for honest men's hearts ? Sir, will

you do me the favour of standing between

me and that fair piece of mischief. I see

she has unsheathed her eyes, and is making
12
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towards me with the most deadly inten-

tions."
!

Theodore, to whom this was addressed,

scarcely knew whether the speaker were or

were not in his senses ; but the ready laugh

of Ellesif assured him the Chevalier was

one of those happy people who are at home

every where, and are privileged to play

whatever fantastic tricks they please. He

smiled, therefore, as he replied
"

I can

assure you, Sir, I have not been dipped in

the Styx.

The Chevalier nodded to him, while ad-

vancing to meet Anastasia. " You and I

will be vastly good friends presently, Sir."

" He takes you for as facetious a person

as himself," observed the Count.
" The Chevalier is exactly what he was

in our play-days," said Ellesif;
" we were

children together in England, Seiior Gue-

vara, and have kept up the family intimacy

by constant correspondence.
" In England !" repeated Theodore. " Is

not the Chevalier a Frenchman ?"
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Count Lauvenheilm explained.
" He

is grandson of that Count and Countess de

Roye, who took shelter in this country

from religious persecution in their own.

They were exceedingly liked by our late

King, and probably would have been natu-

ralized here, but for an unlucky jest of the

Countess's ; she was imprudent enough . x>

compare the person of the Queem to that

of one Madame Ponachtf, a sort of fool at

the court of Paris, and that jest lost them

the protection of Their Majesties."
" The Chevalier appears to inherit his

grandmother's character," observed Theo-

dore, as he caught some of his conversation

with Anastasia.

" Indeed he does," replied the Count j

"
but, I hope, tempered with English pru-

dence, for he has British blood in his veins.

When the Count and Countess de Roye
left Denmark, they went with their nume-

rous family to England ; our Prince George
was then married to Anne, the present

Queen, and the Countess's brother, the
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Marquis de Blanquefort, who had followed

the fortunes of Charles II., was high in

power, and already created Earl of Fever-

sham by the immortal William III. Some

of their children have returned since to

France ; others have settle^ in England.

Count de Marton, the fav zrf yon laugher,

was once very near feach -^ an Irish peer-

age : the warrant was actually made out,

but King William died before it was signed,

and the coronet vanished."

" My dear Sir," cried Anastasia, calling

to her father,
" have the goodness to take

this unmerciful Chevalier off my hands ;

he is talking me to death."

Count Lauvenheilm saw that his daughter

was distressed by the half serious, half

bantering compliments De Roye was loudly

addressing to her ; and he was advancing
to her support, when Ellesif, -gaily beckon-

ing the Chevalier, told him she hoped he

had not the effrontery to think of sitting

down to supper amongst such well-dressed

people in his present travelling dress.

4
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<e I have supped ; so I perceive has Senor

Guevara ;
and my father never takes any.

Suppose we leave the party at table to them-

selves, and return into the saloon, for a

little quiet talk about England ?"

The ChevaJ*r signified obedience, by

familiarly dravflt for' - arm through his,

and proceeding u
w

.ting-rooms.

, Theodore, so invited, followed with the

Count.

" Who is that behind us ?" asked De

Roye.
" A young Spaniard,*' replied Ellesif,

" of whom my father has the highest

opinion ;
he is literally his confidential se-

cretary. Having passed his whole life in

study, it is necessary to draw him out
; but

I am sure you will find his mind well worth

the trouble of doing so."

"'No, no, if that's his character," an-

swered De Roye,
"

I would advise folks

never to raise the curtain. Nothing can

be a better scheme for a stupid, good-

looking fellow, than to affect the silent and
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reserved. Imagination makes what it likes

of him, and peoples his mysterious shades

with goblins or gods at will. But I think

he was a little smart just now ;
I liked that

*
taste of his quality* very well."

"
Chevalier," said the Count, when

they were all seated in the first saloon,
"

let me ask what vou are come about ?
j

I hope to pay your long-promised visit to

us."

" That of course," replied De Roye ;

" but my inducements were threefold :

first, to see perfect beauty, (the Count

bowed for Anastasia, and Eilesif thanked

him with a smile that, made her in Theo-

dore's eyes lovelier than the sister thus ad-

mired ;) second, to go to the summer fair;

third, to repay Eilesif for many a good box

of the ear, she used to give me some eight,

nine, ten years ago ! I am not come in

search of a wife, Count, I assure you ;

so don't be alarmed for your daughters :

we are too brotherish and sisterisb for

love."
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" Oh, barbarian !" exclaimed Ellesif, in

the same lively tone, with the action of

stabbing herself. De Roye laughed.
'*

Perhaps we are to understand from

this," rejoined the Count,
" that your heart

is destined for an English lady."
"

No, I shall never marry an English

woman."
" That never is strongly said," observed

Theodore ;

"
it implies a censure upon the

women of a nation who I thought were

celebrated for beauty and merit."

"
Why, Sir, you must know," returned

the Chevalier,
" that in England there is

in every family a beauty and an angel ;

the one perfection in body, the other, in

character. 'Tis the father's delight to puff

off the first, and the managing mother*s to

amplify about the second. Both ladies, of

course, set themselves down for miracles

in their different branches : so the careful

man, who denies himself the beauty for fear

of marrying a tyrant, finds his angel every

whit as detestable."
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*' Then there never is by chance such a

thing as a third daughter, neither very

pretty, nor very good ?"

The composure with which Theodore

said this, surprized the Chevalier into cal-

ling out,
"

Faith, Ellesif, that is not stupid.'*

The manner of De Roye gave this an air

of question ;
it implied that Ellesif had be-

stowed that epithet on Theodore ; who,

feeling now more pained for her than mor-

tified for himself (deep as was his mortifi-

cation), turned towards a table covered

with ornamental china, as if he had not heard

the Chevalier.

Count Lauvenheilrn's severe glance

brought additional crimson to EllesiPa

cheek ; with her usual hasty frankness she

exclaimed,
"

Indeed, my dear father, I

never called Senor Guevara stupid ! How
could I call him so ! so agreeable, so very

agreeable as he was the other night. Senor

Guevara, indeed
"

Theodore turned his glowing face to-

wards them. " Had you said so. Countess
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Ellesif, it would have been a truth, and I

should not have taken it ill."

" O my foolish girl," cried the Count,

seeing her all blushes,
" how this precipi-

tation of yours gets you into scrapes ! I

wish you had not spoken."
"

Pray let me be spoker for a moment,"
cried De Roye, elevating his voice. "

I am
the culprit. I asked Ellesif who that stupid

man was behind us ; Ellesif said so and so,

and I replied so and so : (here the Cheva-

lier repeated their dialogue ;) and when

the Sefior made an apt observation, I made

that remark to her, which I should have

made to myself. This is my last dying

speech and confession, Gentlemen, so you
must acquit my supposed accomplice."

"
It would be adding to all this," said

Theodore,
" were I to express how much

I am distressed to see so much made of a

trifle. Yet I ought to thank you, Sir, for

giving me an opportunity of knowing that I

am so indulgently considered by Countess

Ellesif."
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The' ever-ready tear and blush of Ellesif

accompanied the enchanting smile with

which she bowed to him, and extended her

hand. Theodore scarcely ventured to touch

that hand, but the expression of those dewy

eyes fixed their memory in his heart for.

ever.

"
I promise to make this up to you,

some day or other," said De Roye, gaily ;

"
nay, if you turn out duller than the fat

weed on Lethe's brink, that rots itself with

motion, I will swear you are the most,

agreeable person extant ; and I can Assure

you that my suffrage -is of some conse- 4

quence."
" If modesty be the infallible sign of

excellence/' enjoined Ellesif,
"

I fear,

Chevalier, Seftor Guevara will not be

greatly tempted to cultivate your acquaint-

ance."

" That happy if!" exclaimed De Roye ;

c< in truth, I consider myself a charming

mixture of the vain Frenchman and the

prgud English. But Ellesif, if you call me
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Chevalier again, and not Gaston, I shall

suspect you have designs upon me, not in

the least of a sisterish nature, and shall pro-

vide for my safety accordingly. Here

comes that bright apparition once more !

By all that is heavenly, it is worth a pil-

grimage, barefoot, round the world, only

to catch a glimpse of her departing steps !'*

Anastasia, as she entered, moved towards

one of the glass doors opening on the park,

and, complaining of the heated room, had

it thrown open by a crowd of contending

hands. A robe of purple crape, bound

with a zone of diamonds, confined her ma-

jestic shape ; a coronet of the same glitter-

ing gems was on her head : fatigued with

its weight, she took it off, and gave it to

one of her noble attendants, The action

disturbed her fine hair, which now fell in

soft redundance over her figure : part of

.those long tresses she threw aside, and the

moon then shone upon her forehead.

Its whiteness and exquisite form, the

heightened colour of her cheek, and the
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momentary expression of her large auburn

eyes now raised to the planet of night, gave

her a celestial appearance.
" How can

any one say that beauty loses its effect by

familiarity?" whispered Ellesif;
* e

I have

passed my life with Anastasia, and every

time I look on her, I do it with the same

delight."
"

I am sure you do," said Theodore,

Count Lauvenheilm had joined his eldest

daughter; De Roye was looking at her

with unequivocal yet calm admiration.

" All those charms were in the bud,

when she was in England, Ellesif," said

he ;

" and you were a dear, entertaining

little girl j
and one never had time to think

whether you were pretty or not j but you
have turned out vastly well j your beauty has

teeth and claws, as well as Anastasia's, and

I suspect, does a good deal of mischief in

a sly way,"

"I cannot admire your figures of speech,

Gaston, (though I thank you for your
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compliment); and I see Senor Guevara

admires them as little.'*

"
Ah, Senor, my good Senor !" ex-

claimed the absurdly gay De Roye,
"

get

your weapons in your hand, and kill me

a red-hipped humble-bee on the top of a

thistle! Pray tell me what you think of

Countess Anasta,sia ?"

" Am I to answer your ridiculous quota-

tion," asked Theodore, laughing,
" or

reply to your last question ?" " To my
last."

" Then I was just thinking," re-

sumed Theodore,
" that Helen must have

been like Countess Anastasia."

" Now I was thinking her like Pelop's

ivory shoulder ;
of Divine workmanship,

but not of flesh and blood." The
lively

Chevalier then abruptly asked. Ellesif if her

sister were any thing else than an ivory

shoulder j if she had talents ? Ellesif was

eloquent in the description of her accom-

plishments.
"

I rejoice to hear it," exclaimed De

Roye,
" for I live on sweet sounds."
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* c Then of course, Gaston, you play on

some instrument ?"

"
I am reckoned incomparable at play-

ing the fool."

"
I perceive your excellence; but let

me tell you, that if played agreeably and

in good time, the fool gives brilliancy to

the graver harmonies of life. You sing ?"
" So movingly, that the heavens weep :

you know it always rains when the ass

brays."
" Pshaw ! then you draw ?"
"

Yes, jnyself out of scrapes."
" Tiresome jester ! You make verses

then ?"

" Once only I hazarded an impromptu,
and addressed it to a lady present, but she

levelled such a frown, that my muse has

limped ever since. The verses were never-

theless ^worthy of Sappho. You shall

hear :

" If those eyes
" Don't tell lies,

"
Then, by Jove, .

" 'Tis me you love !"

VOL. II. D
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Theodore was as much amused as sur-

prized by the perfect ease with which the

Chevalier sung this absurdity ; without

shewing any embarrassment either at the

silence of the whole company when he

began to sing, or their burst of laughter

when he had finished, he sprung across

the room to Anastasia, leaving Theodore

and Ellesif to themselves. Anxious to

efface every trace of De Roye's unlucky

exclamation, Ellesif remained, leaning

against the same cabinet with Theodore,

conversing less gaily, but far more inte-

restingly than before.

From speaking of the customs of Eng-

land, she was insensibly brought to men-

tion their authors ;
that led to the literature

of other countries. Theodore listened with

pleased surprize : he saw her lovely, he

expected to find her mind graceful, and

her heart amiable ; but he was not pre-

pared for so much information, reflection,

and originality of thought.

A natural love of reading, joined to the
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important advantage of having lived in the

best society from her very infancy, had

given to Ellesif at eighteen the ripeness of

mind peculiar to middle age" : this depth of

feeling and of reflection, when graced by
the lighter charms of youthful gaiety and a

poetical imagination, formed a character

exactly calculated to attract Theodore.

The Augustan age of England, rather

than the gorgeous one of France, had

visibly left its print on her mind : she de-

scribed with inimitable skill the graces of

Parisian society ; but on the details of Eng-
lish society, where the highest intellectual

powers were generally coupled with the

purest morals, she dwelt with peculiar

satisfaction. She was a child when she

lived in England, but a child of uncom-

mon quickness of observation and of feel-

ing ; and the discourses she could not

join in, she had listened to with awful

attention.

So delightful was this tete>d-tete in a

D 2
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crowd, that Theodore was grieved to see

the Viceroy approach to take leave : his

departure broke up the party ; and in a

few minute 1? after the rooms were cleared,

all the inhabitants of the house were gone
to their separate apartments.
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CHAPTER II.

T TPON entering his chamber, Theodore

saw a letter directed to himself, lying

upon his writing-table j he opened it, and

found it to be merely an envelope, con-

taining the receipts of Heinreich's creditors.

Here then, was the path of reformation

and peace again opened to Heinreich ; here

was a silencer for all Dofrestom's cares ;

here was a pledge of Count Lauvenheilm's

esteem and solid worth. Theodore's

gratitude did not stop at the delicate gene-

rosity of a man it was such delight to

venerate ; he looked up to that gracious

Providence who had willed these events j

and, penetrated with pious sentiments, sat

down to write to Aardal, and to Hein-

reich.

D 3
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The remembrance of the bitter past was

now sweetened by hopes for the future ;

and he retired to bed, though his heart

was too happily agitated for sleep. Alter-

nately the voices of Ellesif and of her father

vibrated on his ears
; alternately he repeat-

ed every kind expression they had addressed

to him, and continued to think of them

till their images could no longer be sepa-

rated in his mind.

At his next visit to Mr. Coperstad, his

letter to Heinreich was forwarded by a

gentleman going to Dresden; and that

letter dispatched, Theodore's perturbed

feelings settled into delightful serenity.

Familiarity with the manners and cus-

toms of the society in which he lived, soon

gave him a facility in adopting such as

reason approved, and the courage of refus-

ing what she condemned. That habit of

observation which was natural to him,

enabled him to discover the minutest of

those usages that are almost mechanical in

good company : tact and taste gave him
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the finest polish of politeness; of that

superior politeness which flows from bene-

volence, and has for its maxim never use-

lessly
to utter a disagreeable truth, never

to exalt itself at the expence of another.

When the embarrassment of his first

feelings subsided, his character took that

ascendancy over others, which it was

destined to maintain: respect accompanied

the affection he excited j and even Madame

Sauveur soon began to stand more in

awe of a quiet look of disapprobation from

Serior Guevara, than of Baron Vesteros's

wit.

The consideration with which Theodore

was uniformly treated by Count Lauven-

heilm's family, and the notice of the Here.

ditary Prince of , when chance brought
them into the same circle, ensured him the

countenance of persons naturally less af-

fable : he therefore mixed with all the par-

ties at his patron's villa, and with many at

other distinguished houses, without being

recalled by one mortification to a sense of

D 4
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dependence. But wherever he went, unless

he saw there the countenances now most

dear to him, every pleasure was insipid : he

thought all power of delighting was centered

in the circle round Count Lauvenheilm.

Perhaps he was right : the untravelled

nobility of the north were not at that time

what they may be now. Those only who

had lived at the courts of Paris and of Dres-

den knew how to embellish social life j to

provide for the amusement of their guests

without losing their own freedom ; to be

familiar without coarseness; and discreet,

\vith the air of perfect epanchement de caur.

Discretion, that prime virtue of artificial

life, when dressed by the graces, becomes

as agreeable as she is useful : when left to

her own undecorated lifelessness, she freezes

affection and piques self-love.

Count Lauvenheilm's circle being chiefly

composed of the members of foreign em-

bassies and travelled Danes, acquired, from

their majority over the duller part of it, a

decided animation. The same persons that
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would have been stupid and cold at their

own houses became otherwise in his : they

saw nothing but life, and ease, and elegance

around them ;
and it was impossible to be

near such qualities without catching some-

thing of their spirit.

To be invited to the suppers of Count

Lauvenheilm was the aim of all who either

madly rushed upon the destruction of Ana-

stasia's eyes, or sought to participate in the

enjoyment of intellectual pleasures ; only a

chosen few were ever admitted j the rest

took their chance in morning calls and great

entertainments, at distant intervals.

Unlike most beauties, Anastasia did not

wish the circle of her daily worshippers

widened : she neither shunned nor sought

admiration ;
it was a tribute she expected

from every one : and though she believed

herself the most finished work of nature,

she neither exulted in the idea, nor courted

opportunities of seeing it proved. Her

crowd of admirers were more frequently re-

fused admittance than welcomed during her

D 5
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morning avocations. This indifference to

admiration tended to animate its expression ;

and wherever she appeared in the public

walks, or at court festivals, crowds followed

crowds, and every voice murmured trans-

port. Theodore was struck with such dis-

regard of power : it was still further de-

veloped during their visit to the summer

fair that had immediately followed Gaston

de Roye's arrival.

At this fair, towards the end of .July, all

Copenhagen is transported to the beautiful

park where it is held. Under the shade of

verdant trees or of painted awnings, groupes

are seen partaking the social meal, or join-

ing the seducing waltz. Music and mirth

echo from every grove : crowds assemble to

drink the famed waters of St. Helen's

spring, while here and there a contempla-

tive individual may be observed wandering

alone through far-off walks.

At the name of Countess Anastasia, the

whole mass of people precipitated them-

selves upon her path. Admiration was em-

14
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boldened by the number of its adherents :

nothing was to be heard but bursts of trans-

port, and ardent entreaties that she would

throw off her veil.
"

Oblige them, Ana-

stasia," said her father, gently pulling aside

the envious shade.

They had ascended the mount of the

hermitage : Anastasia stood for a few mo-

ments to gratify tha| crowd below, then

gracefully curtseying, retired calmly into

the little building. Soon afterwards she

obtained leave to depart ; and she went, in

defiance of Gaston de Roye's arguments,
who wound up many whimsical reasons for

her stay by a favourite quotation :

"
Beauty is nature's brag, and should be seen

At pomps, and feasts, and high folemnities ;

It is for homely features to keep home ;

They had their name thence."

Theodore respected her for this disregard

of personal homage j yet he could not help

ascribing it to that general indifference which

marked her manner. Nothing affected her

D 6
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strongly ; even ambition, her only passion,

seemed in her heart to change its nature,

and to become a lukewarm feeling. This

deadness of character was so discordant with

her glow of beauty, that, in the very centre

of her adorers, Theodore secretly believed

it impossible for any one to love her ten-

derly and steadily.

How different did
Jj^lesif appear ! In the

careless hours of domestic intercourse, how

many beauties of character were unconscious-

ly displayed by her! 'The heart may seek

to conceal itself from the outward world,

but in the sanctuary of home it takes refuge

from constraint, leaving its excellence or

its depravity, its charms or its defects, to

the observation of others. A multitude of

little circumstances, that we can neither fore-

see nor avert, daily make discoveries of our

principles and actions to those that surround

us
; and happy is the individual whose con-

duct will always bear this microscope of

homef

Theodore became gradually acquainted
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with the excellence of Ellesif : his judgment

dwelt with satisfaction on that excellence ;

his taste hung delighted on her graces, and

his heart breathing the same affections and

virtues as her's, soon lost itself in dangerous,

resistless sympathy.

He saw that any thing she did had a

warmth, an earnestness in it, which gave

an impulse to the benevolence of others.

Anastasia was ever ready with her purse to

relieve or to oblige j but Ellesif, with her

purse, bestowed her time, her thoughts,

her very heart, till she -had served or saved.

Her benevolence stopped not at great exer-

tions : like Theodore's, it was ever watchful

to ward off those unseen wounds which are

often given 'to dependence, infirmity, ot

sorrow, by carelessness and malignity. For

every doubtful action she had the kindest

conjecture to offer j for every culpable one,

some extenuation : she might have passed

for a disciple of that ancient worthy, who

said,
" he that habituates himself to hate

vice, will soon hate mankind."
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Pity was the only sentiment Ellesif could

feel for erring humanity.

Having loved her mother tenderly, her

death had given the first check to a vivacity

that till then was excessive. Her father she

nearly worshipped ; and her sister possessed

as much of her heart as such a sister could

win how much was left for some other

person !

That other she had not seen when Theo-

dore first appeared at the villa. Ellesif had

already been the object of more than one

profound attachment
j
and frequently Ana-

stasia's adorers had ended in becoming her

lovers ;
but with all her excess of softness

and of pity, she had never felt a momentary
weakness in favour of any man.

She saw Theodore, and she admired him ;

she knew him, and she longed to gain his

esteem. The unvarying integrity of his

character was a subject of constant admira-

tion to her, who had so often to turn away

her eyes from the temporary degradations

of men otherwise estimable. His gentler
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qualities won her affection
; his acquire-

ments commanded her respect. She sought

his conversation with an eagerness 'she took

no trouble to hide, believing that l*r e^L
%

cuse was manifest in his endowments.

In their accidental tete-d-tetes she was

not so much surprized by the novelty and

boldness of his ideas, as by their perpetual

beauty and justness. Even had a better

principle been wanting, the fineness of his

taste, she thought, would have led him as

surely to the sublime in morals, as it did to

the lovely in sentiment, and the graceful in

fancy.

It was to his peculiarly fine taste, indeed,

that Theodore owed the charm of his cha-

racter : the seriousness and dignity of that

character might otherwise have been more

awful than amiable ; but this beautiful qua-

lity,
this faculty of enjoyment, which every

moment brought into display, diffused sweet-

ness over the higher faculties of his mind,

and expressions of his face, affording to al-

most every individual an opportunity of
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sympathizing at some moment or other

with the pleasures of his nobler nature.

Having always condemned his feelings to

restraint, he seemed to seek com-

pensation in the enjoyments of taste ; enjoy-

ments which, though less vivid, are devoid

of that danger which lurks under those of

the heart. Taste, indeed, distinguished

Theodore; imagination Ellesif: the fancy

of the latter found an enchanted region in

the alternate pensiveness and animation, si-

lence and confidingness of Theodore ; while

the taste of the former loved to linger round

the personal grace sof Ellesif, and to wander

over the bright creations of her poetical

eloquence.

Theodore enjoyed certainties, conse-

quently beheld with an indulgent eye that

indiscreet frankness which shewed him

EHesif as she really was : she, on the con-

trary, loved all that stimulated enquiry, and

she found it in his self-repressed character.

With Theodore the tongue was a se-

condary organ of speech : he discoursed
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principally with his eyes ; in mixed society,

it was from them that his heart and 'mind

uttered their most ardent sentiments, Ellesif

early discovered this peculiarity ;
and from -

that moment she was accustomed to seek, in

the eyes of Theodore, for a comment upon

whatever was said or done by herself or

others.

Dangerous habit ! which by- mixing two

hearts eternally together, declares to each

what they would start to hear if uttered by
the lips.

Soon after the arrival of the Chevalier de

Roye, Count Lauvenheilm had prayed his

daughters to impress the volatile young man

with the necessity of guarding against the

excess of his vivacity in his intercourse with

Theodore, whose delicacy of situation, and

dignity of character, demanded this atten-

tion. By way of teaching his daughters the

same lesson, the Count told them what had

passed between him and his protege on the

subject of Heinreich.

Anastasia sincerely applauded the noble
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spirit and affectionate character it disclosed,

but thought of it no more. Ellesif said no-

thing, felt it touch her heart, and often

mused on it afterwards.

Aware as the Count was of Theodore's

merits, he was far from imagining him a

person likely to disturb the peace of his

daughters. Anastasia's spirit was too high,

her heart too temperate for attachment to

an inferior ; Ellesif too diffusively kind for

an exclusive feeling. She was also the gay-

est of happy creatures ; and the Count had

so often heard it said, that we love only

what resembles ourselves, that he forgot

how much dissimilarity there had been be-

tween himself and her mother.

Indeed the probability of a daughter of

his romantically attaching herself to a man

who might or might not be of noble birth,

never once occurred to him
; and not only

the studiousness of Theodore's character,

but its apparent humility, guaranteed his

confidence in the safety of his heart.

In this instance, the Count neither judged
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nor acted with his usual good sense. Theo-

dore was modest, not humble : he felt his

own value though he assumed not on it,

conscious that to place him on a level with

all but such persons as his own enthusiasm

exalted too highly, nothing more was ne-

cessary than specific rank.

The Count was not aware also, that from

the very dubiousness of Theodore's situa-

tion, a delicate and generous mind, like that

of Ellesif, would be led to think more of

his feelings, and therefore to pay him more

attention than she would ever show a man

of determined consequence : and this habit

might either end in awakening too lively a

gratitude on the part of Theodore, or too

tender an interest in herself.

Had the Count been otherwise than in-

volved in politics, he must have noticed this

danger; circumstances more immediately

interesting to himself engrossed all his at-

te,ntion.

The King had returned from his visits to

Berlin and Dresden j the plans determined
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on by the monarchs who had met there

were on the point of execution, and Count

Lauvenheilm stood on the threshold of that

powerful situation to which he had looked

so long.

On the bloody field of Pultowa the sun

of Charles Twelfth had set, if not for ever,

yet never to rise again in strength and

brightness. He was a prisoner at Bender,

and his kingdom was now a lifeless corse,

for those royal vultures that had long

hovered over it, to prey on at will.

Prussia and Russia had their separate

views ;
one to make good an obsolete claim

on Pomerania ; the other, to open himself

a path into Germany. Augustus sought to

secure his seat on the throne of Poland.

Denmark alone, with some shew of justice,

but little in fact, aimed at wresting from the

infant hand of the young Duke of Holstein

his long-contested duchies.

The treaty of Travendal had imposed a

yoke upon the ambition of the Danes. By
that treaty all his pretensions on Holstein
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had been renounced, and he could not

openly break through its bonds, unless the

conduct of the administrator should warrant

aggression. By attacking Sweden he hoped

to force this prince out of the neutrality

which hitherto protected the territory of his

nephew : the first breach of that neutrality

might then be a signal for seizing the

duchies.

Count Lauvenheilm's ruling passion was

too hotly engaged in the success of these

plans, to leave his otherwise upright heart

either the power or the wish to find this act

of his King's indefensible. The situation of

war minister was given him, and from that

moment he saw nothing but justice in this

ungenerous proceeding. A descent on

Sweden was the first act of his ministry ;

and its brilliant success, which established

the Danes in Schonen, made him equally

popular at court and with the people.

While Count Lauvenheilm took this de-

cided step against the temporary interests of

the man upon whom he had cast his eyes for
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a son-in-law, he meditated a master-stroke

in political intrigue ; a stroke that was at

once to secure his daughter's elevation, and

to give his sovereign the coveted posses-

sions.

He had entered into a private understand-

ing, through indirect channels, with the

young Bishop of Lubeck, the administrator

of Holstein ;
and the Count's plan was to

bring about an interview between this

Prince and the fair Anastasia, Ui,der colour

of a meeting to arrange something for the

protection of Holstein, trusting to her charms

for the subsequent conquest of the Bishop's

fidelity.

Could he be tempted by the hand of

Anastasia, and some grant of territory from

Denmark, to sell his master, Lauvenheilm

believed that by the acquisition of Holstein

he would facilitate the conquest and dis-

memberment of Sweden, and that his own

aggrandisement must follow of course. He
foresaw not, that in this specious scheme he

was laying a snare for his own loyalty.
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Let not ambition usurp the name of a

noble vice : no passion degrades the soul so

completely. To what meanness of trick and

falsehood does it not bow the proudest mind !

to what selfishness and unfeelingness does it

not bring the kindest heart !

Count Lauvenheilm, the fondest of

fathers, was ready to give his favourite

daughter as the reward of perfidy. Count

Lauvenheilm, the most conscientious, nay,

most generous person in private life, was

now plotting to rob an orphan boy of his

rights, and to make that child's uncle and

guardian the instrument of the crime !

It is true, that Count Lauvenheilm did

not see these acts in their real horrors.

Alas ! he had imbibed the creed of con-

temporary politicians, and considered every

thing lawful which tended to aggrandize his

own country. He had also taught himself

to think that Denmark's claims were defen-

sible, and that the repose of the North re-

quired the sacrifice of Holstein, and the

demolition of Charles the Twelfth's power.
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The glittering advantages that would fol-

low success, assisted in blinding his moral

sense. To succeed in his attempt would be

to secure to himself a name amongst the

boldest statesmen of the age ;
to match his

daughter with a sovereign prince ;
and to

acquire over his own sovereign an ascendancy
that would in reality transfer the sovereign

power to himself.

These views were yet concealed in his

own bosom ; for though unceasingly kind,

and occasionally confidential, to Theodore,

the Count had lived too long amongst cour-

tiers to trust implicitly, till he saw that

some interest strong enough to cope, if ne-

cessary, with the principles of right, bound

another to adopt his feelings.

This single passion concealed, his cha-

racter appeared perfect in the eyes of his

protege, who lived now in a round of such

delightful emotions, that his aspirations

after other ties in the land of his fathers,

were vanishing like a dream.

Gaston de Roye, domesticated at the

10
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villa, added much to the charm of the family

circle ;
and by eternal quarrels with Ma-

dame Sauveur, allowed Theodore frequent

opportunities of conversing with Ellesif.

But not in Ellesif's conversation only, did

he now take pleasure. Her voice had

revived his once passionate attachment to

music ; though neither of such power nor

compass as her sister's, it made up in sweet-

ness and expression for its want of extent.

She played with more genius, though less

skill than Anastasia ; and her dancing, per-

haps not so perfect in the eyes of a ballet-

master, had infinite grace, and quite suf-

ficient variety.

Theodore by degrees lost the habit of re.

membering the once-dear Heinreich every

time he heard a note of music. New and

more pleasing associations succeeded to those

of former times
j

till at length the image of

Ellesif alone followed a strain of harmony.
Insensible of his danger, he believed that

what he felt for Ellesif was exactly that in-

spired by the Count. " A shed with El-

VOL. IT. E
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lesif and her father," he would say to him-

self,
" and I could be happy." He was

happy then, because nothing had taught

him to fear a termination of his present en-

joyments ;
and EllesiPs manner assured him

that their usual sympathy existed on the

present occasion.

His good opinion was evidently the aim

of all her actions ; what he said he liked,

either in conduct or habits, Ellesif almost

unconsciously adopted. Whatever she did,

she explained, or accounted for, to him ;

however divided in large circles, her eye

constantly met his in participation of passing

pleasures, and undesigned ly exercised all

her talents for him only : when she sung

and played, if he were not near her harp,
-

when she drew, if he were not by to watch

and criticise her performance, when she

danced, if he followed not her steps along

the dance, she looked round as if to ask

the reason of his absence.

His idea was indeed the home of EllesiPs

heart, his figure of her eyes. Still, how-
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ever, no thought of loving him had yet

agitated her breast ;
the warm, the delight-

ful, the justifiable sentiment she felt, ap-

peared to her only friendship ; and when

other ladies spoke of lovers and of husbands,

Ellesif thought she wanted jio happiness

beyond the present.

In the performance of agreeable duties,

increased in number and in interest by the

new dignity of the Count, Theodore's life

glided away with the smoothness, and

through as lovely seenes, as ever flowed

those streams that watered Paradise. The

only regret he had, was that of Dofrestom's

and Catherine's absence ; his only care the

fate of Heinreich.

The letter he had sent by a friend of Mr.

Coperstad's, had been sent in vain. Ste-

phani| was still at Dresden, under the pro-

tection of another person ; but Heinreich

was gone, and so overwhelmed with debt

contracted for her, that being his interest to

remain concealed, neither friend nor enemy
could discover his retreat.

E 2
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Unwillingly did Theodore transmit this

news to Dofrestom : but while he commu-

nicated it, he hastened to call the event for-

tunate. Heinreich, thus liberated from the

spells of this enchantress, and suffering by
her for their mutual transgression, would

most likely be led to seek for peace and

shelter under the paternal roof.

Theodore accompanied his letter with

various little presents for Catherine, and

dispatched the parcel by a young man re-

turning from military service to the neigh-

bourhood of Aardal.

The accounts he had hitherto received

from the valley, were all cheerful. Neither

Dofrestom nor Catherine would allow them-

selves to grieve for the absence of their sweet

companion, when so many blessings had

arisen from his departure. The Count's

generosity in liquidating the debts of Hein-

reich, had not only excited their gratitude,

but quieted their natural fears for the solidity

of his regard for their orphan.

Had another proof of this regard been
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wanting, the Count had just given it.

Theodore's occasional eulogiums on his

friend Mr. Coperstad, excited the curiosity

of his patron, who took the opportunity of

that gentleman's frequent visits to Theodore,

to break in upon them as if by accident, and

to remain long enough to discover a fund of

good sense, and talent for business, in the

friend of his protege. The Count wanted

such a person in one of the offices under

himself, and partly actuated by that con-

sideration, partly by pleasure in obliging

Theodore, bestowed the place unasked upon
Mr. Coperstad.

In the midst of so many agreeable events,

these were Theodore's halcyon days :

Gaston de Roye was fated to end them.

Amongst Theodore's respectable preju-

dices, was one that Ellesif had speedily

vanquished. Used to employ all his time

in pursuits that had some moral or useful

end, he looked with contempt on such as

were intended merely for relaxation
;

for-

getting, that in social intercourse superior

E 3
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minds must, now and then, consent to take

the lead of inferior ones ; that in the exercise

of ingenuity they must console themselves

for the inactivity of their higher powers ; and

that when the lords of creation do not make

trifles the business of their lives, they are

not censurable for making them its amuse-

ment.

Whenever the select set met at the villa

of his patron, Theodore saw that every

one brought with them some support

against possible dulness, or some refuge

from idleness. Accomplishments appeared

as much the heritage of the great as power

and wealth; a capacity tor undertaking

every agreeable trifle, as much born with

them, as the faculties of sight and hearing.

Not a musical instrument that found not

every hand qualified to awaken it ; not a

dance that every foot was not familiar

with j not a language that these privileged

people did not speak !

Theodore was ignorant of music, there-

fore could not join in the harmonies he had
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learned to love : he had practised only the

peculiar dance of his country, consequently

feared to hazard himself in the intricate

figures of those that were continually sur-

rounding him
; his scanty time had never

allowed him to practise drawing. One

only relaxation he had given himself while

a boy, watching Dofrestom's herd on the

mountains, it was the art of imitating

objects in wood.

His landscapes and figures carved with a

peii-kuife, had, at one time, been nearly

as celebrated as those of Eric ;
but the

professor's library had gradually won him

from the practice of this art, and the sub-

sequent sight of a prince wasting his whole

time, in seeking to acquire so humble a

talent, had disgusted him with it entirely.

Eilesirs admiration of a figure cut by

Eric, and given her by the hereditary

prince, first made Theodore remember his

own proficiency in the same way j and

having listened to her judicious, yet playful,

remarks upon his avowed contempt of such

E 4
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amiable trifles, the next night he brought
his knife and his little block of wood into

the evening circled

Her bright look of thanks and pleased

surprize, repaid him for the act. He began
to shape his work by her side, and that of

the idle De Roye, while Anastasia was

engaged with Madame Sauveur at a game
of piquet. The Count was absent, having
followed the King to Elsingberg. After

looking at Theodore's progress in produc-

ing the form of a Laplander in his reia-

deer sledge, De Roye suddenly exclaimed,
" Senor Guevara, I am going to Spain,

can I take any letters for you to your
relations ?"

The question startled Theodore. " I

wish I knew who my relations are !" he

replied,
"

I should be tempted to ask you

to take me with you."
" And leave your

Danish friends ?" asked Ellesif. Theodore

did not quite know why, but he found it

impossible to answer her touching tone

except by a look. Had any others than
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Ellesif remarked that look, the secret of

his heart, though still unknown to himself,

would have been known to them.

De Roye demanded an explanation of

what Theodore had said ;
the latter briefly

stated his situation.
" How came I never

to hear this before, Ellesif?" exclaimed the

Frenchman ;

"
yet I think you did tell

me something like it, when I cared nothing

about Guevara. How do we know that the

'

grave and potent* Senor is not a grandee

of the first class ? and here he sits contented

to be guessed any thing. Why the devil

don't you set off for Spain directly, Gue-

vara ? I'll get you a commission from

Lord Peterborough in less than a month,

if you will go out to Catalonia."

The instant paleness of Ellesif quickened
the pulses of Theodore ; he scarcely allow-

ed himself a glance at her dismayed counte-

nance, as he replied to the Chevalier. "
I

sincerely thank you, but may I say without

rudeness to a soldier, that I dislike the pro*

fession of arms, from principle ! There is
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some activity, no enterprize in my disposi-

tion ;
and I am perhaps childishly shocked

at the thought of shedding blood. Yet, I

hope I should not be found wanting, did

the country I lived in, or the friends I lived

with, require defence."

" Oh! well, we won't enter into the

tattered question about the morality of cer-

tain professions," said Gaston :
"

I consider

ourselves a band of knight-errants engaged
to redress wrongs, and for that reason I

am going to fight as hard as ever I can for

Charles of Austria. If your kindred should

happen to be on that side, I might, get at

them for you ;
but if they are Philipites,

I should do you more harm than good.

Why the devil, I say, don't you go to

Spain and seek them out ?"

Theodore hesitated, and stammered

forth something like an explanation of his

reasons. "
Well, but those worthy old

folks are doing without you now. Why
can't you leave them for Spain as well as

for Copenhagen ?"
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M You are very bold, a little imperti-

nent, surely," observed Ellesif, seeing

Theodore change colour. De Roye apolo-

gized. Theodore's ideas were all confused

by the questions just put to him, for they

had awakened the monitor within ;
and that

was now telling him that of late he had

ceased to feel any anxiety upon this interest-

ing subject : he was silent.

" There is an old Spanish book upon

heraldry," continued De Roye,
" which I

remember in my father's library, I wonder

if it is here ! That book would tell us some-

thing about the Guevaras."
"

I see you do me the favour of think-

ing my parents noble," said Theodore,

trying to say it gaily ;
" but from nothing

I can gather, dare I indulge in such a

hope."
" O they must have been noble. I am

sure your
"

Ellesif stopped all blushes

at her indiscreet ardour j and Theodore

thrilling through every vein with an emo-

tion at once new, delightful, unexpected,

E 6
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and unaccountable to himself, rose from

his seat. He thought he could find the

book the Chevalier mentioned, he said,

as he went towards the other end of the

room. "
Pray do me the favour of steady-

ing these steps for me," he called to the

Chevalier while ascending to reach the

book. Gaston was by his side in a mo-

ment.
" Shall I be your other supporter?"

asked Ellesif, rising to assist.

" He'd rather have you in his arms"

said De Roye. He hazarded this unlucky

jest in so low a voice that it missed the ear

of Ellesif j but Theodore heard it ; and the

heavy quarto he was just taking down, fell

from his trembling hands.

So loud was the noise that both the

ladies at picquet jumped from their seats.

In apologizing, and explaining, and lament-

ing his own awkwardness, Theodore sought

to divert the attention of all present from

his confused looks ; but he could not still

the tumultuous throbbing of his heart,

4
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which repeating again and again De Roye's

indiscreet expression, left him dubious

whether the image it presented caused him

most pain or pleasure.

The good-natured Chevalier seeing the

mischief he had done, sought to repair it

by appearing unobservant : he therefore

opened the book, and carefully examin-

ing it, discovered the name of Guevara.
"

There, you must translate it for us," he

said :
"

I fancy no cue here is a Spanish

cholar except yourself."

It cost Theodore an effort to steady his

voice, while he read the following passage :

"
Guevara, Cpnde )4T Roncevalles, Mar-

quis $ Palmaft j Guevara, Marquis Mon-

tenejos."
" Now to which of these families shall

he belong, Ellesif ?" asked De Roye.
" O ! I should like the title of Ronce-

valles."

Again the blood rushed through the veins

of Theodore, and the colour went and came

on his cheek. " You must not assist in
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teaching me to indulge such proud

thoughts," said he, with an agitation of

look and voice too striking for Ellesif not

to observe :
"

every day makes it more ne-

cessary for me to repress such probable

delusions. I have made the discovery only

just now, perhaps, but once made I will

profit by it, cost what it may."
This incoherent, apparently irrelevant,

speech was no riddle to the Chevalier : he

justly understood it as a manly reply to his

former jest ; and he admired its candour,

though he considered it a little indiscreet.

Theodore, however, was far from what

is called indiscreet ; but if a direct challenge

were made upon his truth, he deemed it

right to meet it. De Roye's unguarded

witticism appeared to him in that light, and

he noticed it accordingly.

Truth is, indeed, the noblest character-

istic of man j and Theodore knew how to

be discreet and sincere at the same time.

It was left for Ellesif to act as if she

thought it her duty to shew her soul with-

12
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out disguise in the world, as she would at

the last great tribunal ;
to take trouble to

undeceive persons who deceived themselves

about her, though such deception were for

her peace or interest. Wretched they who

are thus actuated !

He that makes such unguarded truth the

rule of his life, rushes, like Isadas, naked

into the ranks of war : the lustre of his

moral beauty may for a while suspend the

blows of his assailants, and he may by
miracle escape unwounded ; but the award

of prudence is not to be bribed by any re-

sult, and her voice, even in the hour of

triumph, will pass on him the sentence of

punishment.

The game between Anastasia and the

Marquise being over, they joined the party

of Ellesif.

Madame Sauveur would know what they

had been talking about. "
Ah, mon Dieu !'*

she exclaimed,
"
why does not the Senor

go directly and join the party of our

Prince ? He would be so charmed with our
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young King and Queen; so captivated by the

Princess de Ursini
;
and if he distinguished

himself in the field the King would ennoble

him, or
"

" Not so fast, Madame Sauveur," inter-

rupted De Roye :
"
you forget that the

English are just going to drive all your

countrymen, King, Queen, and Princess

into the bargain, across the Pyrenees.

Guevara had best enlist under the Austrian

banner ;
for I stake my handsomest sword

against that nameless horror upon your

head, (which you call a Fontange,) that

Charles is in Madrid in less than three

months.
5 '

A brisk altercation now took place be-

tween the Chevalier and the Marquise; each

entering into an elaborate expose of their

different favourite's claims on the Spanish

monarchy. When Madame Sauveur was

beat on the point of right, she made a flank

movement, and attacked the Chevalier upon

his disloyal desertion of a French Prince.

Her attack was the fiercer from her private
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resentment at his remark upon her head-

dress ;
and his defence was the stouter from

the amusement he had in putting her into a

passion. While their dispute was carrying

on, Anastasia and Ellesif were continuing

the subject it had interrupted. For the first

time since Theodore's introduction at the

villa, Anastasia's measured courteousness

spread into something like interest.
" As

soon as the war between the rival houses is

over," she said,
"

it would certainly be

worth your while, Senor, to make some en-

quiries about your connections ! If Charles

is King, our lively friend there can serve

you ;
if Philip keeps his throne, my father

can do it ; so it is only waiting till then for

complete satisfaction on the business."

" Why have you never entered minutely

into this subject with my father?" asked

Ellesif :
" You could not doubt the lively

interest that he takes, that we all take,

in every thing that concerns you !"

What dangerous sweetnesswas there in the

eyes and voice of Ellesif as she addressed this
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to Theodore ! He ventured not to meet those

eyes, but he could not close his ear against

her voice. Ajiastasia was called away by
the noisy disputants.
"

I knew the Count could not properly

enter into such correspondence while Den-

mark would make common cause wiih Eng-
land

; but I meant to speak and to act at

a future day, and the Count's kindness is

beyond all doubt."
" Princess Ursini is of my dear mother's

r M - J> _ TJT711- T. _-J.. 1.

family, saiu i^uesn
;

aim wnen once tne

usual communications are again opened be-

tween this court and that she is so powerful

in, you must allow my father to interest

himself in your most interesting situation.

How earnestly shall I now pray for the esta-

blishment pf Philip !"

An expression which Theodore vainly

sought to banish from his eyes, as they met

her's, made Ellesif sensible of her impru-

dence. " How foolishly warm I am about

5j,ny thing !" she resumed, averting her

bhishing face :
" You must think me so
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extravagant in my way of speaking : you

are always so moderate."

" My singular situation has habituated

me to imprison my soul, if you cam pardon

so extravagant an expression. Amongst
the good but ignorant people by whom I

was first surrounded, I knew I could find

no one to understand me : circumstances

also obliged me to be reserved to the dear

old man, whose heart was capable of com-

prehending every apparent inconsistency of

mv feelings. Since then," he ***<** <rentlv
L "-*

jj f

lowering his voice and his eyes,
" uncer-

tain of my place in society, I have feared to

mingle my heart with too presumptuous a

familiarity, where alone it finds complete

sympathy; in short, I am very humble

with those I love, but very proud to all the

world besides."
'"

A long silence followed. EllesiPs. heart

palpitated so violently that she could not

reply. Alarmed at an agitation caused by
the manner of Theodore, whose love spoke,

in spite of his opposing will, through every
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Expression of his countenance, she hastily

retreated to another part of the room, and

began tuning her harp.
" You are the most provoking person io

argue with !" exclaimed the angry Marquise

to the Chevalier,
" for nothing provokes

you. Nothing throws you into such a flame

of zeal as you see me in. Yes, you say

very true you are not French, you are all

cold-blooded English. I won't speak an-

other word to you. Mam'selle Ellesif, what

are you about there ? Do you forget that

you are going to a ball ? Pray let us dress,

and leave the barbarous Chevalier to devour

Seilor Guevara."
" What has the Seiior done to deserve

such a fate ?" asked the beautiful Anas-

tasia.

" Most ungallantly tafeen no part in our

dispute : never once uttered a word on

my side ! And indeed he looks so dismal

just now, that I verily believe he would

thank any other wild beast to eat him up

in good earnest."
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Ellesif lingered on the arm of her sister

as they were retiring to dress : another time

she would frankly have asked both gentle-

men to have accompanied them to the ball,

but a new feeling restrained her.

De Roye called after them,
" Don't you

ask one of us to be of your party to-night r"

"Both of you, if you please," returned

Anastasia. Theodore excused himself.

" O, pray go !" said Madame Sauveur.
" My quarrel is over with you ; and you
will be so charmed to see Countess Anas-

tasia dance the last Versailles minuet."

Theodore again excused himself, urging

papers to arrange for the Count : while he

did so, he strove to hide his emotion under

a veil of peculiar coldness. Ellesif turned

away, surprised anc^fcjmpointed.
" Before I go to make myself so much

the uglier or handsomer, as it may have

suited my taylor," said De Roye,
"

let me
. advise you, Seiior, to collect all the docu-

ments you can about yourself^ and let me
have them as a venture to take to Spain,

*
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Depend on it, I'll make it turn out as good
a speculation as Whittington's cat. Pray

what did your first friends do with the

clothes you had on when you were

wrecked ? Had you no little necklace or

coral, or thing of that sort, to identify

you ? Hang me if I ever take a child to sea

without tattooing his birth and parentage

upon every limb of his body !"

Theodore warmly thanked the Chevalier

for the kind interest he expressed, and ac-

cepting his offer of enquiring in Catalonia

about the families of Guevara, promised to

write immediately into Norway for the in-

formation he sought. De Roye then hum-

ming a lively tune, ran away to let his hair

be tortured by his valet.

Theodore remained where he was left, in

a sort of stupor. The extents of the even-

ing had completely opened his eyes to the

dangers and difficulties of his situation. He

could no longer doubt the nature of the

sentiment he felt for Ellesif ; and had he

not been sensible that his services were now
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important to her father, he would have de-

cided upon leaving them both for ever.

That dreadful for ever ! his heart died at

the sound.

Where is the judgment that may not be

blinded, the integrity that may not be

warped, by the fear of separation from a

beloved object ? Theodore thought over

the reasons for his departure, and the argu-

ments for his stay, and believed that when

he decided for the latter, he was yielding to

the command of necessity.

Could he have the boldness to tell Count

Lauvenheilm that he had dared to love his

daughter ? Unless he did that, how could

he leave him, without bearing the stigma of

unfeeling, ungrateful caprice ? How could

he return to
disap^jfcfcd^ expectations of

Dofrestom and CaMrjHHow looking to

him for continued, and,4t last, succtessful

search after Heinreic$if And, lastly, how

could he excuse himself to hpr, wh^>sees-
teem was more precious*ta^im than Jife ?

Of what avail would be absWfe
fronj

her ?

f -l^fab^J -e

\ ' -
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Would it diminish that love which had

gradually grown into a part of himself ?

Alas, no ! Absence may cure the love

of the senses, but has no power over that

of the heart. To stay, or to go, would

neither increase nor diminish this sentiment.

Why then should he go ? Was he vain

enough to fancy her peace could be en-

dangered by it ? He strove to answer No ;

but a delightful thrill renewed again and

again, as he recollected many of her un-

guarded looks and words, forbade him to

deceive himself.

Yet, these looks might really mean no-

thing more than friendly interest ;
and

honour would now induce him to guard

against their ever meaning moi By re-

pressing all appeau^fcgif a fonder senti-
*A\]

ment in
himselMj^^Tfci'isely

concluded

tffat "sikh conduc^pust
'

cneck the growth

of it in Ellesifc lit%f<lresaw not, that al-

though pride,f(Jelicacy, or principle, may
lead \o thpjc^efbp^ation $f never avowing
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the sentiment he wished not to feel, no

effort can prevent its mute expression.

For what determination can bid the

blood be still, which mounts to the cheek

at sight of a beloved person ? What will

can steady the trembling hand which gives

or receives anything from her ? What
fear of censure, what virtuous shame can

lend the lips courage to pronounce a false-

hood, if taxed with too deeply feeling the

power of virtues and graces ? Others will

tell her what the lover dare not, would not

tell ; and who knows not the effect of

such information ? The hint once- given,

that ujM-avels every mystery of conduct,

and cWngesDeeming caprice into the noblest

self-denial^B object of the sentiment is

not only tocHied ^gB^^y* but animated

by admiration. ^herefore ,con-

troul, but can

which rises in retul

'As Theodore

had first
discovej

eyes, he could al

VOL. II.
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the Count might not have made the same

observation as De Roye.
"

Well, be it

so," he said
;

" and if he sees me seeking

to win that precious heart, let him scorn,

let him abhor me
;
but if my unhappy pas-

sion shews itself only by the care I shall

take to hide it, % surely the Count will not

give the name of ingratitude to so involun-

tary a fault." V
Lost in these thoughts, Theodore was

unconscious of the time they employed ;

and he was still sitting where she had left

him, when Ellesif, having finished her toiler,

came to watt for the rest of the party. She

paused at sight of him. "
I
tho^ht you

were going to write !" she exclaiirflj.

Irresolute whether to ^M'>r to stay,

Theodore

which is thefl :

:

Bcation of fearing

ed to excuse him-

where she found

was really true, that

ion had called up

s.
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* c

Surely not unpleasant ones ?" asked

Ellesif, fixing her touching eyes on his

saddened and changing countenance.

" You are not well, I fear ; or some bad

news from Aardal ?"

The tender pity of her accents caused

new tumults in the breast of Theodore.

He felt that his secrst was rapidly disclosing.

He could only stop his dizzy career by a

violent check. Making .a forced expression

of coldness succeed to that of agitation, he

replied briefly,
"

I thank you, no ; I am

quite well
; nothing has occurred at Aardal .

I must go to my writing. Good night j .1

you a pleasant evening."

rose, without daring to look once

upon a^Hl that was to him the perfection

of deliglw Elle^fc^Drised and confounded,

stood silentlyJ v

^him. In passing

her with too

her train, and

it, and to apologi^

There was

the troubled
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their soft reproach, and the blood rose to

his temples.
" Have I done any thing to displease

you, Senor Guevara ?" asked she, almost

tearfully,
"

I thought myself so sure of

your friendship ; and now you evidently

wish to repel the interest I would express

about the plan proposed by Gaston de

Roye."
Theodore felt the madness of his former

reasonings. How was he to resist such ten-

derness ? How could he always appear

cold to such animated regard ? His com-

plexion painfully varied, and his words

were almost suffocated as he tried to
ttply.

<e You have not offended meCoumess
Ellesif. I really feel your o

pathy j but I

gant expectation
- indeed

sym-
extrava-

r sanction

d to you."

liged ! wha t

now I know I

islike, or you
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would not be so formal with me. Tell me
what it is !"

"
Nothing, indeed, nothing."

" Then you are capricious ; for how

different you were not three hours ago."
" Think me so, then," he exclaimed,

hurried away by momentary delirium ;

" think me any thing but forgetful of re-

spect to you, of gratitude to the Count."

Ellesif suffered him to pass her, for she

was now too bewildered to detain him with

further questions. Theodore escaped j but

she remained, to think over his manner

and words, and to find in each an enigma.

V. Jr
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CHAPTER III.

nPHEODORE was too sensible of the
^

danger he had escaped, to hesitate any

longer about the part he had to take.

Without allowing himself time to change,

he wrote to Count Lauvenheilm. His first
*

letter was a confession of his presumptuous

attachment, assigning that as his sole rea-

tfbn for desiring leave to resign his situa-

tion
;

but after the tumult of his mind

subsided, and he had read this letter several

times, his habitual and constitutional aver-

sion to the exposure of strong feeling

made him
destroy ifcl^f

write another.

In the second ^ttcnAp tfiade Gaston de

Roye's proposal h%jJ^B^r asking leave" to

'visit AardaU Nothingcould afford a more

plausible excuse than ihe many enquiries he

had to make of Dofrestom, and the search

he meant to institute after the sailor he

i

9
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jiad once seen at Lavanger. If the Count

accepted this excuse now, he trusted to con-

tingencies for furnishing some other of

equal force, either to detain him in-Norway,

or to carry him into Spain.

Writing and re-writing these letters, and

one to Dofrestom, on the same subject,

employed the whole night. His spirit was

too completely roused for sleep j and the

morning came, only to find him the same

un-refreshed, perturbed being he had been

the night before.

Theodore's letter went with some govern-

ment papers to the Count at Elsingberg,

and was immediately answered.

Far from reproaching him with selfish-

ness, the Count treated Theodore's desire to

search into his birth as a laudable feeling,

and warmly expre^d his intention of as-

sisting in it.

"
I am not in the* habit of exciting hope

that may be disappointed," he wrote,
" so

I never spoke to you on the subject j but

since you have beei* with me, 1 have enT

F 4
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deavoured to reach Princess Ursini by a

circuitous road, and have prayed her to

enquire if any known family of your name

have lost a son in the manner your father

perished/*

The Count then proceeded to state that

Dofrestom's complete account of the matter

might be as well written as spoken, and

that he could, better than Theodore, seek

the sailor at Lavanger. One valuable do-

cument the Count suggested as being ne-

cessary to ascertain Theodore's identity

hereafter, if his relations were ever dis-

covered ; this was the sworn registers of

his foreign birth.

In Norway every peasant is borji to

arms : every peasant above and under such

and such ages must serve a given time

either in the army or r^yy. Amongst the

few exceptions to this 'law are the only

sons pf farmers, ana persons not na-

turalized.

Under the first description came Hein-

reich j under the second Theodore j so.
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rfiat neither of the youths had ever served.

To substantiate the fact, however, Dofres-

tom had formally made oath of Theodore's

foreign parentage, bringing several respec-

table witnesses to prove his arrival at

Aardal with the child, under the circum-

stances he described.

For a legal copy of this document, the

Count (knowing that such an one must have

been called for by the governor of the pro-

vince) now advised Theodore to write
; then

went on, supposing that his protege could

no longer desire to leave him till something
certain might call him into Spain j adding,

that under the weight of business by which

he was now oppressed, his stay with him

would be a real obligation. The Count in-

cidentally mentioned his prospect of being
left alone for a couple of months, as his

daughters meditated a visit for that length

of time to a relation of Anastasia's.

This last piece of information, joined to

the tenor of the whole letter, decided Theo-

dore 5 for how could he refuse to oblige

* 5
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his benefactor ? He resolved therefore to

struggle on in silence, and to maintain with

more courage than before his war between

duty and his attachment to Ellesif.

Before the Count returned from Schonen,

Theodore began to think that the effort

would not require so much heroism. No

overflowing confidence, no thrilling ten-

derness, no glance unconsciously revealing

the soul ; scarcely one kind attention- now

tempted him to betray his resolution. El-

lesif, too, had received her warning, and

alarmed by Theodore's capricious conduct

the night of the ball, determined to behave

no longer as she had done.

She had danced with Gaston de Roye,
and during the time they were not dancing,

had talked with him about the story of

Theodore.

Gaston expressed a wish that he could be

prevailed upon to accompany him into

Spain, though he admitted that it might in-

jure his success with his family, if they were

not of the Austrian party.
" The truth
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B said,
"

I relish him exceedingly :

he is so exactly the reverse of myself, that

I would rather talk to him five minutes than

ten hours with the greatest wit of the age."
"

I am so glad you think so," exclaimed

Ellisif ;

" for whenever I am with Seuor

Guevara, his conversation is so amiable and

so admirable ; so gentle his opinions, and

so exalted his sentiments, that I seem walk-

ing by moonlight, when every object I see

appears softer, and purer, and lovelier."

" Ellesif !" said De Roye, fixing his eyes

on her till she flushed the deepest crimson,
" take care of yourself; but, above all,

take care of other people's observations. If

you say such indiscreet things to others,

what is to prevent their saying what I shall

not say?"
"
My innocence," replied Ellesifproudly,

yet glowing with fear and confusion.

" Then you only set a lamb to guard
the fold," returned De Roye :

" in this

wolfish world there is no guardian for a

woman but surly old prudence.
5 *

F 6
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Ellesif's answer was interrupted by a call

to the cotillion
; ancMiaving, by obeying it,

got away from the startling subject, neither

she nor De Roye resumed it afterwards.

Inwardly hurt by the changed manner of

Theodore in the beginning of the evening,

and alarmed by the remark of De Roye
at the end of it, Ellesif believed herself

piqued rather than heart-wounded.

Was it possible that Theodore imagined

what De Roye insinuated, that she loved

him? and was this caprice to tell her that

her love was unreturned ? On this humbling

thought the burning tears gushed from

Ellesif's eyes.
" When, when shall I learn to conceal

all my feelings," she cried, tossing on her

sleepless pillow,
" that none of them may

be mistaken for such as this ! My natural

admiration of his fine mind, my pleasure in

his instructive conversation, has been so un-

expected, I suppose, and so indiscreetly

shewn, that he fancies nothing but love

could make me prefer his society to my
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father's nobler guests. How ill I have

translated his character! I thought it all

modesty : I believed he felt f9r me exactly

what I feel for him the strongest, most

delightful friendship." A deep sigh fol-

lowed this sentence j and she sighed again

and again, imagining her sadness solely oc-

casioned by the painful conviction that her

heart was suspected of having given itself

unsought.

The next day she proved to Gaston de

Roye, that his caution had not been lost on

her ; but whether real indifference to Theo-

dore, or alarmed delicacy, were under this,

De Roye knew not, nor was it much to the

purpose to enquire : he had succeeded in

putting both parties on their guard against

a sentiment which he saw was stealing on

them unawares, and which must, if their

present disparity of situation continued, end

in mutual despair.

Theodore was as surprized as Ellesif had

been at his singular conduct, when he found

that instead of having to struggle against
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temptations of being with her, he had

scarcely one opportunity of voluntarily re-

signing her society.

At all those moments during the day

when accident left them together, they had

formerly remained so, continuing their con-

versation and their pursuits ; but now it

seemed dubious whether Ellesif or he were

the first to start up and frame some excuse

for sudden, departure.

Ellesif loved flowers, and Theodore had

undertaken to cultivate some Norwegian
shrubs for her delight : she had been in the

habit of visiting his little garden while he

thus worked in it, and their most interesting

moments had passed there. Now she went

there no more, unless en passant with her

sister or the Marquise.

But the most striking proof of her change

towards him was in the trifling province of

dress. When Theodore first knew her, she

dressed in compliance with the fashion, in

a style of cumbrous magnificence, ill-suited

to her delicate figure j but after hearing him
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frequently express his partiality for simpli-

city, and warmly admire the habit in which

he had first seen her, she gradually discon-

tinued all ornaments, and rarely decorated

herself except with that garland of pinks

which had reminded Theodore of those in

the gardens at Aardal. She now resumed

her former costume.

Theodore did not wilfully deceive him-

self in this instance, yet he was deceived ;

for he concluded that Ellesif had been made

sensible of his presumptuous passion, and

had adopted these methods of shewing him

her resentment.

"
I have then no more to do, Ellesif,"

he said, mentally addressing her,
" than to

love you, and die. Your anger punishes me

sufficiently for my unwilling fault. Alas !

there is no longer any reason to dread being
near you."

By the time Count Lauvenheilrn return-

ed, he found Theodore completely satisfied

with remaining at Copenhagen.
The visit of the young Countesses to
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Sleswick was now settled. When every

thing was arranged for their departure with

their father (who had purposed staying with

them at least a week), he suddenly requested

Theodore to take his office of guarding them

on the road, and to return immediately after

having conveyed them to Madame Rothe-

stien's.

At that juncture the Count himself could

not be spared from the court, for powerful

reasons had induced the King to break the

match between his sister and the Hereditary

Prince of ; and the First Minister's

mediation to explain and to smooth, and to

give the Prince his conge, was an absolute

necessity. The Count, however, promised

to join them at Sleswick as soon as possible.

Theodore accepted the office with a

crushed heart: continuing to see Ellesif

might be still considered a privilege j but

could that feeble pleasure repay him for the

forfeited transport of mingling his heart and

mind with her's in free and unmeasured

confidence! His silenced eyes, and her
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averted ones, were equally painful to each,

yet each persevered in the rigorous observ-

ance of self-imposed laws.

Never had Anastasia been so animated as

during this journey : it almost seemed the

inspiration of a new character. Madame

Sauveur was alternately as gay, as good-na-

tured, as angry, and as talkative as usual j

so that with two such companions, the

forced spirits of Ellesif, and the depressed

ones of Theodore, passed unobserved.

Within ten miles of the house they were

going to, Anastasia proposed stopping for

some refreshment, and to make a respectful

alteration in their dress. Ellesif was sur-

prised, but she offered no objection to this

ceremonious attention to appearance, and

the party alighted. Fearful of being left

alone with Theodore, after they had par-

taken of some coffee, she hastened to follow

the example of her sister and the Marquise,

by retiring to alter her head-dress.

Theodore remained, leaning in deep me-
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lancholy against a window, from which he

gazed on the starry sky, and revolved the

conduct of Ellesif. He had the virtue to

resolve never to seek her affection, but he

was not quite heroic enough to rejoice at

her unkindness. The brightness of his

youth was now, he thought, darkened for

ever, leaving him nothing in life to desire,

'nothing to toil for.

As he stood indulging these musings,, he

was roused by the sound of a horse gallop-

ing fiercely towards the inn they were rest-

ing at: its rider, a noble-looking man,

scarcely thirty, enquired eagerly for the

Marquise Sauveur. He dismounted, and

was shewn into the room where Theodore

was standing.

The gentleman announced himself as

Colonel Muller, a German: his embassy

was from the lady to whom the sisters were

going. The* small-pox had broken out in

her house j and as this gentleman was one

of her invited party, she had written to him
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.not to come to her, but go round to meet

the Countesses, and prevent their entering

her infected neighbourhood.

With strict propriety Colonel Muller now

made this explanation to Madame Sauveur,

who nearly suffocated him with the multi-

tude of her thanks, and thanksgivings, and

questions. What was to be done ? It was

late, and they must give, up the idea of

proceeding.

The Colonel suggested remaining all

night, as he meant to do, and the next

morning resuming their different routes.

Madame Sauveur of course acceded, could

do no less than invite the courteous officer

to sup with them, then hastened to impart

the disappointment to her fair charge.

Being left alone with the stranger, Theo-

dore was obliged to address him : indeed,

unconscious that Ellesif had already con-

quered the fatal disorder he came to an-

nounce, his heart throbbed with gratitude

towards him.

Colonel Muller answered courteously,
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and with the air of habitual animation
j but

his mind was evidently called off by some

livelier interest : he spoke at random ; and

his eyes were continually directed towards

the door, with an impatience that accounted

for the burning colour on his cheek.

Ellesif was the first that appeared with

Madame Sauveur : the stranger eyed her

admiringly for a moment, but again shewed

visible signs of agitation ;
in a few moments

afterwards Anastasia entered.

She was entirely in white, without or-

nament : her profusion of beautiful hair,

simply parted from her forehead, mixed

with the transparent folds of a veil, that,

floating like mist around the evening star,

softened her brightness into tenderness.

Theodore had never seen her so unde-

corated ;
he had therefore never seen her so

lovely ; for a slight appearance of tremor

in her step, and a downcast look, gave her

a transient likeness to Ellesif.

Colonel Muller's soul sprung from his

eyes : admiration, trajisport, passion was in
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that look. He approached, and taking both

her hands, carried them at once to his lips.

Theodore was astonished at the boldness

of this action from a stranger j yet there

was no undue air of familiarity in the mode

of doing it. If he were astonished at the

freedom of the officer, how much more was

he surprized by the mingled confusion and

passiveness of Anastasia ! She seemed to

forget that her hand was still in his as he

led her to a seat, and took one beside her.

Still gazing on her, he whispered some-

thing in a low voice ; its purport might be

guessed at, from the smile and the blush

that followed it. Surprized out of their

unnatural disunion, Ellesif and Theodore

exchanged a speaking look ; Madame Sau-

veur secretly entertained herself with seeing

a man so epris at first sight.

Colonel Muller called himself a friend of

Count Lauvenheihn's, but not one of the

party could remember having heard of him

before ; however, those who were not in th?

secret (Madame Sauveur, Ellesif, and Theo-
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dore), believed he must be so, and became

less astonished at his perfect ease.

Colonel Muller was a person of ardent

manners ;
his gesticulation was as vehement

as his conversation, but each were agree-

able and graceful in their way. Though

-nearly engrossed by Anasta&ia's beauty,

what he addressed to the rest of the party

was marked by peculiar goovd-breeding, and

a sort of eccentric talent.

Anastasia said little, and looked beautiful.

After supper she sang a duet with the Co-

lonel, and he was evidently more enchanted

than before. Ellesif sat the silent spectator

of a scene which she comprehended not ;

and Theodore occasionally noticing the in-

cessant chat cf Madame Sauveur, was be-

coming convinced, from all he heard and

saw, that there was something more than

what appeared in this stranger's introduc-

tion.

He had known the Hereditary Prince of

jr ;
he had occasionally seen something

and heard more of the Danish King's bro-

8
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thers
;
and although each individual differed

as much in moral and intellectual value as

do the humbler races of men, they had a

generic character, which helped him to solve

the present problem.

This Colonel Muller was a prince, he was

certain ; but of what country, cr for what

reason thus introduced, he neither could

nor sought fo know.

Theodore was right : this was the first

experiment of his patron in his new scheme

of secret, politics. The pretended officer

was in reality the administrator of Holstein.

His passionate wish of seeing the beautiful

original of a picture he had habituated him-

self to gaze on till imagination maddened,

was grown to such excess, that Count Lau-

venheilm found it an easy task, through an

agent of^'I^t^ to work the young Bishop
6*''

into a resolution of seeing Anastasia.

Her mind had been long prepared to be-

hold, with a favourable eye, the man who

could exalt her to sovereign rank : the

Count had imparted all that related to his
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daughter's aggrandisement to an old relation

of her mother's, who undertook to receive

the Bishop at her house when Anastasia and

her father should come there : and although

his visit was to be limited to a few days, the

Count knew that would be time sufficient

for Anastasia's beauty and accomplishments

to fire the heart of such an impetuous per-

son, and for his own penetration to estimate

the chance of detaching Holstein from the

Swedish interest.

Luckily, or unluckily, the small-pox

really did appear in Madame Rothestein's

house, and the fictitious Colonel was thus

allowed an opportunity of seeing his fair idol

without her father, in the manner just

described.

The few hours spent in her society ri-

vetted his chains. She was as much beyond

her painted resemblance, as her present

appearance of sensibility transcended her

general coldness ; and ere they parted in the

morning he had sought and obtained aa
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opportunity of pouring out his passion at

her feet.

When the travellers were on their return

towards Copenhagen, Ellesif observed a

glittering ring on the finger of Anastasia ;

Could it be a present from the stranger ?

could Anastasia have accepted it ? If love

were thus sudden, thus indecorous, Ellesif,

the often indiscreet, but ever self-respecting

Ellesif, felt that she knew not its power.

Between Ellesif and her sister there was

little of what is termed confidence, for there

was little reciprocity of feeling. The indif-

ference of Anastasia always checked the

enthusiasm of Eilesif, so that they rarely

conversed together with flowing souls : for

this reason, Ellesif did not feel privileged to

ask any questions at this juncture, and she

was too delicate to hazard a remark. She

sat therefore, as silent as Theodore, when
the agreeable Colonel Muller was discussed,

and his sudden passion sported with, by
Madame Sauveur.

Count Lauvenheilm was at first evident!

VOL. II. G
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chagrined by the return of his daughters ;

but a private conversation with Anastasia

dissipated his look of vexation, and taught

him to believe that the administrator's politi-

cal apostacy was near at hand.

He hastened to communicate the affair to

the King, lest some enemy should discover

it, and impress the royal mind with unjust

suspicions of his integrity. But he was too

late : he had been already betrayed by an

inferior agent to a rival minister, whose

plausible misrepresentations had infused

doubts into the sovereign, which not being

expressed, Count Lauvenheilm could not

dissipate.

Unconscious of the gathering storm, the

Count continued elate and confident ;
for

he was at the summit of power, and all his

prospects were bright and boundless.

In his domestic circle things proceeded as

usual : Anastasia was fatigued with ad-

mirers, Madame Sauveur weary of having

none j Gaston de Roye was preparing to
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leave Denmark ; Ellesif and Theodore were

still outwardly estranged.

With Theodore this estrangement shewed

itself in unusual seriousness, closer applica-

tion to business, and assiduous endeavours

to avoid the society of Ellesif. With her,

on the contrary, it was affected by a constant

effort at excessive spirits, a determined

abandonment of every thing Theodore liked,

and the same care as his of shunning private

interviews.

The effort was equally painful to both ;

but the weaker mind had rashly chosen the

hardest task. Ellesif found it impossible to

support her distracting gaiety ; at least im-

possible to carry even cheerfulness into her

hours of solitude.

There, weeping and sad, she gradually

became conscious that the kindness, the

confidence of Theodore was necessary to

her happiness ! and she thought also, to her

life. Alas, how falsely! Would that we

could indeed cease to live, when all thai

gives value to life is wrested from us !

G 2
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Ellesif was not so insane as to imagine

that even her indulgent, liberal father,

would sanction an union with one in the

doubtful situation of Theodore; but she

had been so happy, so lately !* that might
she only regain that blissful state, she

thought it impossible for her to wish for

more.

That, however, she dared not hope ; for

Theodore evidently suspected her partiality,

and testified by his manner that, so far from

sharing, he contemned it. There was some-

thing in this sudden display of his indiffer-

ence that kindled even the gentle heart of

Ellesif into a flame of resentment. How

cruelly wounding to her modesty ! how

different from that delicacy of feeling which

she had imagined him possessed of! Was

it necessary to insult her, because he did

not love her? and could she consider this

studied display of indifference in any other

light than as an insult ? What path was left

for her to pursue, but that of resolving to

act as if his conduct had no effect upon her
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spirits,
and to shun him still more carefully

than before.

Her last resolution was kept, but the

former was beyond her strength to perform.

Her heart sunk under the vain attempt at

gaiety, and a melancholy, so profound, at

length settled upon her countenance, that

Theodore trembled to guess its cause.

To others she pleaded a nervous com-

plaint for her change of spirits ; to him she

said nothing, and her cold silence either

allowed him to believe himself the cause, or

to fear it was an attachment to another.

He strove to call off his attention from so

dangerous a contemplation, by forcing him-

self into anxiety about the result of the en-

quiries now on foot for Spain.

The answer from Aardal had not yet

arrived, and De Roye was to leave Copen-

hagen for England in two days ; thence he

was to embark immediately for Catalonia to

join a regiment to which he had been lately

appointed under General Carpenter.

This young man had certainly given, art

G 3
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evidence of his sincerity in his very proposal

to do what he had undertaken, yet he so

often mixed jests
with his discourses on the

subject, and seemed so much more occupied

with seeking an opportunity of uttering a

joke than attending to particulars, that

Theodore almost feared he could not trust

to his perseverance, or to his very deep

interest. A lucky incident, by completely

unveiling the solid worth of the Chevalier,

established the confidence of his hesitating

friend.

Theodore had lent a book to an officer v.\

the Rcy?.l Guards, who returned it with a

civil note; of thanks. The young man had

been writing to Gaston de Roye at the came

time, and in great confusion of mind had

misdirected the letters. On opening his,

Theodore read as follows :

" At least, I must be permitted to owe

you everlasting gratitude, my dear friend 1

You have saved me from a desperate act,

and my poor sisters from the grief and
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shame of it. Be assured, your arguments
have been no more thrown away than your

generosity. I will never touch a card again.

I swear it solemnly.
" ULRIC FELDSPORRE."

Distressed at his involuntary impertinence,

Theodore hastened to repair it, by seeking

the writer, and assuring him that the secret

he had just discovered should never be

divulged by him. The young man was at

first shocked and mortified
; but the respect

and regard Theodore's character inspired in

every worthy heart, re-assured him. He

spontaneously confessed that he had lost a

large sum of money at play, and that pos-

sessing little more than his commission, he

was on the point of terminating his despair

with a pistol, when Gaston de Roye acci-

dentally becoming acquainted with his si-

tuation, engaged to pay the debt for him.

Theodore heard this detail with pleasure,

for it sanctioned the inclination he felt for

De Roye ; an inclination often repressed

G 4
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when he remembered the same unvarying

gaiety in Heinreich ; but Heinreich's

heart was always gay, be those of his friends

ever so sad ; while gaiety was only in the

Chevalier*s countenance, when he knew that

others were suffering.

Being pressed by Captain Feldspcrre to

dine with him, Theodore did not return to

the villa till very late in the evening : a large

party were already there, and broke into

smaller ones through the long suite of its

lower rooms.

Count Lauvenheilm was in the first apart-

ment in a circle of politicians ;
in the two

next were parties engaged with music and

conversation ;
and in the last sat Ellesif,

Xvho had vainly pleaded a bad head-ache

to secure herself a calm retreat. She had

gone to work there alone, when .Madame

Sauveur officiously followed with a smelling-

bottle, and Gaston de Roye declaring ir was

only the blue devils, took a seat and began,

rattling them away, by drawing caricatures
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of the company, both with his pencil and

his words.

* As this boudoir was next the door Theo-

dore entered at, without passing through

the other apartments, he came at once into

this.

The sudden blush that coloured Ellesif's

pale cheek on his unexpected appearance

was not unmarked by him, and he would

for that very reason have directly passed on

to the second apartment, had not some one

spoken of her being ill, and obliged him to

utter an expression of concern. Madame

Sauveur seized the opportunity, and insisted

upon his sitting down. "
I have a bet de-

pending upon you, Seiior," said she,
" and

I beg you will enable me to decide it in my
own favour. Mam'selle Halsberg has just

betted that you never were in love in your

life, and never will be. 1 say the con-

trary."

Theodore started from the seat she had

made him take, in such agitation, that even

Madame Sauveur must have noticed it, had
G 5
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not her eyes been directed to the opened

door of the other room, in search of her

fair antagonist. De Roye clamoured against

the unfairness of such a question, and El-

lesif's heart beat with oppressive quickness.

Madame Sauveur was not to be denied.

"
Pray, Serior, have you ever felt the passion

of passions, the passion of love ?"

"
I never have, and I hope I never

shall," answered Theodore, with a smile,

recovering his presence of mind.

" What ! you hope never to be in love !

MonDieu, what a savage !"

" I did not say that, replied Theodore,

seeing Ellesifturn as pale as death ;

"
I said

I hoped never to feel the passion of love ;

the sentiment, I think a very different thing."
" And pray what difference can you find

between the passion and the sentiment ?"

asked Madame Sauveur.

" I think," replied Theodore, hesitating,

" the passion impels to great efforts, the

sentiment enables us to make great sacri-

fices."
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" That is not clear ; explain, explain !"

cried De Roye, looking up from his carica-

tures.

"
Is it not evident,

5 *
asked Theodore,

" that passion always seeks its own gratifi-

cation, consequently, lets no obstacle stay

its pursuit of one object ? The sentiment,

on the contrary, has only the happiness of

its object for its aim ; therefore submits to

every restraint, bears every privation,

struggles against all its desires, consents

even to appear cold,- capricious, almost un-

worthy in the eyes of the person beloved,

for the sake of preserving her from sorrow

or from censure."

Theodore's heart had escaped the curb of

his resolution, and one involuntary glance

as he ended, threw the heart of Ellesif into

delightful tumults. A new light broke in

upon her ;
and suffering the needle to drop

from her hand, she remained fixed in wild,

yet deep and transporting thought.
"

I protest Senor Guevara talks like a

G 6
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professor on this interesting subject !" ex-

claimed the Marquise.
"

Poh, poh, only like an amateur" re-

joined the gay De Roye, and he could not

forbear an arch look as he said it.

Theodore was at that moment suffering

the acutest pangs of remorse. He - was

arraigning himself for having uttered before

Ellesif what he had just said. He sought to

repair his fault. "
I have spoken a great

deal of nonsense," said he, rising in confu-

sion, and attempting vivacity,
" as all mere

speculatists do. So, to end it, 1 will play

at chess with any one that is inclined for a

game."
" Do employ yourself better," cried De

Roye ;

" what's become of your Lap-

lander ? don't you mean to finish it."

"
I don't think 1 shall," answered Theo-

dore, trying to regain his forced coldness.

Ellesif raised her tearful eyes, and hastily

threw them down again. Madame Sauveur

stalled from her seat;
" Mon Dieu, mon

'enfant ! what a cold you have got ! you
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must not go on straining your eyes over that

tambour. Do come into the other room."
" Now pray look at - that contrast,"

whispered De Roye to Theodore. " Ellesif

like a young rose, and Madame Sauveur

like an old artificial flower." " A dewy

rose," thought Theodore with a melting

heart, while he. actually saw a teardrop
from the eye of Ellesif upon her work.
" What are you saying about Madame

Sauveur," asked that lady, running towards

him.

" That you are like an old artificial

flower.
1 '

" Sir '"-on .

" Yes you are ; and so you always will

be," returned the Chevalier, gaily imitating

her angry shake of the head, so long as you
wear that tarnished frippery, that mask of

rouge, and that wig of gimp ?"

"
Wig of gimp, Chevalier ! It is a Pari-

sian cap, made in imitation of the Hurlu-
'

Bustle head."

" Well then
}
I maintain it is a gimp wig,"
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Will you never take a hint, dear Marquise,

and leave that really pretty person of yours

to itself? If you did my poor heart !

but it is not discreet for me to say more."
" I will change it directly," exclaimed

Madame Sauveur, enchanted with his last

words ; and away she tripped to make the

purposed alteration.

De Roye then gave loose to the mirth her

credulous vanity inspired ;
and for the first

time in his life, Theodore seemed to enjoy

ridicule ;
for anxious to appea'r what he was

not, he assumed a sprightliness he did not

feel ; but, quickly ashamed of participating

in De Roye's cruel amusement, he checked

himself. "
I think you remarkably enter-

taining," he said,
" but I am often angry

with myself, as I am now, at being so enter-

tained."

" And pray why ?"

** Because it is a sort of treachery to

make persons believe you are delighted with

them, solely for the purpose of drawing out

their foibles."
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" O pshaw !" cried De Roye,
"

your

virtue is tight laced, mine has an easy shape."
" That may be," resumed Theodore,

still aiming at spirits,
" but don't you

mistake a ftrasp in the shape of yours, for

this ease you boast of ?"

u
Perhaps 1 do, and perhaps I don't,"

answered his lively antagonist ;

"
but, after

all, how is one to keep oneself from enjoy-

ing mirth, even though at the expence of

good folks ? A laugh don't cut a man's

throat. I should give up the ghost if I were

obliged to weigh the morality of my actions

all day long, with your accuracy of ounces,

and drachms, and scruples. Confound your

scruples !"

Theodore was too much impressed with

Captain Feldsporre's relation, not to hear

De Roye's follies with more than compla-

cency : he looked kindly at him, as he ex-

claimed,
" What a pigmy in moral strength

do you make of yourself ! every thing is

beyond your reach. What we plain Nor-

wegians think the common standard ,of
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practicable virtue, of that which reason and

religion demand from man, you men of the

world call impossible and visionary."
" Because we find it so, as I told you

the other day, when you schooled me for

saying a word in apology for the man that

ran off with Esling's wife. Have the good-
ness to remember, Seilor, that in your pri-

mitive Norway you have nothing to grapple

with^ but the enemy within. We poor

worldlings have the within and without devil

to fight at once ; so no wonder we find

conquest tough work. If any of you are

wicked, you must go about seeking wicked-

ness ; while, hejas, it comes knocking at

our door every day, with the noise and the

undeniableness of a dun. I think a hermit

may with just as good a grace blame an

armed patriot for murder, as you twit me

with enormities, which, by the way, I never

commit
j
but that's no matter. It serves

the turn of your grave eloquence to suppose

I do, so you are welcome to enlarge me into

a colossus of sin and mischief if you like."
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The entrance of Madame Sauveur in a

plain Italian night-gown, with nothing but a

tiffany handkerchief on her head, called off

the Chevalier's attention.

" There ! now you look like what you

are, a very smart, pretty woman ; and I am
more obliged to you than I can say for this

little galanterie. The only thing I wish away
is this sash, which really is not so becoming
as the zone of Venus."

As he spoke the Chevalier boldly un-

loosed the gaudy ribbon, and trying to

make it meet round his own body, exclaim-

ed,
" What a delicate waist ! exactly half

the size of mine !" *.

" O you know, Chevalier," observed

the gratified Marquise,
" that the woman

is always allowed to be the half of the

man."
"

Yes, but his better half!" returned the

quick De Roye,
"

positively you shall not

have this sash again j
I will keep it to adorn

my night-cap."
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" That which her slender waist confined,

" Shall now my joyful temples bind :

What Monarch but would give his crown,
* His arms might do what this has done."

A look from Theodore rebuked him for

thus sporting with a good woman's foible.

Ellesif was lost to all that passed. Madame

Sauveur stood silent for a small space of

time with surprise and pleasure. All the

Chevalier's impertinencies were forgotten ^

she even fancied he dispraised the ribbon

round her waist, that he might obtain it for

himself. She made no further attempt to

regain it, but assuming a soft air, seized

the opportunity o&begging he would oblige

her, by subscribing fifty ducats to a sub-

scription she had set on foot for the re-esta-

blishment of a French opera at Copenhagen.
"

Fifty devils !" repeated De Roye,
" do you think I would pay so much money
to hear the prose of French music, when

I can hear the poetry of Italian music, from

these fair syrens."
"

Weil, we won't quarrel about the
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music," said the Marquise, bridling in her

anger ;

"
you need not hear it, only sub*

scribe to oblige me."
" I can't indeed, I have got no money."
" O for shame, Chevalier ! with such a

legacy from Lord Feversham ! give me back

my sash."

The Chevalier laughed at her demand,

and gravely repeating,
"

This, to my excel-

lent white bosom, this," put the ribbon into

his breast.

Madame le Marquise thought her coa^

quest sure :
"

Come, come, I see you only

banter when you refuse. Positively, I'll

set you down for a hundred ducats."

" You may set me down for the money,
but I can tell you, you will have to take me up
for the payment."
" Mon Dieu, what folly ! how often

have I- heard you excuse all your faults by

saying you were so easily to be persuaded $

is this a proofof it ?"

"
Ah, my dear Marquise, have you not

found out, that there never yet was an
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easily-tobe-persuaded person, that was

easily persuaded into any thing good."
" True ! true !" said Theodore, empha-

tically answering for the Marquise, and

thinking of Heinreich.

Madame Sauveur resumed :
" Not

spare even
fifty

ducats ! how can you spend

such an income as your's."
"

O, in fifty follies. Upon your agree-

able, wicked sex : in dress cards

wine
"

" Ah ! I guessed you were a worthless

rake."

" You guessed right then," said the

Chevalier, laughing at her bursting wrath.

Madame Sauveur flounced into the next

room. tfc

Now, how can you let any one

go with such an impression of you ?" asked

Theodore,
" when I am sure you are the

reverse of all this."

Pshaw!" said De Roy, " in five

minutes I'll make her think me an angel

again, and her lover into the bargain. By
the way, who thinks it necessary to shew
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their real characters except to their

own family ? Are you simple enough to

believe, that any of the people you meet

about, are at all what they appear ! If you

do, you must think persons of good con-

dition never have griefs like other men."
"

1 do indeed often wonder at their un-

wearied pursuit of pleasure, and apparent

enjoyment of it." Ellesif thought that re-

mark was levelled at herself, and a sigh

that escaped ere she had time to repress it,

encreased the concealed agitation of Theo-

dore.

"
Apparent ! there you are right,", said

De Roye ;

" for we are always acting."

." Good God!" exclaimed Theodore,
" what a frightful thing do you make of

society ! Baimh sincerity between man

and man, and, like banishing the idea of a

Providence, you throw us back into chaos.

Always acting ! when dare we think you
are not doing so? Wh-.-n can friendship,

love, when can the heart repose upon any

individual of such ^ system!"
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" When you see us sad," said Ellesif,

timidly ;

"
you hear that it is only gaiety

we affect. When we wear an appearance of

strong emotion, believe us then, believe

that emotion stronger than all your's, since

it triumphs over the fear of ridicule."

" What ! ridicule excited by sorrow !"

exclaimed Theodore, not daring to look

at her. "
I can imagine that high-pitched

Virtue may rouse the ridicule of Vice, for

it is her interest to destroy Virtue with any

serviceable weapon ; but without motive,

without interest, wantonly to attack suffer-

ing with derision, is in my mind demoniac,

and I cannot understand it."

"
Every now and then, Guevara over-

flows his banks, like the Nile, and when

he does, how he fertilizes us all !" ex-

claimed De Roye. Seeing Theodore only

smile, he added,
" Now your surly answer

ought to be,
*

leaving a deposit of mudf of

course, by this specimen."

Theodore's mind was gone from the

subject, and he did not answer. Gaston

8
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resumed :
" So you really think us a set

of good-for-nothing people. For what ?

only for liking laughing better than crying.

I know we are commanded to '

weep with

them that weep,' but we are also bid to

6

rejoice with them that rejoice;' and I

know many envious devils that find the last

command harder than the first, Ah! you

may shake your head, you granite saint !

you mohawk of virtue ! Well, go on scalp-

ing us, if it amuses you."
" Tou amuse me very much," observed

Theodore, smiling.
"

Yes, like a mountebank, or punch,
5 '

replied De Roye, with more point than was

usual to him. " You laugh at me, despise

me, and set me down for a mixture of un-

feelingness and immorality."
" Indeed I do not," replied Theodore,

smiling more amiably than before,
"

I like

you excessively ; and I know you to be all

goodfeeling" The peculiar emphasis and

vivacity with which Theodore spoke,

brought a flush into the face of De Roye :
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he dropt his pencil, exclaiming,
" Why

what do you know of me, that is so very

feeling ?'*

" Don't brave me to it," said Theo-

dore, rather sportively, looking round

on a party of ladies and gentlemen, just

entering with the Marquise, unless you
chuse all present to see you without

your comic mask, as I and Captain Feld-

sporre have d-one."

That flame explained every thing to De

Roye ; he coloured, and he laughed, and

then he shouted, assuring the company
that Senor Guevara had a design to impose

him upon them for one of his own set, and

that he insisted beforehand that they should

neither hear him, nor ask him a question.

To make his secret sure, the Chevalier

called upon one of the ladies to play some-

thing ;
and seizing Madame Sauveur in his

arms, whirled her into the next room in a

quick walrz : the dance then became nearly

general, and the past" conversation could

not be renewed.
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Theodore rarely waltzed ; and EllesiPs

head-ache excused her. The former took

up a pamphlet, and appeared occupied in

skimming its contents: Ellesif was solely

engaged in thinking that she had wronged

him, and afflicted him when she attributed

his altered manner to caprice or to inso-

lence. She now felt that it was really

prompted by the purest attachment.

Ever hasty, even in extremes, she wish-

ed to repair her fault the moment she was

made sensible of it j and, abandoning her

assumed haughtiness, she approached the

table he was reading at, and asked the

subject of his studies.

It was the first time for some weeks, that

she had addressed a question to him :

agreeable surprize, and the timid, agitated

tone in which she spoke, thrilled through

the whole of Theodore : his eyes fluctuated

between her figure and the book that now

trembled in his hand : but, faithful to his

severe determination, he merely mentioned

its name in a voice scarcely audible.

VOL. H* H
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Ellesif's extreme emotion deprived her

of the power of moving : she stood silently,

supporting herself against the table, fondly

fancying that Theodore's feelings were as

purely delightful as her own. The tremor

of internal struggle she mistook for that of

joy : she forgot the distance of their ranks ;

and she believed that the present conviction

of her sympathy with his attachment, had

alone been wanting to call forth its expres-

sion, and to give him happiness.
" And will you never finish the Lap-

lander ?" she said, after a long silence ;

"
1 thought it so pretty !"

Wild, and sweet, and maddening as a

strain of the Eolian harp, her voice nearly

transported Theodore into the guilt of

telling her all that now struggled in his

soul. He could have cast himself at her

feet, and willingly breathed his last, in

pouring out feelings that were so agonizing

to restrain. But strengthened by principle,

he held them in a giant grasp, and rising
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abruptly, answered,
" he found the task

too difficult to accomplish."

He left her as he spoke ; and hurrying

to his own chamber, gave loose to his love

and to his regret, with an impetuosity of

anguish in which he rarely indulged.

H 2
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that evening Ellesif saw Theo-

dore still more estranged, still colder.

Tossed by contending opinions which now

attributed his conduct to hopeless love,

now to despicable caprice, now to insolent

triumph over her ill-concealed affection,

she became so wholly absorbed in the en-

deavour of discovering to which motive it

was really attributable, that she ceased to

perceive the only path she ought to have

pursued.

That path was plain. She ought to have

confessed it to her father. His decision

would either have sanctioned their attach-

ment, or denying, must have afforded the

only means of combating it, by removing

her from Theodore's society.
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Ellesif's character unhappily warred

against this rational conduct. She was

romantic, therefore hoped improbabilities ;

she was timid, and although she might

wish both her father and sister to see what

was passing in her heart, she had not the

courage to avow it unasked.

The only friend who had kindly watched,

and boldly warned her, was far away 5

Gaston de Roye was gone. Her acquaint-

ance with her own countrywomen had been

too recent for her to have found any con-

fidential friendship with any one of them :

and to those she could have confided in, her

friends and relations in France, she dared

not write freely ; for no private communi-

cation could be secure from scrutiny when

passing from one hostile country to another.

The person with whom she now con-

versed the most, was Apraxin, the Russian

lover of Anastasia. Slighted by her, he

had gradually transferred his heart to the

pitting, winning Ellesif; and though his

passion was quite unexpected by its new

H
&466
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object, every one else saw it, and Theo-

dore beheld it with frightful despair.

To persist in his resolution of avoiding

Ellesif when he saw the station he volun-

tarily left, occupied by this formidable

rival, seemed impossible. It was the tor-

ments of the rack and the stake, to see

him hovering round her elegant employ-

ments, gating on her lovely shape, musing
on the quick throbbings of her heart,

drinking her stifled sighs, and thrilling

with the ever-tearful glances of those eyes

that were then most full of Theodore,

when they were directed to another

object.

Jealousy alone wrestled strongly with

integrity. Theodore was sometimes on the

point of madly declaring what he suffered,

of reproaching Ellesif for having at first

wilfully tempted his presumption : but

though continually on the verge of a pre-

cipice that tempted him to leap into a

gulph of rui^ and dishonour, his early
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habits of self-command enabled him to

resist the impulse.

These, however, could not prevent some

visible alteration taking place t*n his cha-

racter. Its gentle seriousn^is changed into

moody gloom ;
his temper grew strangely

fitful; he shunned conversation; and, ex-

cept to the County became an unsocial and

spiritless companion*

The Count, meanwhile, had his own

disappointments and his own vexations.

The King evidently cooled towards him
;

nay, even symptoms of displeasure against

all connected with him, appeared in the

royal conduct.

The high-admiral was suddenly removed

from the command of the fleet
;
and upon

the elder Count Guldetflieu's immediate,

yet respectful offer of resigning his great

post (in consequence of this dismission),

the King accepted the resignation, and

gave the vice-royalty to one of his own

brothers.

This act was a thunderbolt to Count

H 4
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Lauvenheilm ;
it enlightened as it struck

him : he saw in it his approaching dis-

grace ;
for at his last conference with the

King, wheM they had discussed the pos-

sible apostacy* of the administrator of

Holstein, the monarch largely entered into

the subject of compensation for that Prince's

loss of the Swede's friendship, prospect of

succession, &c. and drew from Count

Lauvenheilm a confession that he would

consider the government of Norway as an

ample reward for his own services.

To have fixed his eye upon this govern-

ment, while he meditated uniting his

daughter with a prince whose revolt from

his own sovereign was to be recompenced

by another, appeared a corroboration of

some insinuations against the Count that

had lately been made to Frederic.

A person, who hated Count Lauven-

heilm because he envied him, called the

King's attention to the splendor in which

fyis
minister lived

;
a splendor supported

by his own and his daughters' great posses-
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sions, and which dimming the lustre of

royalty, attracted the public eye solely to

itself. He hinted that this conduct either

argued the weakness of vanity, or the

strength of ambition : if the first, it might

be despised ; if the latter, it was to be

feared.

While these ideas were working in the

Monarch's mind, the Swedes obliged the

Danes to evacuate their recent conquest of

Christianstad; ; and this misfortune, for

which the generals alone were answerable,

was made use of to increase the King's ill-

humour against his former favourite.

On the other hand, the emissaries of

Sweden knew it to be their interest to ex-

cite jealousies between the King of Den-

mark and his ablest minister ; and by some

artful manoeuvres they contrived to give a

momentary appearance of collusion with

them, to a measure of the Count's : the

event disproved the suspicion ; but confi-

dence once unsettled, rarely fixes again on

the same object with the same steadiness.

H 5
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The descent of Count Lauvenheilm was

as rapid as had been his rise. One morn-

ing he was coldly told by the King in a

private audience, that His Majesty's mind

was altered with respect to the secret pro-

posals he had wished made to the adminis-

trator of Holstein
;

for if he gained that

duchy it must be at a cheaper rate than

Count Lauvenheilm suggested as the price

of the Bishop's friendship : in short, arms

not arts were the weapons with which he

chose to conquer ! In the evening of the

same day Count Lauvenheilm was stripped

of all his employments, and commanded

into a kind of hqnourable banishment by

the grant of a province in that kingdom,
over which he had expected to reign as

Viceroy.

Conscious of having, in this instance,

served his king better than he had served

his God, (for had he not tried to rob

another of integrity, for that king's aggran-

dizement ?) the Count's indignation was

only equalled by his disappointment. Into
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the bosom of Theodore he poured forth his

justification, his complaints, his wounded

honour. Theodore's sympathy lulled the

pain of wounds it could not heal ; and

though he openly disapproved the Count's

insidious policy with regard to the Bishop

of Lubec, he believed that his patron acted

from a sincere, though erroneous, opinion

of Denmark's right to Holstein.

As the tale was told to Theodore nothing

could exceed the injustice and falseness of

the King ; nothing transcend the integrity

and zeal of the Count. His freedom from

mercenary motives was shewn by his never

accepting any of the ^revenues of his great

charges : in proportion, therefore, as Theo-

dore felt hostility to the one, his respect

arid compassion increased for the other.

His nature was too mild, and his habits

too Christian, for one wish of revenge to

enter his heart; but he longed for the power
of redressing his patron's wrongs, and of

making that innocence manifest to the so-

vereign which was so evident to himself.

H 6
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Not two hours before these events, Theo-

dore had again resolved to tear himself

foom the distracting observation of EllesiPs

agitating conduct j for she had at last been

made sensible of Apraxin's passion, had

listened to its avowal with concern, and

silenced it by her determined, though mild,

refusal. But now, how could he think of

abandoning the falling fortunes of his bene-

factor, of the man he loved with more

than a son's affection, listened to with more

than a disciple's devotedness ? How was he

to give the last blow to that noble and al-

ready wounded heart ? The stern hand of

a Brutus might act thus, but Theodore's

virtue was of softer materials.

After the first shock of hearing that her

dear father had lost, the royal favour, and

was transferred from the highest post in the

kingdom to the distant government of Ager-

huus, Ellesif found consolation in the pros-

pect of being removed by that means from.

& round of gaieties which had ceased to

charm her.. She would be restored to
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leisure, if not to peace ; She would be re-

Keved from the importunities of Apraxin jr

and still under the same roof with Theo-

dore, would have better opportunities than

ever of ascertaining the nature of the sen-

timent he felt for her.

The solid distinction of superior useful-

ness was the only one that could weigh with,

such a mind as EllesiPs ; she therefore saw

no disgrace in her father's dismission from

office ;
and she thought that he would him-

self be quickly reconciled to an event which,,

removirvj him from a more brilliant theatre

of action, yet carried him into one as widely

adapted for the display of talent and bene-

volence.

Of the four governments into which Nor-

way is divided, that of Ager-huus is the

most considerable : at the period in which

it was bestowed on Count Lauvenheilm it

possessed a decided superiority over the

rest, by its being the seat of the supreme
court of judicature for the whole kingdom ;

and as the new Viceroy, Prince Charles,
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was fonder of pleasure than of business, it

was not likely that the governor of Ager-
huus would ever find his plans of action

controuled by the presence of a superior.

Except some differences in dignity of sta-

tion, and of influence with his sovereign,

nothing was changed with Count Lau.ven-

heilm. He was still son-in-law to the late

King ;
he was still the possessor of a

princely revenue; the father of Anastasia
;

and once in Norway, he would be unrivalled

there in rank.

The instruments of dignity and of hap-

piness were therefore still in his hand : El-

lesif fondly believed that he would use them

for the attainment of those blessings. She

was happily ignorant of all that related to

the administrator of Holstein ; and hearing

no more of Colonel Muller, had forgotten

his very existence.

Anastasia on the crntrary was well ac-

quainted
with every thing, and shared both

her father's resentment and mortification.
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The handsome person and vivid manners

of the young bishop had pleased her during

their only interview; and his occasional cor-

respondence, by more fully developing that

ardent character, and the impetuosity of

his passion for her, had awakened the only

feeling of preference she had ever felt for

any man.

Without even fancying herself in love

she wished to be his wife
;

for she liked

himself, and she liked his sovereign rank

still better. In conformity with her father's

advice she heightened the administrator's

ardour by her reserve : this reserve, follow-

ing the touching passiveness with which she

had listened to his personal addresses, ani-

mated the Prince's perseverance by flatter-

ing his vanity. Reserve was then her na-

tural character he justly thought, and the

favourable impression he had made on her

at first had surprized her out of it.

Without suspecting the extent of Count

Lauvenheilm's plans, and solely occupied

with the hope of marrying a beauty, whose
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great domains in Slesvvick joined the

duchy he might eventually inherit, the

rash administrator suffered himself to read

letters, wherein Anastasia assured him she

would never marry a man who preferred

the interests of Sweden to those of Den-

mark ; that in the existing state of affairs,

while he leaned so evidently towards

Sweden, she could not consent to be his,

as that would be openly declaring for the

suspected enemy of a crown under which

her father held all his dignities.

In short, she insinuated at length the

wishes of her father, arid, the promises of

the King, urging many arguments to prove

that Holstein had been unfairly dismem-

bered from Denmark.

She added the success of the Danes ia-

Schonen, and the probable fall of the

Swedish monarchy, (from the attacks of

neighbouring powers, and the absence of

its king,) as reasons to shew that the ad-

ministrator might delay, but could not pre-

vent, the loss of Holstein ;
and that conse-

it
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quently it would be wise in him to make

overtures for his nephew and for himself

by a secret arrangement with the court of

Copenhagen.

The letter in which Anastasia had thus

fully explained herself remained long un-

answered ; and before the administrator did

reply, the changes in the Danish cabinet

had transformed Count Lauvenheilm from

First Minister into Governor of Ager-huus.

The circumstances attending this change

were soon learned by the administrator.

Young and inexperienced as he was, he

knew how to make the most of them
;
and

ere Anastasia quitted Zealand, he wrote

merely to propose another interview in

Norway.
He that tempts the integrity of another,

invites the same temptation to himself.

Count Lauvenheilm did not guess that when

he allowed his daughter to accede to this

proposal, and arrange the mode of their

meeting, he was in fact running into the

snares of a luckier politician than himself^
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With the prospect of personally discus-

sing the interests of their two sovereigns,

and in the visionary hope of taking a mag-
nanimous revenge on his King, by signally

serving him after injurious treatment, Lau-

venheilm silenced all expression of resent-

ment, and prepared calmly for his depar-

ture from Copenhagen.
Theodore's arrangements were few, but

they were of importance to his feelings. He

had to take leave of a truly excellent man

and sensible friend in Mr. Coperstad : he

had to renew his intreaties and instructions

to any person that was likely to discover the

retreat of Heinreich ; and he had to pay a

last visit to the burial place of his early

instructor.

On his arrival in Copenhagen, this spot

had been the first one he had sought ; for

with the mortal part of the professor had

perished Theodore's remembrance of all.

those infirmities of temper which perhaps

proceeded from the unhappy construction

of his body : he now forgot both his cruel
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suspicions and his unjust will, dwelling solely

upon the solid advantages his careful in-

struction had bestowed upon his mind.

The rigorous frosts of February threw a

dreary gloom over the church-yard, as Theo-

dore entered it to bid the cold remains of his

master adieu, perhaps for ever. The haw-

thorns he had planted were grown thick

and high, but they were lifeless/ like him

who slept under their shade; in the eye of

man "
they seemed to die.;" like him, they

were destined to revive in strength and

beauty.

Theodore stood a long time near the

grave, seriously and deeply reflecting, not

upon the insignificance of this brief exist-

ence, but upon its startling importance,

when compared with its short duration.

From such an epitaph as that which says
" Life is a jest, and all things show it," &c.

he would have turned with horror.

That life is no jest which allows at fur-

thest but the scanty portion of " three score
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years and ten'* for the determination of

what we are to be through
1

all eternity !

That life is no jest which, according to

the good or ill actions we perform in it, will

give our immortal part either to everlasting

bliss or everlasting anguish !

That life is no jest for which we are ac-

countable, and which has been entrusted to

us by the greatest, the best, and the wisest

of beings !

As we approach the darkness of the tomb,

the meteors of passion and imagination are

extinguished ; the affections alone beam

brighter and steadier : while we stand on

the confines of the two worlds, we look

with greater delight on those pure attach-

ments in this, which we hope to carry into

another.

Theodore's ambition to be something be-

yond his present condition, with his fanciful

longing for new ties of unknown kindred,

now vanished from his eyes ; but his affec-

tion for Dofrestom and Catherine, his de-
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votlon to Count Lauvenheilm, and his ten-

derness for Ellesif, never were so animated ;

their b&loved images mixed with the solemn

ideas raised by the present scene, and their

dear names were uttered in the prayer he

murmured over the professor's grave.

Having thus acquitted himself of what he

believed a duty, Theodore went to take

leave of Mr. Coperstad.

Their parting was a cause of mutual re-

gret : a variety of small services, making up
in number what they wanted in weight, had

been so continually rendered him by this

worthy man, that the conviction of warm

regard, rather than a stronger sense of bli-

gation, animated the esteem of Theodore

into an absolute glow of affection.

Mr. Coperstad, in return, knew himself

indebted to the partial representations of his

young friend for the lucrative post he still

enjoyed j and this circumstance, added to

more intimate acquaintance with his endear-

ing qualities, made him consider a separa*

tion from Theodore as a serious misfortune.
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He endeavoured to console himself by pro-

mising the most active enquiries after the

poor wandering Heinreich.

On returning home, to complete his few

remaining preparations, Theodore found

every one 'cheerfully ready to undertake this

winter voyage except Madame Sauveur.

That poor lady was all fret and fright.

Her good-humour was a delicate spirit that

could not abide any thing but gay parties,

fine attire, and comfortable accommodation :

her associates had yet to discover that she

was quite a different person in a ship and

in a drawing-room ;
in a sick gown and in

a ball dress.

It was so provoking to be torn from Co-

penhagen in the very middle of the ball

season ;
to be transported into a country of

savages ;
to be forced to associate with

merchants' wives, or not to associate with

any one ;
to have no court to follow, no

courtier to flirt with, no court gossip to

hear, and no court milliner to scold ; all

these privations were beyond her patience
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to endure. And when there was added to

this shocking list the real dangers and dis-

comforts of a sea voyage, she believed her-

self privileged to complain to every body,

and to rail at every thing.

Fortunately, however, Madame la Mar-

quise had the character of childhood ; she

was soon vexed and soon pleased : and as

Ellesif took some trouble to convince her

that society was really good at Christiana ;

that the noblemen holding high offices there

would, with their families, make quite com-

pany sufficient, without reducing her to the

hateful association with merchants ; that the

elegant inhabitants of the province were

celebrated for balls and private theatricals,

she began to resign herself to the prospect

of living amongst them with tolerable com-

posure.

Theodore tranquillized her also on the

subject of shipwreck, by assuring her that

he not only could swim but dive ; and that

if he saw her go down he would follow,

and, as Hotspur saith of drowned honour,
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"
pluck her up by the locks." Madame

Sauveur being unluckily in the habit of

wearing borrowed ones, said nothing in re-

p\y to this last promise, but silently deter-

mined to wear her night-cap during the

whole of the voyage.

Count Lauvenheilm had never betrayed

by any outward change the depth and ex-

tent of his mortification at the loss of his
%

sovereign's favour. Till his final depar-

ture from the villa, it continued to be, as

usual, the resort of the best company, and

the focus of the most elegant luxuries that

Europe afforded. He lived in the same

state and with the same splendour, as during

his short ministry ;
and always the favourite

of the people, still saw his carriage followed

by the same crowds.

To Theodore only had he shewed his real

regrets ;
but now recovering himself entire-

ly, he discoursed solely upon his plans of

future reform and improvements in the

government to which he was going.

His villa he lent to a relation ; and his
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town-house he left under the care of ser-

vants, in case his daughters might at any

time wish to revisit Copenhagen.

When the party got into, the carriages

that were to convey them to Elsinore,

Theodore could not refuse a sigh to the

scene where he had been so happy. Till

awakened to a sense of his presumptuous

affection, he had indeed been happy : those

first few months had been an age of en-

chantment.

E'lesif wept ; and she wept more when

she cast a last look on that little plot of stony

ground where Theodore had cultivated the

flowers of Norway for her head and bosom :

but Theodore was not left behind, and why
should Ellesif weep ? Alas ! if his heart ac-

companied not his person ;
if the attach-

ment she had once believed- her own was

really the property of another, better

would it be that on this spot they should

part for ever.

The departure of Count Lauvenheilm's

VOL. n. i
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family was rather like a triumph than the

commencement of a journey. Multitudes

followed the carriage where he sat with

Anastasia, to catch a last look of her beau-

tiful face, or to pay their last obeisance to

their favourite minister; many went to

bless the departing steps of the beneficent

Ellesif, known best and loved most by the

obscure and destitute ; and all that either

wished the Count's return, or augured it

from the incompetency of the person that

now filled his place, thronged rouiU his

carriages as they took the road to Elsinore,

with expressions of regret and expectation

of his recall.

They were not long detained at tjie sea-

port : the frigate that was to carry out Count

Lauvenheilm and his family was ready to

sail ; the wind was favourable ; they got on

board, and in defiance of Madame Sauveur's

predictions, they reached Christiana in

safety.

It was impossible for the party to have
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arrived at a time better calculated to give

them a favourable impression of their new

residence. The day of their arrival was

one of the brightest of their bright winter ;

all the principal inhabitants were going en

tra'meau to some great festival in the coun-

try,

'

and the roads, as well as the^ streets,

were one scene of animated cheerfulness.

Madame Sauveur admired the taste of

the ornamented sledges, their gay decora-

tions, the rich liveries of the servants, and

the glittering uniforms of the gentlemen

that guided them : she was charmed with

the brilliant appearance of the ladies, and

the elegance of the skaiters ; and was sur-

prized to find, that instead of miserable

rows of ruinous huts, peopled by hideous

curiosities^ she was absolutely in a well-

built city, adorned with noble edifices,

and thronged with civilized well-dressed

persons.

The sun was shining in the middle of a

sky as clear and as blue as Ellesif's eyes j

I 2
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the air was full of lively sounds; every-

thing announced the meridian of that sea-

son which gives new life to the inhabitants

of northern climates.

Theodore felt he was in Norway, and

something like a, feeling of being at home

warmed his heart. Unconsciously he turned

his eyes towards Ellesif
; her's wefe fixed on

him. She had been watching the rapid

expressions of his face, and had seen with

joy that no appearance of regret for any

thing left behind was in his eager glances

round. She blushed at meeting his eyes,

and she cast down her's without averting

them.

The next moment Theodore was by her

side: his feelings were all hurry, and ten-

derness, and confusion : the hazardous ele-

ment they had just encountered together,

the removal from Apraxin, the stately re-

tirement in which they were going to live,

the very circumstance of being in Norway
with her, seemed to give her to him com-
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pletely : her blush and her downcast looks

finished his intoxication.

He approached her, with his whole heart

trembling on his lips ^ but timely recollect-

ing himself, he checked its utterance with

a passionate sigh, and remained silently ho-

vering near her.

Souls may touch when they meet not,

even through the eyes j for as Ellesif and

Theodore walked from the carriages along

a grove to the government-house, though

neither of them looked or spoke, each was

sensible to an emotion of delight and confi-

dence in each other's affection, which they

had never felt before.

"With Theodore the feeling remained ;

with Ellesif it staid not. Ever uncertain of

what she most wished, ever incapable of

judging rightly when interested deeply, the

next time that Honour and reflection warned

Theodore to resume his mask of coldness,

she believed this delightful moment a delu-

sion, and herself the victim of a vain ima-

gination.
i 3
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But now in a glow of inward transport,

foreseeing nothing but happiness, she fol-

lowed her father into that noble and spa-

cious mansion, which was hereafter to be

the scene of so many eventful days.



CHAPTER V.

i

TTHE Lauvenheilm family were no sooner

settled in their new habitation, the

visits of the surrounding nobility no sooner

paid and returned, than the Count proposed

making a progress through his government.

He was at all times sincerely and bene-

volently anxious for the happiness of every

person, whose happiness was in the least

dependent upon him ; and his dominant

passion was now interested in the prosperity

of the Norwegians. Before he could un-

dertake any thing for their advantage, he

deemed it necessary to acquaint himself

thoroughly with their situation ; to learn

what part of the executive government
failed from imperfection in its original plan ;

what missed its aim by defect in the mode

of its application.

i 4
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He purposed travelling with no suite, and

as little ostentation as possible ; leaving

Theodore at the seat of government, to

examine the conduct of the persons he

should depute to act in his short absence,

and to send him faithful details of their

proceedings.

An urgent letter from the adminis-

trator 'of Holstein
r (then in Sweden),

determined Count Lauvenheilm to make

Anastasia the companion of his jour-

ney. On the confines of the two king-

doms a meeting might be effected between

himself and the administrator, without dif-

ficulty, or probability of notice. He hoped
then to over-rule that Prince's scruples,

by slighter offers than had first entered into

his speculations. Could be bring him to

so desirable an acquiescence, he doubted

not that his own sovereign would eventually

ratify all he might promise ;
for the pro-

gress of the Swedes in repelling their in-

vaders was now so rapid, that Frederick's

high tone of succeeding by arms only,

seemed likely to be soon lowered.
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If, however, the administrator refused

to take an active part against Sweden, or

to exchange honour for the glittering re-

ward of a lesser duchy for himself, the

Count determined upon no longer risking

the loss of his alliance.

The King of Denmark might be secretly

displeased, but it was impossible for him to

refuse his consent: the administrator was

neither his ally nor his enemy ;
he was

neutral in the contest between the northern

powers, and as such, though Denmark sus-

pected, she had no authority to accuse him

of bad faith.

Happily for her father's comfort, Anas-

tasia possessed neither extreme delicacy of

body, nor fastidious niceness of mind : she

thought it no hardship to go from the cer-

tain elegancies of home to places of uncer-

tain accommodation
j to travel mth only

one waiting-woman, and to mix with per-

sons she had never seen before, and never

was to see again. She was to meet the

i 5
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administrator, and nothing seemed dis-

agreeable.

As her father's business was chiefly with

the larger masses of population, in the

principal places of the government; she

had no fear of being dragged over aerial

bridges, above fathomless waters, in search

of romantic, inanimate beauties : she would

travel safely, if not very smoothly ; and

would return with the consciousness of

having pleased her father, by displaying

herself to the people of his government.

Apprised of their Governor's intention,

and informed by rumour of the wonderful

beauty of his favourite daughter, even the

retired inhabitants of Norway caught the

enthusiasm of Copenhagen. They crowded

from their vallies and their mountains, into

the towns and villages, eager to watch the

transit of this brightest of Planets.

Madame Sauveur and Ellesif were left

in Christiana. That was Theodore's sta-

tion. Although occupied more than ever

through the day with a multiplicity of ha-
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siness, and faithfully bending all the powers

of his mind to the discharge of these new

duties, it was impossible for him to decline

attending his fair charges, on all those occa-

sions when some familiar friend of the pro-

tecting sex is necessary.

Intending to usurp him entirely, Madame

Sauveur made him attend her to the few

parties they frequented ; she contrived to

have him in her train, whenever excursions

were to be made round the adjacent country.

In fact, she succeeded in leading common
observers to believe that Theodore was a

young man she sought to attach, and that

he was not unwilling to wear her chains.

By that means she removed from Ellesif

those observations- which might have dis-

paraged her

Stately as was their present mode of life,

it was so inferior to their pomp in Zealand,

that Ellesif loved to believe her very rank

changed. She was visibly desirous of sink-

ing nearer to the level of the man she

loved. At all opportunities she expressed

i 6
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herself as if really no longer the awfully

elevated person she had been ; sporting

with her supposed change of consideration,

and evidently wishing to familiarize Theo-

dore with the same idea.

But Theodore's respect had increased in

outward show, since the family of Count

Lauvenheilm had lost some part of their

title to the homage of others ; and in pro-

portion to the increase of his present temp-
tation to do otherwise, he fortified his

resolution of condemning his passion to

silence.

The laudable effort was almost beyond
his strength ;

for he could no longer de-

ceive himself as to the nature ot EllesiPs

sentiments. Her feelings spoke through

her transparent countenance every time he

entered, or addressed her, or approached

another : her very attempts to conceal

them, by heightening her confusion, dis-

played them more clearly. An excess* of,

timidity and of melancholy soon succeeded

to the temporary ease and cheerfulness she
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had displayed during their voyage ; and as

his hardly-earned distance increased, her

dejection assumed a deeper shade.

Madame Sauveur attributed EllesiP s sad-

ness to regret at quitting Copenhagen ;

Theodore's melancholy abstraction to his

anxiety about the enquiries going forward

in Spain. She herself was beginning to

find -Christiana bearable, the sledh >parties

delightful, and the Ladies' eagerness to

follow her fantastic fashions, quite charm-

ing-

Madame Sauveur was partly right in her

conjectures respecting Theodore
; he was

painfully anxious' to hear from Dofrestom

and from the Chevalier. In Spain only,

could dawn a hope for him : were he the

equal of Ellesif, so beloved as he was by
her father, and so fondly preferred by

herself, where would be the rival he need

fear !

As their present change of residence

would necessarily retard trie arrival of any

letters from Dofrestom, the Count had
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voluntarily offered to let Theodore go to

Aardal, after his own return with Anastasia ;

and Theodore waited for this enviable mo-

ment, with scarcely-disguised impatience.

Ellesif 's feelings now took a new alarm :

her wild imagination suggested that his

eagerness to return home might be occa-

sioned by attachment to some happier

woman. All that had before interested

and perplexed her in his conduct might
have proceeded from this cause. His sen-

sibility in discoursing of love, and his fitful

manner to her, might have two sources.

Pity might prompt the glow of kindness,

preference of another his sudden chills.

"While torturing herself with this plau-

sible phantom, she sometimes soothed the

anguish it occasioned, by dwelling on the

equal probability of another solution of his

conduct. Attachment to herself, but re-

pressed by gratitude and respect for the

Count, and the hope of discovering through

Dofrestom's information and De Roye's
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exertions, that he might hereafter indulge

his passion without injuring his integrity.

But this last idea was the one she least

dwelt on, merely because it was exactly

that which contained all she desired. Ac-

customed by comparison with Anastasia to

consider herself as charmless, she forgot the

many painful proofs that she had received to

the contrary, in the persons of several at-

tached and amiable men ; and solicitous

for nothing beyond Theodore's heart, and

his society, she yielded herself up to the

miserable belief that she did not possess the

one, and that she might soon be deprived

for ever of the other.

Their mode of life in Ager-huus did

not give much distraction to thought of any
kind. Their society was not numerous;
it wanted the life and the grace of that

which they enjoyed in Zealand. There

was much form and ceremony amongst the

old, and great gaiety amongst the young ;

but the gaiety of the latter was in general

the result of mere animal spirits, rather

10
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than the animation of the soul : and al-

though it perfectly suited Ma'dame Sauveur,

and obtained amiable participation from

Ellesif, it could not do more than alter the

exterior of her sadness.

Reading and the study of the heavenly

bodies became her chief pleasures, because

these mighr be solitary ones. Till her re-

sidence in Norway, she had only looked at

the star's as at beautiful ornaments of the

vast canopy above ; but the peculiar clear-

ness and brightness of the atmosphere at

Christiana, by increasing her tendency to

contemplate the heavens, first gave her an

inclination to know something of astro-

nomy.
In the early stage of their acquaintance,

Theodore would have offered his services

to instruct her, but now he was silent.

He saw her poring over the books which

contained the elements of the science, with

a thrill of admiration at her thirst for

knowledge, and a pang of regret, that he
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dared not trust himself to be her teacher.

Never had self-denial cost him so much.

He now watched the post, ever expecting

that letter from Dofrestom which still came

not. A courier from Count Lauvenheilm,

however, arrived, announcing his lord's

intention of being at Christiana in a few

days. The letter was to Theodore ; and

having received it when alone, he went to

communicate its contents to Madame Sau-

veur and to Ellesif.

The former was gone out with a sledging

party ; and not rinding the latter in the

common sitting-room, he ventured to seek

her in a little boudoir which she had of

late employed- herself in decorating.

Theodore knocked lightly at the door,

and he thought her gentle voice bade him

enter, but she had not spoken. He entered

the room, and surprized her in 'tears,

though reading. At sight of him she

started from her seat, and hastily sought to

wipe away her tears with some tresses of

her beautiful black hair, which now fell in
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disorder from the fillet that bound it.

Theodore faltered out some words about

the letter he held, but Ellesif could not

recover herself j and passing him with

precipitation, she vanished from the apart-

ment.

Theodore's emotion was so great that

he had not power to follow her : he paused

a few moments for his limbs to regain

their strength. That passion of tears !

was it caused by real sorrow, or by pity for

represented suffering ? As he laid Count

Lauvenheihn's letter upon the table, for

Ellesif to find at her return, he observed

the book she had left, lying open before

him
;
he lifted it, to read its title.

It was an obscure collection of English

poems: the page at which it was opened

was wet and blistered ; they were the tears

of Ellesif, and he hastily pressed the book

to his lips.

That action, and the ideas associated with

it, at once transported him into a delirium

of tenderness and of rapture ; and no Ion-
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ger master of himself, had Ellesif returned,

his hard-won conquest over the most

powerful sentiment of the human heart,

would haye ended at that moment.

Fortunately she came not ; and after a

short period of mental intoxication, he was

composed enough to look at the stanzas

she had been reading. Imagination did

not mislead him, when he fancied EllesiPs

tears had flowed from sympathy with the

writer's of the following lines.

There is a time for all to rest

Beneath the peaceful sod ;

And happier still, a time more blest,

When all shall be with God.

O would that blissful hour were here,

And, past the pangs I prove ;

This troubled hope, this racking fear,

This struggling pride and love !

So dear he is, excelling all

In virtues, graces, charms,

That vainly doth poor Reason call,

While admiration warms.
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If I would cease to love, each sense

Must close, or cease to be ;

For all increase his influence,

And none will set me free :

Yet, 'gainst the graces of his form,

Did Heaven these eyelids sear ;

Did Wisdom in his accents charm

In vain, this deadened ear ;

Ere I could cease to love him more

Than ever man was lov'd,

Mem'ry with all her treasur'd store,

Must be at once remov'd !

Theodore read the stanzas again and

again, with the same emotion as if they

had been the absolute expression of Ellesif's

own feelings.

Forgetful of all that ought to have poi-

soned his delight in the conviction of being

thus beloved, he felt a dizzy joy, which

for the moment precluded any other idea ;

but the sound of approaching steps awaked

him from his dream of transport, and has-
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tily quitting the boudoir, he returned to his

own apartments.

The momentary blaze of rapture was

gone, despair and darkness had succeeded !

Instead of indulging in reveries of rapturous

certainty, or extravagant hopes, he re-

proached himself for wishing to retain the

treasure he could not enjoy. If EllesiPs

heart were indeed his, ought he not to

lament rather than rejoice over the con-

viction ? How had he conquered selfish-

ness, if he thus exulted in what must blight

the present enjoyments and future prospects

of her he loved ? Days, weeks, months,

were passing, and still no circumstance

arose to warrant the hope that he might

be found her equal in worldly estimation.

Pale and thoughtful, he was sitting with

his eyes fixed on a memorial he had vainly

tried to examine, when the sound of a voice

familiar to his ear caught his attention. He

started up, in a flutter of mingled joy and

alarm, and embraced his first, his earliest

friend.

'
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The countenance of Dofrestom assured

him that no fresh calamity brought him to

Christiana. It was animated with the joy of

seeing him. The good old man wiped off

his glad tears, which flowed afresh.

"
I am so happy at finding you here,"

he exclaimed,
" so surprised at it ! Pro-

vidence is gracious to me. But, my dear

boy, you do not look as you did with us :

are you well ? is the Count still kind to

you ?"

" Kinder than I can describe," replied

Theodore, colouring,
" and I am quite

well. You must consider, dear father, that

mine is a life of sedentary occupation, not

one of bodily ex.ercise ; so you must not

fancy me ill, or ill treated, because I am

paler and thinner than I used to be. But

how is Catherine ? how are all the good

people of Aardal ? and what has brought

you to Christiana?
'

Dofrestom obeyed the gentle impulse of

Theodore's hand, which made him sit down,

and satisfied by a second glance at his now
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animated countenance, proceeded to give him

the narrative of his journey and its causes.

Immediately after receiving the letter in

which Theodore had convinced him that

powerful friends would interest themselves

in the discovery of his Spanish relations,

were any documents afforded them, Do-

frestom had no longer, as in former in-

stances, sought any other advice than that

which his own heart prompted, but set off

in search of the sailor he had last seen at

Lavenger.

His enquiries were for some days fruit-

less : at length accident threw a person in

his way who informed him that Carl had

left the sea-service, and was settled at

Christiana.

Thither the excellent Dofrestom, in de-

fiance of fatigue and impaired strength, de-

termined to follow him. Anxious to procure

Carl's deposition to the facts of Theodore's

shipwreck, &c. and desirous of atoning for

his long silence on the subject, if that silence
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were indeed a fault, he meditated extending

his journey to Copenhagen.

The ivory box was now a sacred and im-

portant deposit, which he would not trust

to any other care than his own. That once

delivered with his blessing to Theodore, he

would return to Aardal, to wait the event,

and to pray that it might be fortunate.

After discoursing with Carl, whom he

found cheerfully eager t6 give his testimony,

he proposed going with him for that pur-

pose, to the Governor of the province*

An act of this kind, on which so much

might depend, required solemnity and pub-

licity,
to give it full weight with the law-

courts of another country ; and the name

and seal of the governor of Ager-huus,

would stamp authenticity upon the docu-

ment.

During their walk to the government-

house, Dofrestom heard with surprise that

Count Lauvenheilm was the new governor.

Eagerly hoping that Theodore was in his

suite, and overjoyed to think his journey

14
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might be thus happily shortened, he had

hurried on, found his hopes were true, and

leaving Carl in the hall of audience, had

followed the servant to Theodore's apart-

ment.

" And this, my child, is your mother's

casket," said Dofrestom, removing a piece

of cloth from the ivory box, which till then

he had held fast in his hand.

Theodore received it from him with an

undescribable emotion. " My mother's !"

he repeated, and as he pressed this last relic

of an almost-forgotten parent to his quiver-

ing lips, he leaned his face over it, to hide

the tears that suddenly gushed from his eyes.

Dofrestom's sympathizing hear: respected

such feelings* too much, either to. restrain,

or to seek to divert them. He kept silence

a moment, then saying he would send Carl

away till a later hqtorf left Theodore for

awhile alone.

Never, during his short life of strong

emotion, never had Theodore felt as he felt

now. He held in his hand what was proba-

VOL. II. K
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bly to decide his fate ; what was to answer

that important question upon which hung
all his hopes of happiness and Ellesif.

The contents of this casket would tell

him what his parents had been, and what

he might be. Was he impatient to open
that casket ? O no ! he dreaded to lift the

veil that yet covered his destiny.

He was still holding it in his hand, with

a fixed and flushed look, whea Dofrestom

re-entered. Ashamed of so much emotion,

Theodore set down the casket, inquiring if

it would open by the mere removal of the

sealed band which Dofrestom had tied

round it after its last examination. Dofres-

tom replied by breaking the seal, and open-

ing the casket.

The sight of so many memorials of his

parents, renewed the agitation of Theodore ;

he rose in disorder. " Pardon me, dear

Sir," he cried,
"

if I beg your permission

to look at these things by myself. Let me
send some one to shew you the house and

the gardens, while I am reading these let-
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ters. I shall then feel less uneasy at quitting

you, and I will join you the moment I have

read them."

Dofrestom thought little of the fine house

he was to see, but he was kindly desirous of

leaving Theodore without restraint. He

therefore signified his cheerful assent to the

proposal, and being given in charge to the

house-steward, left Theodore to commune

with himself.

Never since these letters had been first

received, and read by Donna Aurelia in the

days of her love, had they been perused

with such feelings as now struggled in the

breast of Theodore. Their contents made

him acquainted with the events of his father's

life, of his feelings, and principles.

His heart felt its kindred with the deep
tenderness of Don Balthazar's : for many
of his own peculiarities of thought and of

sentiment, did he trace in those of his

father.

That long-lost, almost unknown parent

K 2
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seemed once more to live, to act, to speak

from these letters. As Theodore
alternately

glowed and melted over the alternate passion

and tenderness addressed to his mother;

as he trembled with hope and fear over

many of the hopes and fears expressed by
his father, he could with difficulty convince

himself that all this emotion, this struggle,

this combat with the ills of life, this transport

in. the enjoyment of the affections, this

dread of losir>g it, this sensibility to joy and

sorrow, were all buried in the stillness of

death.

-, " O no !" he exclaimed, raising his sur-

charged eyes to Heaven,
" not all buried !

this sensibility to love and joy, finds now

millions of blisses, and of blessed spirits, to

give it eternal exercise.'*

The stile and the strain of these letters

assured him that his father was of no com-

mon rank in life, and that he was an elder

son ; but he had to read many pages, be-

fore he ascertained the quality of his grand-

father. At the title of Conde Roncevalles,
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that title which Ellesif had sportively chosen

for him, he laid down the papers, and was

for some moments unable to proceed.

To find himself indeed of noble birth,

the very thing Ellesif wished him to be j

to have the interdict taken from his heart,

and to be free to love her now, and to seek

to win her hereafter, how was he able to

support such a tide of transport ?

His feelings could indeed bear no more.

Having ascertained that which he most

wished to know, he hastily returned the

papers to the casket, and locking it into his

cabinet, after .delaying a few moments till

he had recovered his self-command, he

\vent to join Dofrestom.

The disorder of conflicting emotions,

partly pleasing, partly painful, was painted

on his countenance. Joy, in this instance,

could not be unmixed with regret. To be

deprived of such a father ! and when de-

prived, to be so long debarred from thus

knowing that admirable parent's character !

Something like censure of Dofrestom

K 3
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came for an instant into his thoughts, but

kinder and juster sentiments banished it.

Dofrestom had acted by the advice of per-

sons deemed wiser than himself ; and if he

had erred, it had been from too earnest a

desire of saving his adopted son from the

pain of disappointed expectations.

Grateful to his early friend for having at

least preserved this valuable testimony, with

so much care, Theodore was hurrying to

seek him in the state apartments, reproach-

ing himself for having left him so long to

others, when he heard the sweet voice of

Ellesif. Like the first notes of the nightin-

gale in spring, that lovely voice now thrilled

tenderness and delight through his very

soul ; for the day-star of hope was arisen,

and the dark cloud that had hung over his

prospects was dispersing fast.

He opened the door of the picture-gal-

lery, and saw her standing by the side of

Dofrestom, pointing out the beauties of a

portrait of Anastasia.

Her young and delicately-attired figure.
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contrasted with the rustic plainness and

venerable decay of Dofrestom, formed a

more charming picture in Theodore's eyes,

than that of the perfect creature she was so

proudly exhibiting.

He stood an instant looking at them j

and for the first time since he had become

conscious of loving Ellesif, his will did not

silence the expression of his face. Never

had Ellesif seen such a distinct avowal of

fond admiration, as she saw in his eyes when

her's accidentally turned, and met them.

She blushed at their expression j she blushed

to be detected thus attentive to his foster-

father ; she blushed at the recollection of

the emotion he had so lately surprised her

in.

Trying to cover her confusion by an ap-

pearance of courage, she advanced towards

him, saying she had fortunately met his

venerable friend in one of the apartments,

and hearing who he was, had herself under-

taken to shew him the pictures and statues

in the gallery.

K 4
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"
I am so interested in my father's go-

vernment," she added,
" and your vene-

rable friend has had the goodness to answer

such a multitude of my questions about the

manners of the people !"

Theodore smiled at this little artifice, for

her hesitating voice and heightening colour

confessed it was one. Ellesif was born for

truth
;
and whenever she tried to conceal it,

the ill-contrived deceit betrayed itself.

Dofrestom had many grateful things to

say, of the gracious young lady's kindness ;

she had shewn him every thing worth see-

ing ; had explained every thing ; and had

condescended to hear him talk of what she

knew was most -pleasing to him, of his

humble home, and his adopted son.

Ellesif had indeed drawn from the old

man many interesting anecdotes of Theo-

dore's early years. Each anecdote was an

additional testimony of his superiority over

all the men she had ever known, and she

laid them up in her heart as treasures for

thought.
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Theodore was scarcely able to confine his

thanks for her goodness, to the common

forms of respect : he longed to tell her, that

he received it as a flattering compliment to

himself ; but while he combated the in-

discreet desire, his eyes spoke, and Ellesif's

beating heart too truly translated their ardent

language.

Dofrestom had returned to the adoration

of Anastasia's picture. As he stood looking

at it,, Theodore approached Ellesif, and

with as much composure as he could gain,

yet with trepidation and tremor of voice,

briefly told her the business of his foster-

father's visit. The blood quivered like an

unsteady flame in the cheek of Ellesif.

" And you have been reading some of these

letters!" she said: " do they throw any

light can you discover -from them "

Her agitation was too great to allow her to

proceed ; she stopped j but her eyes re-

mained fixed on his face, with an expression

of the deep interest which now conquered
her

timidity.

* 5
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"
I have discovered the condition of my

grandfather," he replied, breathing short

and interrupted ; then pausing, and resuming
with an air of forced liveliness, to veil his

extreme emotion ;
"

I am fortunate enough
to belong to the family whose name pleased

you so much : my father was the son of a

Conde Roncevalles."

Ellesif did not answer ; but the sudden

glow that coloured her very neck, shewed

her sympathy with his feelings. After a

moment's pause, as if by tacit consent, they

hastened to the side of Dofrestom. Ellesif

forgetting that by this silence she expressed

her own interest in the discovery, and

Theodore unconscious that she had left any

thing unsaid.

" After so long a separation," she said,

"
you must have a thousand things to say

to each other, so I will leave you. I know

if my father were at home, he would be

happy in this opportunity of returning your

venerable friend's hospitality ; therefore, I

pray you, Senor Guevara, to make the

12
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house agreeable to him while he can stay at

Christiana. Madame Sauveur and I dine

out to-day, but you will order dinner at

your own hour." She accompanied this

speech and her graceful curtesy with an

amiable smile, and left them.

Theodore was touched with her good-

ness ; he would not take advantage of it

wholly, contenting himself with ordering

dinner in his own apartment, and securing

Dofrestom a comfortable sleeping-room in a

neighbouring street.

By the time they were seated in Theo-

dore's pleasant study, Dofrestom had no

longer occasion to complain of his adopted

son's altered looks. Never before had he

seen such buoyancy in his movements, or

such animation in his countenance. He
was indeed overflowing with joy and grati-

tude ; and his very pleasure in seeing this

friend of his infancy, partook of the same

rapturous character.

Dofrestom's honest heart alternately joyed

and ached as he listened to him. His eyes

K 6
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filled with moisture. "
Well, you love

me, dear boy !" he exclaimed,
" and I

have made you happy this morning ; what

should I wish for more ? But every time I

rejoice, there comes a something across my
mind a weight upon my heart a sort

of reproach of myself for being glad, when

I don't know what may be the fate of my
poor prodigal."

Theodore's bright looks were immediately

dimmed. He entered into the sad father's

feelings, with a son's sympathy for him,

and a brother's sorrow for Heinreich. But

alas, he had nothing cheering to tell !

he could only repeat every argument for

hope and consolation ; detail the past and

promised exertions of various travellers who

had undertaken to enquire for him; and

assure Dofrestom, that whatever Providence

might make of his Theodore, wherever he

might be carried, he would always find in

him a grateful and dutiful son.

Dofrestom silently indulged an interval

of bitter grief; then wiping his eyes, smiled
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and promised to avoid this distressing sub-

ject in future. He then proceeded to reply

to Theodore's unanswered questions about

the valley.

Some few changes had taken place since

he left it, but none that had troubled either

the peace or the purity of its inhabitants.

Catherine was as cheerful as ever, Magdalen
as amusing, Eric as faithful, and the pro-

fessor's elk as docile. Every body had sent

some rustic token or message to the uni-

versal favourite, by their neighbour Do-

frestom, and Theodore promised himself

much gratification by sending them little

presents in return.

He could now reply to Dofrestom's ques-

tions without restraint or disguise. Animated

by the certainty of being the equal of

Ellesif, and the hope of one day having the

power to ask her of her father, he forgot

that not two hours before he had thought

himself the most miserable person in ex-

istence.
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He described the Count's unwearied

kindness, and his own increasing enthu-

siasm for him, with a vivacity quite new to

his generally-repressed manner : and not

daring to rest on the praise of Ellesif alone,

he said of both sisters what his heart said

only of one. Even Madame Sauveur's

portrait assumed many charms under his

delighted pencil : so that Dofrestom, with a

simplicity that doubted not the excellence

of others, exclaimed,
" Blessed be God,

my child, you are fallen into a family of

angels !" A deep shade then darkened his

brow, and Theodore was painfully conscious

that the poor father was sadly contrasting

the fates of the two youths he had reared

with equal care.

After their social dinner Theodore pro-

posed going to Carl ;
his testimony would

not be formally required till Count Lauven-

heilm's arrival
j yet he was eager to see the

sailor again, and to thank him for that in-

terest in his fortune which Dofrestom said

be testified.
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As they were returning from this humble

visit, Ellesif's carriage passed them. She

bowed and smiled graciously to Dofrestom,

who stood respectfully holding his blue cap

off his thick grey locks. She could have

wished the carriage had gone slower; for

never had Theodore looked so interesting

in her eyes, as at a moment when others

noticed him with something of contemptuous

surprize.

Careless of passing observers, or their

light remarks, he was walking slowly

through crowded streets with a Norwegian,

peasant leaning on his jarm. His own re-

fined appearance, added to the manly graces

which nature had bestowed on his person,

formed a singular contrast with the rustic

and provincial plainness of Dofrestom, who

stopping to gaze at the public edifices, or

the fine prospects of the bay, was quite

unconscious that there was any incongruity

between his appearance and that of his

companion.
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There was a pensive composure on the

fine countenance of Theodore, a sweet

shroudedness in his eyes, as he raised them

to the passing carriage, which spoke that

heavenly calm which follows strong emo-

tions of joy. Ellesif saw the expression

clearly ;
but as he cast down his eyes again,

Madame Sauveur exclaimed,
" Ah the pauvre Gargon ! See how

ashamed he is of being with that tremen-

dously strange figure ! Mon Dieu ! How
can the old person make such an object of

himself! The whole street will be in an

uproar in a moment."
" My dear Marquise," replied Ellesif;

" don't we every day see peasants from all

quarters of Norway ? What is there so un-

couth in that venerable old man's dress ?

To me it is quite characteristic and rer

spectable."
"

Quite proper for him, of course,"

answered Madame :
" but the horror, the

wonder is, his going about with a person

of Senor Guevara's elegant appearance."

5
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" So you have discovered at last that

Seiior Guevara has an elegant appearance !'*

said Ellesif, a little mischievously.

Madame Sauveur coloured ;
and hap-

pily for Dofrestom, his antiquated garb was

quickly forgotten in EllesiPs raillery. The

defence cf the Marquise lasted till they

were set down at the mansion they were

going to.

Meanwhile Dofrestom had returned to

the government-house with Theodore,

where they spent the evening together, in

the full flow of heart. If Theodore checked

the stream of his, it was only when delicacy

and honour opposed their barriers. He

spoke not of his love for Ellesif, because

he would not mention those involuntary

appearances of affection on her part, which

had strengthened his attachment beyond
the power of effort to conquer.

At an early hour Dofrestom left him,

and Theodore was then free to finish the

perusal of his father's letters, and to exa-

mine the trinkets.
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In the first he found the history of the

second : they were all presents from Don

Balthazar, and had some touching circum-

stance connected with their existence. One

of them was an ornament for the breast ; a

little guittar of gold filagree, so exquisite

in its workmanship, that it might have

passed for the lute of a fairy. The letter

in which it was mentioned alluded to Donna

Aurelia's skill on her national instrument,

and described its effect upon her lover, in

such terms as Theodore's heart had often

addressed to the voice and harp of Ellesif.

Having gone through the letters written

before their marriage, he perused with still

livelier interest those which followed it.

They began some months after their union,

when his father was in Navarre seeking a

reconciliation with the Conde Roncevalles.

Many passages alluded to their mutual soli-

citude for the birth of an infant, to which

Donna Aurelia looked forward with the

hope that such an event might reconcile the

Conde. Theodore did not hesitate to be-
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lieve this infant was himself : but what a

new, what a thrilling emotion succeeded,

when at length he discovered that this ex-

pected child proved a female ! He had once

had a sister! Good heaven, if she still

lived !

"
Ah, then, I am not alone !" he ex-

claimed, gazing on the lines that mentioned

this precious little creature, and he gazed
till sight was lost in tears.

" O my sister,

if.you are alive, if I may ever be so blessed

as to see you !" He could not utter more,

but pausing at the thought, delivered himself

up to the most delicious reveries.

When he had perused and finished all

the letters, he sought to bring before his

mind an abstract of their contents. The

task was more difficult than might be ima-

gined ; for deeply interested in every part

of them, he was distracted between pleasure

derived from his father's sentiments, eager-

ness to discover his mother's peculiar qua-

lities, and scattered hints of events that were

rather commented on than related.
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What had been clear to Donna Aurelia,

to one acquainted with every circumstance

or personage mentioned by her husband,

was obscure to Theodore. However, after

repeatedly bringing back his truant thoughts

as they wandered from the investigation of

certainties into endless conjecture, he fixed

them securely upon these facts.

Don Balthazar, had alienated his family by

refusing to ratify an engagement made for

him by his parents, with the daughter of

the Marquis St. Estevan
;
and as an attach-

ment to Donna Aurelia had caused his dis-

obedience, his subsequent union with her

had never received their sanction^

It appeared that she was a portionless

orphan destined for the veil, and that her

renunciation of a religious life had rendered

her kindred as hostife to the union as those

of Don Balthazar.

After unsuccessfully seeking employment
at home, he had accepted an honourable

post in the Havannah ; and his last letter

announced this appointment, and suggested
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leaving their . little Elvira under the care of

Donna Aurelia's sister.

Who this sister was, and whether the

precious deposit had indeed been placed in

her hands, and yet survived, was still to be

discovered.

In every doubtful prospect youth . sees a

new path to happinesJ, while maturer years

foresees only fresh space for trials. The

sanguine heart of Theodore would not

imagine the possibility of her death : he

gave himself up to a sweet superstition,

fondly believing that Providence would not

have willed him to know th.it his sister ever

existed, were it decreed that he was never

to enjoy -the blessing of so dear a con-

nection.

Vainly did he search for some picture

of his parents: he saw only trinkets for

the neck and arms, and that lock of silky

hair, which evidently belonged to a child's

head, and which by one of the letters, he

rightly concluded was his sister's hair. He
kissed it tenderly ; and having admired its
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fine texture, and delicate colour, returned

it into the locket, and tied them together

round his neck.

So much of delightfully unexpected in-

formation was in the letters he had read j

so many proofs that his parents were worthy

to be loved and honoured as he wished to

honour them ;
and so greatly did these cir-

cumstances heighten the mournfulness of

the catastrophe by which they perished,

that it was impossible for Theodore to think

of sleep.

When he had restored his new treasures

to their casket, he sat down in a window,

overlooking the town, and mused away
the night.

The city itself, rounding the beautiful

bay, was in deep shadow
;
but the water

was a sheet of light ;
it reflected the hea-

vens, bright with myriads of stars ; and the

moon, adding her lustre to that of the stars,

rested on the snow-topped Alps that Kxvfer-

the distance,

"he solemn stillness with which so many
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worlds were performing their destined

course, the magnificent calm of the great

deep, the profound repose of the earth
;

this tranquillity of so many sublime objects,

when contrasted .with the tumult, the rest-

lessness of his single being, had something

awful in it.
" Rebellious spirit of man !"

he exclaimed,
" in this majestic submission

of the universe, darest thou alone refuse

obedience to the laws of the great Crea-

tor !"

Struck with a sense of his own impa-

tience, his mind gradually subdued each

importunate longing after those events that

were yet to come. He thought solely of

his present causes for thankfulness
j and

though his eyes were still tearful, as he

fixed them on the cloudless sky, devotion

and filial love, scarcely sullied with regret,

were the sources of these sacred drops.

While gazing on the bright constella-

tions above, he fancied that he held com-

munion with the spirits of his parents : his

mother seemed to bend her beauteous head
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from the cloud, like a fair but watry rain-

bow, promising him a futurity of
blessings ;

while the sacred voice of his father arose

to tell him that such blessings must be pur-

chased by a life of Christian excellence.



CHAPTER VI.

HPHE next morning, as Dofrestom was

breakfasting with Theodore, Madame

Sauveur sent a civil message to say she

would be glad to entertain Senor Guevara's

friend, while the Senor himself might be

otherwise engaged.

Theodore was not at a loss to discover

whose amiable consideration had suggested

this compliment ;
and as he had many per-

sons to give audience to, and several com-

plaints to hear and to examine, that he

might be enabled to state them fairly to

the Count, he gladly accepted an invitation

which would so agreeably fill his place

to Dofrestom.

When he conducted his pastoral friend

to the morning sitting-rooin, he found

Madame Sauveur alone ; and he had the

VOL. II. I,
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resolution to leave them, without lingering

to see Ellesif.

Madame la Marquise had undertaken no

easy task. To amuse a person who had the

simplicity without the ignorance of a moun-

taineer ; who was too sensible to find much

pleasure from mere objects of sight, and

too sincere to affect the enjoyment he did

not feel, was almost impossible to her.

But in truth, Madame Sauveur only thought

of entertaining herself ; and when she saV

respectable manners, and heard judicious

remarks, instead of laughable absurdities,

and clownish exclamations, she was quite

angry at herself, for having taken the

trouble of collecting such a number of

Parisian knick-knacks, to shew a man that

would not be thunderstruck.

A parrot called from her time-piece, and

a canary sung in her snuff-box, and a

pistol
went off from the lock of her jewel-

case ; nay, the jewels themselves blazed in

every form her hands could place them in ;

but none of these wonders extorted more
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than moderate surprize and attention from

Dofrestom.

He was very grateful for the lady's good-

ness ; but when nobler productions of art

were offered by Ellesif, he could not feign

equal admiration of Madame Sauveur's

baubles.

Bad taste, like vulgarity, is the growth of

cities, not of shades ; they have both the

same origin, an erroneous idea of what

our superiors admire, or do. The artless in-

habitant of solitudes, on the contrary, looks

up to no dictator, follows the impulses of

admiration and nature, feels the beautiful

as exquisitely as the tutored connoisseur,

and is as little deserving of ridicule as the

most accomplished courtier.

A collection of small alabaster copies

from the finest statues of Grecian sculptors,

afforded Dofrestom the liveliest pleasure,

and he looked at them with greater interest,

because he traced the same stile of beauty

in their contours as in the face and figure

of Theodore. With much simplicity he

L 2
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remarked this to Ellesif, as she was shewing
him a beautiful copy of an Endymion ; hav-

ing often observed the resemblance herself,

she heard Love's judgment confirmed, with

flushing delight.

Ellesif afterwards sung to him
; her

touching voice deepened the effect of the

music : Dofrestom was at first painfully

ajFected ; but seeing his agitation, and

guessing its cause, she changed the air into

a foreign march, and continued to play

such music only as it was not likely he had

ever heard, or could associate with past

scenes,

By insensible degrees she ceased to play,

and at last won her auditor into conversa-

tion.

From the history of his own early ad-

ventures, the transition was easy to that of

Theodore. This was a theme as dear to

her who listened, as to him that talked ;

and Dofrestom's heart, completely opened

by the sweet ingenuousness of Ellesif, while

dwelling on the virtues of his adopted son,
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glided into the narrative of his own child's

misconduct.
^

Madame Sauveur had fidget ted out of

the room during their discourse, and she

was happily absent when the old man's

tears drew answering drops down the cheek

of Ellesif.

Left thus alone with him, Ellesif could

shew the sympathy she would otherwise

have feared to display before another
;

for

ever. too sensitive to opinion, she dreaded

to display before acute observers, that ten-

der interest which she felt for the humblest

individual connected with Theodore.

Her gracious sympathy flattered the

artless old man ; she had besides many

soothing words to say, and many indulgent

excuses to make, for his misguided son.

In short, her kindness was itself a balm,

and Dofre'stom, without intention, recom-

pensed all her kindness, by comparing her

pitying nature to that of Theodore.

The parallel was sweet to the ear of El-

lesif j for now complete knowledge of the

L 3
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rare excellence she had so lately but gues-

sed at in part, heightened her tenderness to

an enthusiasm, which nearly deified its object.

Never till now had she heard of the Pro-

fessor's ungenerous conduct at his death, or

of his tormenting temper during his life: she

knew him in the conversation of Theodore,

only as the enlightened philosopher, and

generous preceptor.

How touching was this pious respect of

the dead ! How admirable this gratitude !

How ennobling those humble occupations

to which this self-denying young man had

willingly stooped for the sake of his first

friends !

Great motives exalt lowly deeds : Theo-

dore was greater in her eyes, thus sharing

in the labours of the husbandman and

herdsman, than if seated on a throne, and

wielding the destinies of nations.

Ellesif now delivered herself up to the

delight of admiring him she loved, without

that painful fear of Ipving indelicately be-

cause singly, which had so lately harassed

her.
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Ever dependent for her happiness upon
the manner of Theodore, she had passed

from despair to certainty, and was now dis-

tinctly sensible of those honorable motives

which had hitherto restrained his tender-

ness. The attentions she could not pay

himself, she lavished upon the man that

had fostered him, while Dofrestom repaid

her by undisguised testimonies of gratifica-

tion.

On all occasions Ellesif knew how to

shew the most delicate attentions, to an in-

ferior, without shocking the prejudices, or

violating the proper decorum of the higher

orders. During the days that intervened

between this and her father's arrival, she

contrived to engage herself with Madame
Sauveur at other houses, leaving Theodore

to entertain Dofrestom in his own apart-

ment.

Count Lauvenheilm returned at the time

his messenger had announced. He wel-

comed his host of Aardal with his usual

graceful courtesy, and more than his usual

L 4
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warmth j
and when he heard the particu-

lars of what had thus brought him so far

from home, his surprize and pleasure were

expressed in animated terms.

After this, Carl's deposition was formally

taken and affixed to the statement of Do-

frestom ; copies were made of this testimo-

nial, and of that which Dofrestom had

executed at the time of protesting against

the register of Theodore's name for the

militia. The Count himself undertook to

forward duplicates of them to Madame

Ursini, while Theodore was to send other

copies to Gaston de Roye.
If the answers through either of these

channels were favourable if, in short,

the state of affairs in Spain were sufficiently

settled to make a legal investigation practi-

cable, the Count promised to forward

Theodore's journey thither, without con-

sideration of his own loss in his services.

These arrangements were no sooner

completed than Dofrestom became anxious

to return to Catherine ; his heart was
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divided between her and Theodore ; but

her comparative loneliness weighed down

the scale ; and he hastened to join her with

tidings of their mutual favourite.

Nothing but the parting pang itself was

painful in this separation : for Dofrestom.

was leaving Theodore in possession of pre-

sent happiness, and in expectation of future

honours j and Theodore saw that his

venerable friend was in health, and had

regained much of his cheerfulness,

Thev bade farewell with tender rather

than sad feelings ; and having seen the

good old man some distance on his journey,

his yowng friend returned to Christiana.

A few days* observation of his patron,

convinced Theodore that something im-

portant laboured in his mind. An expres-

sion of constant thought had taken place

of his usual flattering air of being solely

occupied with the persons around him.

He would occasionally start from pro-

found meditation with an appearance of

1 5
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alarm, as if he feared to have betrayed

what he revolved.

But the abstraction into which he fell

during his hours of relaxation, never fol-

lowed him into scenes of public business.

From the moment of Theodore's arrival in

Ager-huus, till his departure some months

afterwards, he never ceased admiring the

activity, zeal, and luminous views of his

noble friend.

Indeed the Count's paternal care reached

to the remotest part of his government ;

he was as patient in the investigation of

grievances as prompt in their redress :

impartial in all his judgments ; as acces-

sible to the humblest artizan or peasant as

to the highest officer
; liberal of his bounty

as of his time, and parsimonious of the

latter only to his own pleasures.

The Count had exercised one strain of

magnificent habits and exalted duties during

his short ministry in Zealand ; but in

Ager-huus, far from affecting his former

splendour, he evidently sought to perform
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the duties of his high station, with a sim-

plicity that might avert scrutiny.

In Ager-huus a variety of new occasions

called forth powers of mind and qualities

of heart which had no room for expansion

at a court ; and Theodore soon believed

him as great in the minute details of pro-

vincial business, as in the grand plans of

the Danish cabinet.

His own share in this active usefulness,

was really equal with that of the Count's.j

for both ability and inclination led him into

the same paths.

Every private complaint or representa-

tion was first made to him ; and he gene-

rally informed himself completely of the

merits of each case, ere he laid them before

the governor.

Countess Anastasia had returned as

beautiful as ever: more beautiful, most

persons thought, because they had been so

long without seeing her; and what her"

father had lost in elegant playfulness^ -she

had gained in animation.

L 6
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Though she also fell into fits of musing,

it was evident that none but agreeable

images visited her day dreams. She said

some gracious words to Theodore on hear-

ing that he possessed . certain proofs of his

noble birth ; and from that moment both

she and Madame Sauveur failed not to

speak of him as the grandson of a Spanish

grandee.

After the Count had got through the

mass of business which had accumulated

during his absence, he expressed a desire

to see some of Don Balthazar's letters.

Ellesif wished to read them, and Theo-

dore as earnestly longed for her participa-

tion in the delight with which he contem-

plated the character of his father ; but

neither of them had the courage to give

expression to their wishes.

Ellesif was the only additional person in

her father's library, when the Count pre-

pared to look over these interesting docu-

ments. She rose to go.
"

Stay, Ellesif,"

5
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said her father,
"

I dare say Guevara will

have no objection to your remaining."

Ellesif did not require a second invita-

tion ; an eloquent suffusion on Theodore's

cheek told her that he had wished though

not dared to ask her stay. She sat down,

blushing and silent.

The Count was too much accustomed to

see Ellesif colour to be roused by it now,

into any suspicion of an unusual reason for

the glow ; but blushes, like sighs, are

widely different on different occasions. The

heart that is interested in the discovery,

rapidly learns to discriminate the blush of

modest confusion from that when love is

mixed with it
;
and the slow sigh of sor-

row, from the soft, fluttering one of

tenderness. Theodore's throbbing heart

understood but too well this touching
distinction.

As the Count read Spanish, he took the

letters his protege selected as the most

note-worthy, and translated them aloud to

Ellesif, who meanwhile found an object
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for her downcast eyes, in the trinkets of

the casket.

Having read two or three with great

attention, the Count paused.
" If your

grandfather be still living," he said,
"

I

wish he may be attached to the French

party, because in that case, the interference

of Princess Ursini might be of use to in-

fluence his conduct. You must not expect

your path to be over roses, Guevara. I

foresee a good deal of difficulty from this

old Conde's inflexibility to your father,

and you must prepare for it. I would still

advise you not to be precipitate, but stay

quietly here, till some one else has seen the

Conde Roncevalles, and sounded his incli-

nation for or against acknowledging your

claims."

" I fear I am much too willing to remain

where I am !" replied Theodore, scarcely

seeking to hide the nature of his emotion.

" My heart seems to want no other home,

and if I thought that in going to seek

a name and a station, even kindred, in
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another country, I was to lose
" He

did not venture to finish the sentence j

the tone of his voice sufficiently explained

his feelings.

Whether Count Lauvenheilm did or did

not comprehend what those feelings were,

is uncertain : he was silent for a short

interval ; then turning to Theodore, with

an expression of peculiar kindness, he

said,
"
No, we must not part for ever,

Guevara! I hope that is impossible. There

are as sure bonds of union as that of passing

our lives together, and though the ties

of blood may bind you to another v

family
-"

The entrance of a servant interrupted

the conclusion of a sentence, upon which

not only the "soul of Theodore but that of

Ellesif was hanging with breathless atten-

tion. Count Lauvenheilm's presence was

required for a few minutes by some person

,in the audience-hall, and purposing imme-

diate return, he left his daughter alone with

Theodore.
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The words,
" there are as sure bonch

of union as that of passing our lives toge-

ther," was still vibrating in the ear of

each : both of them found in that natural

expression, an occult meaning which flat-

tered their love and its hopes, but neither

ventured to speakr

Ellesif continued examining the trinkets

without seeing what she looked at, growing

more agitated, as she felt the palpitation of

her heart and the colour on her cheek

increase at every breathing^ Without

courage either to leave the room or to

encounter a possible declaration of what

she longed, yet dreaded to hear, she tried

to ask some trivial question, and in doing

so, raised her eyes to Theodore's. All

that the fondest, purest love can ever utter,

was then speaking from those of Theodore :

their expression kindled as they continued

fixed on her. Ellesif turned away in dis-

order, and unconscious of what she did,

took up a plain gold medallion from the
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trinkets, and unawares pressing upon a

spring, saw it open.
" Good heaven, it is a picture!" she

exclaimed. The next moment it was in

Theodore's hand. It was indeed the minia-

ture of his father and mother ^ their

blended initials above, and the resem-

blance to himself, put the conjecture out of

doubt.

Holding it with a trembling hand, he

devoured their lineaments in a long and

ardent gaze ;
then passionately snatching

the medallion to his lips, pressed it with

his hands to his eyes.

For a while he sat thus, without altering

his attitude, and Ellesif heard him strug-

gling with the powerful feelings this unex-

pected discovery had roused. Her heart

v/as as agitated as his.

After a short silence he raised his head.

" I know not why I should be ashamed of

this f" he said, removing his hands and dis-

covering his face in a graceful disorder of

tears and tenderness j but the next instant
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he covered it again, and hastily retreated

to a window.

He had left the medallion on the table :

Ellesif took it up ; and as she looked on

the interesting lineaments of persons whose

union had been so perfect, and whose fate

had been so melancholy, a flood of tears

fell from her eyes. Her heart had before

been softened to more than its usual tender-

ness, by the visible display of Theodore's

attachment, and by the romantic imagina-

tions which her father's words had raised ;

the resemblance of Don Balthazar's picture

to his son, joined to the dismal thought of

his fate, completed the overthrow of her

self-command, and she sobbed aloud as she

continued to weep.

At so affecting a proof of her sympathy,

Theodore hurried towards her : no longer

occupied with any thing but herself, he ut-

tered some broken sentences of gratitude

and concern for having thus agitated her.

She rose while endeavouring to answer him,
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and turning her head, smiled through

showering tears.

The pathetic sweetness of that smile

heightened her beauty into something di-

vine. Theodore eagerly bent forward, wkh

the intention of taking her hand and press-

ing it to his lips. Had he done so, his pas-

sion would have spurned controul ;
he must

have thrown himself at her feet, and forget-

ting the uncertainty of his future prospects,

have sought and gained her promise never

to belong to another.

Fortunately that mysterious dread of the

confession woman most wishes to hear,

made Ellesif avoid his hand. All blushes,

tremor, and tears, and afraid of being thus

surprised by her father, she attempted to

falter out some kind apology for leaving

him, and retiring as she did so, disappeared

at an opposite door.

It was some time before the Count came

back : he had been pondering on the sub-

ject of the letter he went out to receive, and

forgot the length of his absence. Seeing
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Theodore alone, looking at the picture so

luckily discovered, he required no further

explanation of the emotion in which he

found him.

After a thorough discussion of what re-

lated to his young friend's Spanish connec-

tions, the Count fell into a profound reverie 5

he sighed often, and deeply. Theodore

looked at him with tender and respectful

concern.

"
I understand that look, my dear Gue-

vara," said the Count, stretching out his

hand to him :
"

yoi^ are anxious to know

what makes me unhappy."
" If you are unhappy, my lord," replied

Theodore,
" would to God it were in my

power to remove the cause."

Count Lauvenheilm answered by a me-

lancholy smile ; but his eyes remained

glazed with tears, and as fixed and sad as

before. Theodore sighed.
"

I am afraid of myself, Theodore,"

said the Count suddenly ;

"
they will force

me out of my duty. I am studiously mor~
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tified by the master I once served so faith-

fully ; cruelly traversed in all my plans

my power abridged by arbitrary orders

my hands tied in every thing."

He stopped frequently during this dis-

jointed speech ; and Theodore but ill under-

stood what wasmeant'by its first sentence.,
"

Surely, my lord," he observed,
" the

King cannot be long deceived by your ene-

mies : the triumph of falsehood is always

short : bear with these painful slights but a

little while ; persevere in your present ho-

nourable exertions for this neglected go-

vernment, and be sure that you will be

eventually repaid by the return of your

sovereign's confidence."

"
Yes, I have powerful enemies !" said

the Count, and then he stopped:
"

no,

I shall never be what I have been ; at least

not in Denmark. This very morning, not

ten minutes ago, I have been cut to the

heart by" the King's unkindness : the courier

I went out to, brought me a positive order

to discharge that brave old officer who com-
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mands the citadel. You know how clear

his character came out from the malicious

accusation preferred against him at Copen-

hagen : my zeal in the cause of justice has

ruined him. In the very face of positive

evidence, the court insist on believing him

guilty ;
and the order for his d'smission is

accompanied with a hint to myself that I

aim at too much popularity."
" Good God ! what injustice," exclaim-

ed Theodore 5
" active benevolence like

yours, my lord, seeks not fame, but must

find it. Let your enemies compare Ager-

huus now with what it was only three

months ago : let them go into the remotest

tillages let them come into the courts of

Christiana. Aim at popularity ! you aim

at making a people happy and prosperous,

who have hitherto been left to ruin and to

afflict each other."

Theodore's vehement indignation had

hurried him into a strain of praise which his

delicacy made him blush to have indulged :

he recollected himself, and was silent.
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The Count was gratified with his ardor.

" Tou would not condemn me then," he

asked,
" were the perfidy, the wanton af-

fronts, the base suspicions of an ungrateful

court, to drive me What claim on his

duty has a country that spurns her son ?

Why am 1 thus to crouch under insults ?

Ought I tamely to see myself mocked with

the name of governor of this noble pro-

vince, and reduced into a mere puppet,

moving by the will of others ?"

The ount spoke in a hurried and

smothered voice, and his cheek grew al-

ternately pale and red.

Theodore had never seen him so moved

before: he had indeed never imagined him,

capable of such flaming resentment. His

character was then different from v/hat it

seemed : it was evidently of a more power-
ful frame than Theodore had been accus-

tomed to consider it : it was not all com-

prized of beauty ; something of that most

terrible sublime, the sublime of profound

sensibility, heightened its interest.
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Surprized and deeply affected, Theodore

stood for a while silently looking at him,

striving to recollect distinctly what the

Count had said, and to understand why he

felt alarmed.

A transient thought of Coriolanus in

ancient days, and of the Constable Bourbon

in later ones, troubled his mind
;
but driv-

ing away the suspicion and the pang to-

gether, he said with emphasis,
" You can

never be a puppet, my dear lord ; no will

but your own can move your heart either to

good or ill. Go on as you have begun, and

put your enemies to silence by your actions :

the more your benevolent plans are tra-

versed, the greater will be your glory in

conquering opposition, and affecting the

prosperity of Ager-huus. Nay, if you do

not succeed
;

if all your exertions are frus-

trated by secret artifice or open tyranny,

you will still have the proud consciousness

of having repaid ingratitude with benefits."

"
Romantic, admirable, excellent Gue-

vara!" exclaimed th Count, much af
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fected : if the world were made up of men

like you ! but it is far otherwise. We see

it, we know it, we despise it in speculation.

Yet for its empty acclaim no it is not

worth it ! I'll revoke my promise."

Theodore was again left to conjecture his

noble friend's meaning. The epithet of

romantic, he believed, applied to him for

imagining virtue must eventually triumph ;

but what promise the Count alluded to, or

what he was meditating when he said // is

not worth it, Theodore could not even

guess.

Only experience can teach us to suspect

another of designs which we ourselves

would disdain to harbour ; and it is the

bitterest of all experiences which makes us

apprehend guilty intentions in the person

vre have tiil then loved and esteemed.

That something of great import agitated

the Count could not be doubted : Theodore

wished to know its nature, yet ventured not

, to inquire^ and his looks continued to

VOL. II, M
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hang upon those of his patron with painful

interest.

The Count rose suddenly from his seat :

he held out his hand. "
Guevara," he

said,
"

your affection is dear to me : it is

almost necessary to my self-esteem : I would

not forfeit it ; but there are insults that

madden the very heart. If I fail under this

trial
;

if I slacken those fruitless exertions

you would animate me to
;

in short, if I

prove less than you think me, may I believe

you will love, you will follow me still ?"

Theodore was at his patron's feet, and

moistening his hand with tears, ere he was

conscious of the ardent action. "
Through

prosperity or adversity over the world will

I follow you, my lor.d," he exclaimed;
"

you can do nothing that is not honour-

able go. no where, where the blessing of

Heaven will not shadow you !"

Count Lauvenheilm stifled a groan as he

raised him.

" Rash promise !" he exclaimed, looking
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with anguish on his kindled countenance ;

" but fear it not ;
I will never claim it to

your ruin. If I fall, I will not drag you
down with me ; but if I rise, may your for-

tunes but depend on me, and for this ster-

ling attachment, so above all measure will

I reward you !"

The Count's face was bright with enthu-

siasm as he broke off, while Theodore was

thrilling in every vein with the momentary

thought of Ellesif.

" Tell me, Guevara," resumed the Count

in a more temperate tone,
" would you

blame me if I should renounce a situation in

which I see all the fair blossoms of im-

provement that I have been so carefully

nursing suddenly blighted by tyrannical

commands ; would you blame me if I should

abandon my own country, and enter a wider,

freer space of usefulness in another?"
tc

Certainly not, my lord," replied Theo-

dore ;
"

though I should lament yet,

perhaps, not lament
" He broke off

M 2
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abruptly, for a delightful vision of Spain

and Princess Ursini, through whom Count

Lauvenheilm might possibly reach power in

Spain, passed before him.

Unhappy Lauvenheilm, unwilling to scru-

tinize the sort of deceit he was practising

with himself, in thus obtaining by an im-

perfect statement Theodore's sanction of

what would have shocked him had it been

fairly represented, he avoided a fuller ex-

planation, by ending the conversation.

" You have seen more of my heart this

day, Guevara, than I ever before shewed to

any man," he said, gathering up the con-

tents of the casket :
" the confidence will

be sacred with you, I am certain. Let us

separate ;
I wish to recollect my scattered

self: we will meet again presently."

Theodore put his lips to the hand that

gave him the casket, and retired.

The impression of this extraordinary

scene remained for many days as fresh as at

the time of its acting on the mind of Theo-
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(lore : it heightened his enthusiasm for his

noble benefactor, by deepening his interest

for him. A vague apprehension of some

temptation assailing his integrity, gave a ten-

der character to that interest : and never had

Count Lauvenheilm, in his proudest days

of power, and honour, and untainted recti-

tude, enjoyed the attachment of so devoted

a heart.

O that he had leaned on that faithful

heart entirely ! Had he ingenuously owned

the temptations that assaulted him, Theo-

dore's influence would have fixed his tot-

tering virtue : but the moment passed ; he

touched the slippery verge, and, once in-

clining, what super-human hand could ar-

rest his descent.

There are epochas in most men's lives of

peculiar action and peculiar repose : im-

portant events come in crowds at one time,

and at others we forget that existence is any

thing but a monotonous return of day and

night.

M *
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This was the thronging period of Theo-

dore's history. A packet of letters from

Gaston de Roye, which had made a tedious

round from Spain to England, from thence

to Copenhagen, and so on to Christiana,

came to the Governor's : it contained pre-

sents for the three ladies, and a long epistle

for Theodore.

The Chevalier wrote with the same care-

less rambling ease as he talked j and detail-

ed the most interesting events, or expressed

the kindest feelings with as much levity as

he would have used in jesting with Madame

Sauveur j but, through all this, Theodore

saw sterling regard for himself, and gathered

important information.

Gaston de Roye had ascertained that the

eldest son of the Conde Roncevalles, with

his wife and child, had been supposed to

perish by shipwreck in the year 1692 : the

Conde's only remaining son (who was pre-

viously married, and at that time a widower)

died of a fever some years afterwards, leav-
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ing a youth of thirteen to inherit the title

a.nd estates.

But the Conde was still living, and this

boy (known by the name of Don Jasper

Guevara) was grown into manhood. De

Roye could not learn further particulars of

the family, as they were all attached to the

Bourbon party, holding such as adhered to

the House of Austria in perfect abhorrence.

He lamented this last circumstance with

much real concern, though in gay language :

for he was confident in the belief, that the

treaty of partition then recurred to by
Louis XIV. would be finally concluded, and

Philip V. be ^inftW^^L'br reduced to the

lesser crown of tTie Two Sicilies ; of course

such of the Spanish nobility as had espoused

the side of Philip, would eventually suffer

from the resentment of the Archduke.

Theodore was imperfectly acquainted

with the merits or rights of the two claim-

ants; for the Count, who leaned to the

French party, and De Roye, who
hastily

advocated the Austrian, so rarely allowed
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the truth of each other's narrations when

they stated the grounds on which their

respective favourites proceeded, that it was

impossible for him not to suspend his

judgment.

Inclination, however, biassed him to-

wards Philip ; the magnanimous character

of that
. prince's young queen, and his

tender attachment to her, (which only the

future developement of its earthly nature

could render worthless,) made Theodore

hear of his declining success with real

concern.

Theodore rarely thought of self-interest ;

and forgetting that his family's fortunes

might fall with that of the French Prince,

he was pleased to learn that they espoused

the cause to which he wished well.

Although his grandfather's severity to

Don Balthazar might have corrected the

error, he could not help imagining his

old age must be venerable and endearing.

At that period in which the soul looks into

another world for all its hopes and fears,
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he could not suppose that it would foster

any of the passions and prejudices of the

one it was to leave.

That part of De Roye's communication

respecting Don Jasper was painful to him.

It was not in Theodore's nature to know

himself on the eve of stripping another

person of what had long been considered

his right, without extreme disquiet.

He sighed at the thought ;
and then he

recovered himself, mentally exclaiming,
" This evil may be prevented by a worse-

they may not be convinced that I am the

son of Don Balthazar."

But the most distressing circumstance to

Theodore, was De Roye's silence about

his sister : it occasioned a variety of sur-

mises. The Count, simply imagined De

Roye had never heard of her, from neglect-

ing to make any inquiries after the female

branches ;
Ellesif supposed that he refrain-

ed from mentioning so tender a tie, lest it

might unnecessarily augment Theodore's

impatience to be in Spain 5 and Madame
M 5
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Sauveur unthinkingly suggested that she

might be dead.

Anastasia's conjecture appeared the most

probable ; that she was either living with

her mother's relations, or had married, or

had taken the veil, and therefore not

known to the Chevalier.

Theodore's heart was quieted by the

first conjectures, but pained by the last.

As he recurred to the letter, the names of

persons whose existence had been till now

unknown to him, made his kindred so

completely present, that he felt his former

passionate eagerness to visit Spain return

with double force.

With this yearning of nature was mixed

the fond hope of acquiring that undisputed

rank which could alone entitle him to ask

the hand of Ellesif : yet, earnestly as he

wished to go, careless as he was of encoun-

tering the shock of" contending parties, he

could not leave Count Lauvenheilm in his

present disturbed state of feelings.

Princess Ursini was now the person to
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whom the affair was to be referred ; and

the most rational plan was to wait for her

description of the Conde's inclination

towards the orphan of his son. Were he,

therefore, to quit the Count at this period,

he would be committing a wantonly un-

grateful act.

Habituated to patience from his earliest

years, Theodore would have submitted to

delay, under any circumstances, without

repining ; but in this instance he was

accepting present enjoyment in the place of

future good. A day, an hour with Ellesif

and her father, were to him years of

blessing.
.

Feeble must be that heart's capacity for

happiness which describes the period of its

possession as passing with the rapidity of

light. The duration of time is marked to the

worldly, by the quick succession of events >

to the impassioned, by a repetition of strong

emotions; and he that truly loves, finds,

in a single instant, the treasures of an

age.

M 6
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In the presence of the objects beloved,

each word, each look embodies the mo-

ment in which they are admired
j and as

memory thrills over their recollection, a

few short hours appear to have contained

a life of transport.

Freed from the restraints imposed by

scrupulous honour, Theodore no longer

sought to hide the nature of his sentiments

for Ellesif : but though desirous that they

should be seen and commented on by the

Count, his natural fastidious delicacy, in

all that related to his own feelings, still

threw a veil over their expression.

Attracted by the harp and voice, or by
the conversation of Ellesif, he would hover

round her while she played or sat at work
j.

but if another eye looked twice at him, as

if ashamed of indulging in so much delight,

he would hastily retreat.

Ellesif meanwhile, all abandoned to.

rapture, thought of nothing, heard nothing,

saw nothing but Theodore, Engaged in

listening to him or in observing the soft
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gracefulness of his movements, she had

not space in her mind for any other idea.

Whether friends or enemies marked her

devotedness, she neither knew nor thought;

for her love was justified to herself, first by

the merit of its object, and lastly by his

equal attachment.

She saw Anastasia still ^he wonder and

gaze of multitudes, she witnessed 'the ex-

travagant passions her beauty excited, she

heard an eternal murmur of admiration and

entreaty surround her steps : but would

Ellesif have exchanged one approving

glance from Theodore for all this idolatry r

Ono!
The dear consciousness of having her

sentiments, feelings, and actions approved

by him, was to her worth a world of adula-

tion : and fondly, yet justly estimating his

attachment by her own, she believed that

all the passion her sister's perishable charms

had ever kindled, if weighed in love's

balance, would be light to the single senti-

ment bestowed by Theodore.

8
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That sentiment which grasps eternity,

which pants for its dearest union in the

world of souls, finds an answering one in

few hearts. Habit, instinct, mere inclina-

tion to like something, creates half the

passions which we see blazing and perishing

like exhalations : they mount, indeed, to

the same region with the stars ; but these

remain bright and fixed, while the former

sink into dust, and go out in darkness..
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CHAPTER VII.

^VTEVER had Ellesif been so free to

enjoy the society of Theodore : her

father passed much of his leisure time

alone
;
he received and answered letters in

cipher ; and though, more kind than ever

to Theodore, was studious to conceal the

nature of this correspondence from his

knowledge.

Madame Sauvqur had got a serious

admirer, and was perpetually inventing

excuses for being with his family in the

country ; and Anastasia was, as usual, op-

pressed with company.

The women came to copy her dress,

the men to look the worship they dared not

speak. For Ager-huus contained several

noblemen of sufficient quality to frequent

7
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Count Lauvenheilm's home parties ; and

careless of court censure, many of the

younger Danish nobility deserted Zealand

to re-enter the enchanted circle of Countess

Anastasia.

Excepting relations, all the other persons

who had crowded the levees of Lauven-

heilniy seemed to imagine him gone to

another planet, many of them had really

forgotten his elegant circle in the novelty of

others : but the greatest number of these

summer flies, convinced that his day of

power would never return, shunned his

correspondence lest it should darken their

own favour.

In this absence of merely amusing society,

Ellesif and Theodore found true happiness

in. each other*

During the long evenings Theodore

often read aloud, while the ladies worked,

and the Count occupied himself with de-

signing sketches for his daughters to com^

plete j
or perhaps sat, wrapt up in mathe-
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matical calculation, at a remote part of the

large hall.

Sometimes whole evenings were given to

gay or improving conversation j and at

those times Ellesif listened with the wish

to learn what Theodore taught ;
but the

delight with which she hung on the manner

of his discourse weakened her attention to

its subject ; and she felt the absurdity

of the opinion which maintains that we

learn quickest, when our instructor is the

person we love.

Her astronomical studies were more

eagerly pursued than ever, but with much

less profit : as the family party collected

together on a leaded platform at the top of

one wing of the house, and as Theodore

unravelled the seeming labyrinth of the

stars, Ellesif's admiration of the simple

eloquence that explained these wonders,

too often took place of adoration of the

awful hand that framed them.

Alas, unhappy Ellesif, soon art thou to

pay the penalty of thy sin ! thy love
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grows idolatrous, and thou must be

punished for it, by the object of thy trans-

gression 1

In this dear and familiar intercourse

Theodore preserved his resolution of leaving

his tale of love untold, till either the volun-

tary act of his grandfather, or the legal

decision of Spanish courts should place him

in the rank to which he was born.

But what his lips refrained from declar-

ing, his looks and involuntary actions said

with double tenderness
; and EllesiPs never-

silent countenance told him, in defiance of

all her efforts to the contrary, that she ob-

served and sanctioned his sentiments.

Convinced of each other's attachment,

they needed no formal explanation ; Theo-

dore might have said with Habington,

" We saw and wooed each other's eyes ;

" Her soul contracted them with mine,

" And both burned in one sacrifice."

The ingenious trifle he had begun at her

request, and so long laid aside, was renewed
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and finished; the Laplander, with his rein-

deer, formed the dearest ornament of El-

lesiPs cabinet ;
and the present she had

sportively given him in return, to adorn his

study-table, was the sole witness of Theo-

dore's solitary transports.

This present was a little basket of arti-

ficial flowers. Ellesif excelled in the ele-

gant art of making them
;
and having re-

marked the favourite flowers of Theodore,

she had imitated them only, and giv.en each

flower its natural scent by perfuming it with

its own essence.

On her presenting him with the basket,

Theodore was hurried into the only per-

sonal compliment he had ever addressed to

Ellesif.
<; How beautiful these violets are !"

he exclaimed, looking with admiration on a

cluster that were, indeed, of the brightest

dye.
"
They are exactly the colour

"
his

sudden confusion, and hastily withdrawn

glance, added as distinctly as his lips could

have said,
" of your eyes,"
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Ellesif blushed deeper than her own roses;

and the eyes he praised, though now down-

cast, looked lovelier than ever. At that

moment Theodore thought her beauty as

perfect as her character. Certain it is, that

affection, like the sun, brightens the object

upon which it shines ;
and that Ellesif never

looked so charming as when animated by
the consciousness of Theodore's admira-

tion.

This dream of bliss was troubled for

a while by the indisposition of the Count :

he had a feverish complaint, which at first

alarmed his family ; but he soon lost every

dangerous symptom, and the disorder

seemed to have visited him only to shew

Ellesif in a more endearing light.

Her tender assiduities in his sick room

were unwearied, yet performed so easily

and cheerfully, that the invalid was never

pained by the recollection that he absorbed

her whole time.

When Theodore saw her preparing with

her owjn delicate hands the various little re-
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storatives required in a sick chamber, and

remarked that her father was thus beguiled

into taking what he would have refused

from servants, he learned to respect even

that humble science which he had despised

when studied by the Prince of .

Thus Ellesif vanquished his prejudices

by actions rather than words ; convincing

him that there is no art, however insigni-

ficant in itself, that may not, by its parti-

cular application, rise to importance, and

repay the trouble of acquirement.

The Count recovered his health, but not

the serene equality of his spirits. Ellesif

began to remark his frequent fits of abstrac-

tion, and was scarcely satisfied by his as-

surance, that he had more to think of in a

situation where he was responsible for so

many minor things, than when he had but

one line of business to pursue in Denmark.

She could not help fearing that he felt his

fall with keener sensibility than she thought

it deserved
;
and a circumstance which oc-

curred not long after confirmed her in the
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opinion. A badge and ribbon of the order

of the Elephant were returned to the King,

by the death of a knight : Count Lauven-

heilm was already decorated with the order

of Dannebrbg ;
but he had a right to ex-

pect this superior decoration both from his

services and rank, and by virtue of a dis-

tinct promise from the King.

The honour was, however, given to an-

other : no apology or explanation was

attempted ; and the Count's dignified ex-

postulation at length received an evasive

answer.

Wounded in the nicest point by this

public affront, he wrote in respectful, yet

indignant, terms to his sovereign, request-

ing leave to resign his employment.

Frederic hesitated, to accept his resigna-

tion: he began to fear that he had shewn,

too marked a displeasure against a man,

whose popularity and possessions might

make a formidable enemy, were he to leave

Norway and seek to traverse the measures

of the new government.

7
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Released from public duties, the Count

would naturally retire to his own estates,

and their situation would expose him to

temptation. The possessions of Lauven-

heilm, as well as those of his eldest daugh-

ter, lay contiguous to Hoistein ; they com-

prised nearly the whole of the duchy of

Sleswick j
and with the power of a lord

over his vassals, were he to enter into the

intrigues of the Swedish regency, he might

lop off that wealthy district from Den-

mark.

The late disasters of the Danish arms,

and consequent success of the Swedes, to-

gether with the long delay of some troops

promised by the Czar, rendered the pre-

sent a very critical period. It was better,

therefore, to amuse the Count with pro-

mises for the future, and apologies for the

past, and so detain him where he was.

Count Lauvenheilm was too experienced

in political subterfuges to be deceived by
these : but without the appearance of in-

gratitude and insolence, he could not per-
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s'rst in tending his resignation. His sove-

reign had condescended to excuse his breach

of promise, -by lamenting the necessity he

was under of obliging the Czar Peter in the

person of his minister.

This provoking mask ofgraciousness com-

pelled Count Lauvenheilm to pause ;
but

a secret communication from the adminis-

trator of Holstein, recapitulating all his

causes of resentment, and suggesting a dan-

gerous revenge, after costing him many a

struggle, finished by deciding him to retain

the government.

From this moment Theodore saw no

more abstraction, no more melancholy in

his patron : a feverishness of soul appeared

in all his actions. More assiduous than

ever in business, he attended to its smallest

details with solicitous exactness ; saw, and

heard, and investigated every thing himself;

gave up nothing to inferior agents ;
and

less surrounded by ceremonies than ever,

made himself, nevertheless, more known
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and more adored than in his days of magni-

ficent display.

Theodore was convinced that by this

activity the Count wished to leave himself

no time to think of the wounds his pride or

sensibility had received ; and that he sought

to efface these painful feelings, by the noble

consciousness of diffusing as much happi-

ness as the vexatious counter-plans of a

higher power would allow.

How little did he suspect the fatal reality !

How would he have shuddered, could he

have known that this restless activity was

produced by a dread of self-examination ;

that it was at once the fruit and the parent

of crime ; that Count Lauvenheilm was

now pledged to the enemies of his master ;

and that he was to wait the favourable mo-

ment of Swedish success in one quarter, to

throw off the mask of obedience, and place

the fortresses of Norway in foreign hands.

A principality for himself, and the im-

mediate union of Anastasia with the admi-

nistrator, were to be the reward of his trea-

VOL. II. N
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son. At present even the impatient lover

was restrained from urging the completion

of his happiness, by the certainty of its

frustrating the most important part of their

intrigue ;
and the dangerous malady of his

young nephew, by holding out the prospect

of the administrator's immediate succession

to the duchy of Holstein, made him desirous

of avoiding any private dispute with Den-

mark, till the preponderance of Swedish

power should establish him firmly in the

expected dignity.

Meanwhile Anastasia was ignorant of all

that could afflict a virtuous, or shock a deli-

cate, mind : she was far from imagining

herself an article of barter ; but assured of

her lover's ardour, waited somewhat impa-

tiently for the removal of certain political

obstacles, and the consent of her sove-

reign.

Ellesif was the only one of the family

trio that neither knew nor suspected any

thing of the kind
;
and she was ignorant

solely from the Count's principle of never

making an useless confidence.
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The completion of Anastasia's marriage

depended on the secrecy with which the ne-

gociations were carried on; and if EllesiPs

tongue were discreet, her cheek and her

eyes were notoriously otherwise. A direct

challenge, nay even a surmise, made by a

third person, would have been sure to bring

the secret to her face. It was not want of

love therefore, but prudence, that caused

the reserve of her father.

At the end of May, a letter from Prin-

cess Ursini to her young kinswoman came

through France, and threw a shade over

Theodore's prospects. Ellesif reluctantly

shewed it to him.

Although it was written before the ar-

rival of those documents which might be

said to ascertain the orphan's claims and

identity, its purport certainly proved that

the Conde Roncevalles was far from willing

to believe the tale he was told.

He had testified the most complete incre-

dulity, treated the affair as a specious im-

posture, and refused discussing the subject

N 2
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again, unless the young man should appear

himself, and bring" with him positive proof

of his authenticity.

Madame Ursini added, that it was im-

possible for her to urge the matter further

in the present doubtful situation of her royal

master ; as it became all who wished him

well, rather to conciliate than to brave the

leading grandees. In addition to this, the

ascendancy of a party hostile to herself had

induced her to form the resolution of with-

drawing from Spain ; from which circum-

stance she could no longer be of service to

Count Lauvenheilm's young friend.

Some obliging details with which this

accomplished woman concluded her letter,

supplied the defects of De Roye's com-

munication. From these Theodore learnt

that his grandfather, though at the advanced

age of seventy, was one of Philip's most

active partizans ;
that he injured his fortune

by his loyal contiibutions ro the necessities

of the state i and that Don Jasper, though
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a young man of impetuous and headstrong

passion, was his avowed idol.

Don Balthazar's wife, it seemed, had been

related to the noble family of Montellano :

her sister married, and educated the infant

Elvira with her own daughters. At the

age of eighteen Elvira became the wife,"

and soon after the widow, of Don Alvarez

Haro, and was now residing alone, on a

slender income, at a country-house ia

Aragon.
This assurance of his sister's existence

banished every distressing thought for

awhile, from the mind of Theodore. She

had never been cordially owned by their

grandfather, and it seemed as if sympathy
in neglect must supply the place of intimate

knowledge from -childhood.
'

" Whatever be my fate with my other

relations," he said to himself,
"

by my
sjster at least I may be sure of being ten-

derly welcomed. With as little to hope

from my unkind grandfather as myself,

N 3
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she will have no jarring interest to mukc

her unwilling to acknowledge me.*'

He paused on the dear image his ima-

gination began to draw, and already gave

it the features of his interesting mother.

To be a widow at so early an age increased

the desolateness of his sister's situation.

Sorrow endeared her ; and he who under

his present circumstances would have hesi-

tated seeking her in wealth and grandeur,

now longed to hasten into her solitude, and

to cheer her with a brother's sympathy.

Eliesif thought of Donna Elvira with

equal tenderness ; for she loved Vny
v one

connected with Theodore
;

and she de-

lighted in giving to the person and cha-

racter of his sister, as much of his, as would

be graceful in those of a woman.

After the first severe pang of disappoint-

ment, Theodore's crushed hopes began to

revive. It is true, they sprung not up
xvith the elasticity of the palm-tree, yet they

did rise, and the judgment of others con-

firmed his own.
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It was probable that the Conde Ronce-

valles did in reality believe this a trick j

and that were he to receive the written

testimonials of what was then only barely

asserted, and to see Theodore, his incredulity

would vanish.

Don Balthazar's picture was indeed so

like his son, that Ellesif could never separate

the two images ; and whenever she looked

at the portrait, she gazed at it with the

same tenderness as she felt when contem-

plating Theodore himself.

It was impossible that the Conde could

resist such evidence as this internal one ;

yet, if he did, Count Lauvenheihn believed ,

the proofs of Theodore's right to the in-

heritance of Roncevalles were so strong,

that, when strengthened by collateial ones,

(which might be easily, though tediously,

obtained from Spanish America and Ma-

deira,) they would receive confirmation

by the law courts at Madrid.

To this resort Theodore had the natural

abhorrence of an amiable heart
j

even

N 4
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rights, when extorted, appeared to him iike

robber)
7

j but his reason assisted the argu-

ments of his patron, who explained the

sacredness of every man's obligation to

maintain or regain what is legally his own,

for the sake of his possible posterity.

Still, however, the period was not yet

ripe for Theodore to appear on the con-

tested ground. Never had the affairs of

King Philip been so entirely at the mercy
of a single throw.

When Princess Ursini wrote, the appa-

rent or real lukewarmness of Louis XIV.

threw his grandson entirely into the arms

of his people ; and they were so torn by

factions, that little of vigour or concert was

to be expected from their efforts. Since

that period the accounts transmitted from

the British troops in Catalonia had reached

the north of Europe, and raised sanguine

hopes of the Austrian party's final success.

In the midst of struggling parties at

court, and contending armies in the field, it

was not probable that either of the nominal
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sovereigns would take time to investigate

so intricate an affair as that which related,

to Theodore. It was therefore still ex-

pedient for him to keep his claims un-urged,,

till one of the rival princes should be settled

on the throne.

With hopes crushed, yet not destroyed ;:

happiness clouded, but not extinguished,

Theodore was again to wait the uncertain:

results of war and time. Something of ap-

prehension once more made him timid in

his conversation with Ellesifr . He feared to

engage her generous heart too far, or to

declare his own too openly, when perhaps;

he might never reach the station by which*

only he could hope to gain her.

Unlike his former self-restraint,, this less

necessary one frequently gave way before

her generous tenderness ; for eager to con-

vince him that he did not owe any of her

partiality to his illustrious lineage, she was

more obviously occupied with, him than

ever, and this generous care of his feelings

charmed him perpetually into a forgetful**
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ness of the restrictions he had imposed upon
his conduct.

A succeeding letter from Gaston de

Roye, lamenting his incapacity of serving

Theodore further, until the Archduke

should have entered Madrid, gave effect to

the advice of Princess Ursini.

The Chevalier coloured the distresses* of

Philip with too strong a pencil, and perhaps

as extravagantly heightened the tone of his

own party's success. Still it was evident,

that the tide was flowing powerfully in fa-

vour of the latter.

Nothing could be more amusing than the

caricature portraits of every thing and every

body around him, which the felicitous De

Roye drew in this descriptive letter. They
revived the recollection of many past

hours which his lively humour had em-

bellished. 'Anastasia wished for him again,

that she might be made to laugh, and to

hear herself scolded ; Ellesif, that she might

then hear him praise Theodore ;
and Theo-

dore, that he might shew him more dis-
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tinctly than he had yet done, the warm

regard his disinterested kindness had won.

Madame. Sauveur now found every ia^dy

si triste, when she was not in company with:

her lover, that she also joined in regretting

the Chevalier, whose unfailing spirits had

given an impulse to the saddest or dullest

evenings.

She was, however, a little unreasonable

in her complaints. Used to the flatteries

of a young officer, who lavished them with

no sparing hand, she now invariably found

every man triste, that seemed occupied with

another woirten
;
and every woman triste,

that was making herself charming !

The time was fast approaching in which

Madame Sauveur would become the centre

of a circle. - She was going to marry Baron

Hoffendal.

This young man was one of the nume-

rous sons of a very poor nobleman, and had

literally to cut his way through life with

his sword. Madame Sauveur had flirted

herself into a passion for him j and being,

N 6
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really pretty, though fifteen years his senior,

had just made him like her sufficiently to

be content with owing his fortune to her

interest.

Her remote relationship to EllesiPs mo-

ther, and the straitened circumstances in

which she had been left at the death of a

worthless husband, had first induced Count

Lauvenheilm to offer her the protection of

his house ; and after the loss of his Coun-
. v V \

tess, to retain her there as a chapro^e^for
his daughters. Cn\^-

Since then, her friends had obtained a

handsome pension for her from France ;

and this pension, joined tp the supposed

power and will of Count Lauvenheilm to

advance the interests of any man she mar-

ried, had determined young HoffendaPs

inclination. Another reason insinuated itself

with these prudential ones, namely, the

gratification of superseding such an admired

person as Senor Guevara.

As Baron HoiFendal professed a ro-

mantic passion for Madame la Marquise,
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there was no talking to him about the pro-

bable failure of the expectations he might

indulge from Count Lauvenheilm's interest :

so he was suffered to sigh, and vow, and

propose, and be accepted.

In the compositive retirement of Chris-

tiana, the Count thought his daughters might

be left without impropriety to their own

discretion for at least a few months : he

spoke of their going to pass the next winter

in Copenhagen with Countess Gulderlieu ;

and if neither of them married before their

return, he would depute the Countess to

furnish them with some well-connected

woman to supply Madame Sauveur's place.

At the last suggestion, which was said in

Theodore's presence, the blood rushed so

violently to his face, that he was obliged to

avert his head to escape observation
; and

Ellesif was seized with such a trembling,

that her work fell from her hand.

The supposition of her marrying in Co-

penhagen, marrying there another, was

a death-pang to Theodore's fond hope that

/, f r
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Count Lauvenheilm saw, and did not disap-

prove of his ai tachment ; and Ellesif sickened

to think that a time might come when she

might be pressed to give her hand to another.

Hitherto Coum Lauvenheilm had left his

daughters free to refuse any proposal, how-

ever dazzling ; for in truth none could

exceed his proud expectations, few equal it.

Yet this indulgence might not last : as his

own views narrowed, he would most likely

seek to circumscribe theirs
; and if Theo-

dore should go to Spain without explicitly

declaring himself, what could Ellesif have

to- urge against the Lover her father might
favor.

But Ellesif was of a nature which almost

believed sorrow impossible, while she was

enjoying fervent felicity. She was miserable

just as long as Theodore was taken from

her by his morning avocations
; when they

met again in the evening, and had shared

together their usual domestic pleasures, her

heart throbbed with the joy of believing

herself, beloved,-
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It was only to Ellesif, in their casual fete-

a-tetes 9 that Theodore ventured to speak

often and unreservedly on the subject of

his views in Spain. She lamented his parents

with him ;
she deepened his tenderness for

his sister ;
and she had the delight of re-

marking, that, with the anticipation of all

his future years, her image was incorpo-

rated.

The world was now a world of roses to

Ellesif ; but Theodore's senses, though in-"

toxicated with the same sweetness, was

deeply sensible of the thorns she feared not.

He looked beyond the present ; and shrunk

from the prospect of long-contested, perhaps

eventually baffled rights.

Time passed : the month of August ar-

rived : nothing of moment was heard from

Spain, except that Princess Ursini's resigna-

tion had been refused with tears by the King
and Queen, and that the conferences of

Gertruydenberg, and the treaty of partition,

were at an end.

This was again widening the listsa and
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leaving the rival princes more ground to

traverse.

Theodore began to think that unless he

adventured his claims in the midst of a po-

litical hurricane, he might wait till youth
were gone, before the anticipated calm

should arrive. Count Lauvenheilm came

into his opinion ; and unwilling as he was

to lose his society and assistance, he pro-

posed furnishing him with letters to Princess

Ursini, and expediting him to Madrid, as

soon as the event of the present campaign;

should be known.

That of course would be the end of the

year ; but so critical was the period, that it

was likely another month or two would de-

cide, whether Philip were to be found at

the head of affairs, or Theodore be obliged

to seek for justice from the Archduke

Charles.

Theodore now looked forward to the

conclusion of this happy year for a separation

from Ellesif : a temporary one he hoped ;

for he meant to confess his attachment to
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her father, ere he should bid them farewell;

and learn from him whether, in the event

of the establishment of his claims, he might

pretend to the hand of his daughter. This

resolution was worthy of his character, but

it was destined never to take effect.

For some weeks Count Lauvenheilm had,

more frequently than before, communicated

to Theodore the numberless vexations by
which he was harassed from the court of

Copenhagen. Such as were directed to

mortify him in his own person, he affected

to treat with philosophic indifference ;
those

only seemed to give pain, which thwarted

his benevolent views for the people of his

government.

While making these confidences to Theo-

dore, he glided, as if by accident, into de-

tails of the ruinously-ambitious plans of his

sovereign, whose secret object had long

been to make himself master of all -Scan-

dinavia.

Theodpre had a just abhorrence of con-

querors. He might have envied the hero
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that fell, however obscurely, in defence of

his country ; but he would have rejected

with horror the golden laurels of a success-

ful invader. In his estimation, the single

act of Leonidas darkened all the glories of

all the Caesars.

Count Lauvenheilm well knew his sen-

timents upon this subject, and had calcu-

lated upon the effect .his own would pro-

duce. Theodore was pleased to discover,

that his patron was not only averse to the

usurping projects of his King, but that his

eyes were now opened to the rights of the

young Duke of Holstein.

Having thus fathomed Theodore upon
these points, the Count's next step was con-

fiding in him the matrimonial treaty between

the administrator of Holstein and his beau-

tiful daughter.. Theodore heard it with

genuine pleasure, for he thought Anastasia

exactly fitted to preside over a court
j
and

in the character of Colonel Muller he had

been much pleased with the Prince Bishop.

Nothing in this communication gave alarm
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to his veneration of his noble friend. Hoi-

stein being still treated as a neutral power by

Denmark, a connection with its ruler could

not be considered as a dereliction of duty in

a subject of the latter.

Some time elapsed between this last con-

fidence of the Count's and another conver-

sation, in which, believing himself sure of

the heart he sought to influence, he ceased

to temporize, and poured out his whole

soul.

After an early dinner, Count Lauvefi-

heilm had retired to his own apartment,

leaving Theodore with Madame Sauveur

and his daughters. They were to have a

party in the evening, in honour of Madam'e's

intended nuptials on the ensuing morning ;

and Ellesif was employing Theodore to

assist her in selecting music, .while Madame

la Marquise was volubly consulting Anastasia

upon the most becoming wedding dress and

subsequent dishabille.

Theodore observed, with delight, that

Ellesif chose the songs and instrumental
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music which he liked best. As he reached

her the different music-books to look at,

Madame's voice performing in alt, though
in plain speech, was distinctly heard from

the far end of the room.
"

Spangled tiffany, gold transparent,

souffle gauze, Lyons silk, English pins,

agraffes of coloured stones ;" in short, all

the rarities of apparel in those days were

sounds that continually recurred.

Theodore looked often at Ellesif with a

smile that said he was as much amused as

surprised at this folly in a woman on the

eve of a solemn engagement. EllesiPs smile

had more of compassion in it..

" And this poor woman fancies she is in

love," she whispered.
" She is thinking how to look best for

the sake of Baron Hoffendal," replied

Theodore, smiling still more.

"
Well, it shall be so, since you think

so," returned Ellesif gaily ;
then casting

up her lovely eyes with an expression of

sensibility, added,
"

I cannot understand
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how any woman can think of dress at such

a time. If she loves the person she is going

to marry, she must be too happy ;
if she

does not, too miserable." Her charming

voice changed from the animated to the

pathetic, and she sighed, unconsciously, as

she concluded.

"
May you never know the last feeling

upon such an occasion !" exclaimed Theo-

dore, with a look of piercing tenderness.

Ellesif understood his emotion, and paused

to command her own before she answered.

"
I never will !" she said ;

"
I give you

my word that neither force nor persuasion

shall ever make me marry a person I do not

prefer to all the world."

The deepest blush followed her words.

Theodore could not speak j his whole bimg
was locked up in the sweet idea that he

might consider ibis as a promise to belong

only to him; and bending his 'head to her

hand, as it rested upon the harp she was

preparing to tune, he printed on it the first
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kiss his lips had ever ventured to snatch

from it.

How she received the bold action,' or

what were the words she faltered out, he

knew not, for a servant entered at the very

moment with a message from Counl Lau-

venheilm, requesting his attendance in,the

library.

Ellesif was gone, with the swiftness of a

shooting star, to that part of the room where

Anastasia and Madame Sauveur were seated ;

and having no longer the opportunity of

apologizing for his freedom, Theodore re-

tired with the servant.

He found the Count alone, walking to

and fro, in great agitation. After Theo-

dore entered, Count Lauvenheilm stood for

some time, evidently waiting till the steps

of the servant going back along the gallery

should no more be heard ; then hastily lock-

ing the door, advanced towards his surprized

friend.

" I have sent for you, Guevara," he

said,
" to tell you I am going a little jour-

8
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ney to-morrow, and to tell you why I am

going. The King has refused his consent

to Anastasia's marriage. Her heart is to be

broken, because my enemies would be mor-

tified^ to see one of my blood exalted so

high. Where is the recompence of fidelity,

if it is thus / am treated ? All this portends

more than my ruin. My enemies aim at

my life."

Theodore started, and turned pale.
" Your life, my lord !" He was motion-

less with amazement and alarm.

"
Yes, at my life, Guevara," replied

the Count, encouraged by his emotion ;

"
by private information from a source I

may not doubt, I know that they are en-

-

deavourihg to collect indiscreet words of

mine, dropped in moments of chagrin ;

letters, that may be tortured into a different

purport from the obvious one
;

in short,

something to shape into an accusation

against my fidelity. Villains will be suborned

to swear to falsehoods men that I have

fostered and trusted and this head I sup-

pose must bleed on the block."
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" Great God !" exclaimed Theodore,

shuddering.
"

But, my Lord, my testi-

mony surely that of one who has spent

twelve months with you ; who has been

the witness of all your actions, the deposi-

tary of all your sentiments surely my
testimony will outweigh the oaths of a

hundred villains."

The Count approached him, and locked

one of his hands in both his.
"

Guevara,"

He said,
"

you can. do much do all.'*

He stopped, and stood with his eyes fixed

on him, in agitating silence..

Theodore's face glowed like his heart :

" Can I, my Lord ! Then command my
life."

"
Ah, Guevara ! if I may not com-

mand your prejudices also, it is in vain."

"
I trust I have no prejudices, my Lord :

m short, no selfish feelings that you may
not over-rule," replied Theodore ardently.
" If I can serve you by any means ; if I

can shew you by actions all that affection

and gratitude which respect has hitherto
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kept me from uttering in discourse, I shall

think this the happiest moment of my life."

"
I take you at your word, Guevara,"

replied the Count, sitting down by him with

a brightened countenance. He threw a

hurried glance round the room ; then lower-

ing his voice, began his fearful confidence.

From a recapitulation of all his services

and injuries, he proceeded to unfold the

magnificent offers that were held out to him

by Sweden and Holstein ; next to avow his

acceptance of them ; and lastly, to ask of

Theodore one important service.

It was to go immediately to Copenhagen,
vested with powers from the three conspir-

ing parties, to purchase Mr. Coperstad's

concurrence at any price. Through that

gentleman's hands must pass papers of the

first importance to the conspiracy : the one,

which should order the arrest of the Count ;

and the other, which should give instruc-

tions to the troops in Sleswick to march

into the country of Holstein.

If Mr. Coperstad were won to their in*
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terests, it would be in his power to with-

hold these papers from their proper desti-

nation till copies could have reached the

Count and the administrator : their arrival

in Norway was to be the signal for the Count

to deliver up the frontier fortresses to the

Swedes, and of proclaiming this deed an act

of self-defence.

He flattered himself that by the disinte-

restedness of his conduct, and the excellence

of his administration while in Norway, he

had sufficiently attached the people to his

person, to reckon upon their co-operating

even with the hated Swedes to save him

from destruction ; at any rate, Norway

woqld become the prize of Sweden, the

Danish arms would be diverted from Hoi-

stein, and the principality he aimed at be

within his grasp.

What was the state of Theodore during

this bold confidence ? Amazement, hor-

ror, agony !

Not all the impetuosity of the eloquent

speaker could hurry Theodore out of his
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reason : this treason was resorted to, he was

told, to save the Count from the conse-

quences of an arrest for high treason
; but

il" he were innocent till now, why this des-

perate gu It ? Would he not rather court a

public trial ? What did all this announce ?

Either the fearfullest ambition, or the dead-

liest revenge.

Theodore sat so long in stupified silence,

that the Count had to rouse him by for-

cibly shaking his arm.

" What am I to understand by this si-

lence, sir ?" he asked sternly.
" That my heart's blood is at your ser-

vice : yes, every .drop ; but not my inte-

grity." Theodore fell at his feet almost

frantic, as he pronounced these words. A
horrid gulph a gulph of crime, yawned
between him and the man whom till this

moment he had nearly worshipped.
" What ! you will not do it !" exclaimed

the Count in a voice of thunder :
"

you,

that owe no allegiance to Denmark : you,
o 2
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that so lately swore to follow me over the

world in weal or woe ; you will not risk

one venial act to save the man whose "

On the point of naming his own good deeds,

Count Lauvenheilm proudly stopped.
" Go on, my lord, for mercy's sake !"

cried Theodore, still at his feet: "go on;

reproach me with your benefits, and even

then I shall not cease to feel the agony of

gratitude, hopeless gratitude, which at this

moment weighs down my soul. What is

there that I would not do for you, but load

my conscience with guilt ?"

At the awful tone of his voice, Theodore

saw the paleness of death seize the Count's

cheek, and heard him shudder : that sign

of virtuous sensibility encouraged him to

pour forth an animated remonstrance against

the moral ruin to which his patron was

hurrying.

He arose from the ground, and approach-

ing him with as much respect as tenderness,

added intreaties to arguments to influence

him to abandon these pernicious projects.
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The Count heard him in silence ;
and the

working of his countenance had agony in it,

but no repentance.

Theodore's unexpected resistance was in-

flaming him to madness : in Lauvenheilm's

rage, it ivas not the temper but the soul

that was roused. He rose from his seat as

Theodore ended his serious and pathetic

appeal. His very figure seemed to dilate

as he did so : the look, the voice, the whole

man was changed.

A mask appeared to fall suddenly from

his face : how fearful was the reality it dis-

covered! vthe war of shame, wrath, reproach-

ful conscience, and determined crime !

"
I have gone too far to recede," he

said, in a hollow voice :
"
Theodore, you

must be won my reputation is in your

power you can blast me with a word.

While you live." He paused, and his wild,

wandering eyes rested on a pistol that was

lying on the table, probably loaded for pro-

tection during his journey.

Hell was in the momentary glance.
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Theodore's blood froze, but he moved not ;

his countenance only changed its expression

of horror into that of pity.

The tender expression recalled the dis-

ordered senses of the Count : he took some

hasty steps across the room to remove him-

self from the weapon.
" Have I no bribe, Guevara," he said,

in a subdued tone,
" that may tempt you

to serve a benefactor."

" None that can tempt me to destroy his

soul."

One haughty flash fired Count Lauven-

heilm's features for a moment, but it was

quenched immediately.
"
What, Guevara, none ! recollect your-

self." He paused, and fixed his eyes al-

most kindly on him.

Theodore's sudden paleness at that ques-

tion was a happy omen : the Count resumed

all that persuasive sweetness of voice and

countenance which had so often expanded

the affectionate heart of his protege.
ic

I have long read your heart, Guevara,"
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he said :
" read it yourself." He broke

off, and began again.
" Now, tell me, if

1 have not that to bestow which would

crown your fondest desires ?"

The blood, that not a moment before had

been centered in the heart of Theodore,,

now rushed in torrents of fire through his

veins
; then, with a convulsive shudder, re-

turned there again to freeze.

A low agonized sound, like the cry of

distress in a dream, was all he uttered, as,

closing his eyes, he leaned his head against

the wall.

The action, the sound, and his ghastly-

paleness, suggested the horrid idea of sud-

den death : and Count Lauvenheilm was in

that delirious state of passion, when the soul

starts at her own phantoms. He stiffened,

where he stood, faintly articulating,
" Gue-

vara, have I destroyed you ?"

Theodore slowly raised his eyelids, but

without looking towards the Count, and

replied,
"
Almost, my lord ! but the shock,

the struggle is over j that vast temptation!

o 4
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We must part I feel now that we must

part for ever !"

And is it you that first talk of parting for

ever?" asked Lauvenheilm :
"

you that I

once weakly trusted to for never-changing
affection $ do 7 tell you that we must part

for ever ?"

" You know I would never quit you,

my lord : you know that all my heart holds

precious is with you ; yet, how to live on

together after this !"

"
Only one way," replied Lauvenheilm

imperiously, stung by the consciousness of

being contemned " as the friend that will

wed rny wrongs, adopt my feelings, struggle

for me, serve me, risk destruction for me."
" But not dishonour," interrupted Theo-

dore. ^
"

Count, you cannot shake me :

thank God, you cannot ! Even that bright

temptation cannot win me to an act that

would make me unworthy of her. Do not

look at me thus, my lord, as if your eyes

expect to find something in my face less

firm than my words : I tell you, it is my

very soul you hear. Now, ere we part,
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tell me, am I to lose the friend I have al-

most worshipped ?"

"
Yes, for life : for this life, and for

that which is to come !" thundered the

Count, his very reason lost in a storm of

contending passions. Theodore shuddered :

he saw the whirlwind was let loose, and that

its fury could no longer be restrained.

"
Go, sir," continued the Count with an

inflamed countenance,
"
go and denounce

me as a traitor ; go and glut your ungrate-

ful heart with the blood of your benefactor

of Ellesifs father!"

At the name of Ellesif a flood of sad de-

light softened the virtuous indignation of

Theodore. He moved towards the door.

" Time will answer for me,'
'
was his mo-

derate, but tremulous reply :
"

ferewell,

sir !

M He stopped to look at the Count :

his heart was rent with the conviction that

it was a last look. By a sudden impulse he

sprung forwards, caught Lauvenheilm's

hand, kissed it, and without pronouncing
even another farewell, disappeared.

o 5
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Theodore reached his own apartment in-

stinctively, like a man walking in his sleep :

for neither did his senses take cognizance of

any object, nor was his mind capable of a

distinct intention : all was chaos in him ; a

heap of confused, afflicting images.

He tried to think, and at every effort the

object he believed himself on the point of

seizing escaped, and was again lost in the

mental disorder.

Nothing was clear, but the consciousness

that Count Lauvenheilm was unworthy, and

that Ellesif was separated from him for ever.

Motionless as a statue, and with a gaze
as sightless, he sat unconscious of the pass-

ing hours.

Repeated knockings at the door of his

outer chamber at length roused him, and

hastily trying to collect himself, he called

to the person to enter. The call was an-

swered by the door being opened, and a

letter thrown into him : the door was im-

mediately closed again.

On taking up the letter, and seeing the

hand on the direction, he justly concluded
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that it was the Count himself who had been

its bearer : he sickened while he read it.

" After the events of this evening we

must, as you yourself have said, part for

ever. I now know the value of those lavish

professions of enthusiastic attachment and

ceaseless gratitude with which your looks,

even more than your words, so long

flattered me.
" You have betrayed me into betraying

myself ;
and I avow my abhorrence of this>

treachery at the risk of being undone by it.

Your resentment may lead you to reveal

the secrets I have trusted you with. Yet:

no, I' will not suspect you of such damn-

ing ingratitude. Go, sir, and begin anew

career in Spain : do not fear that my
interest there shall be employed to traverse

any of your plans my revenge will be of

a nobler nature.

" Let our separation be effected with as

little noise as possible : return to my daugh-

ters' company, appear there as usual, and

to-morrow you may give what ciders you.

o 6
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please to my servants to expedite your

departure.
"

Perhaps an hour's reflection may have

shewn you the romantic exaggeration of

your notions ;
and taught you that your

highest praise would be affection for the

man that considered you and treated you
like a son. If so, it is not too late to

repair your fault
; my heart will again

open to you ;
and you know the reward

you may claim.

"I shall appear, at the close of the

evening, in my daughters' assembly, and

shall take a pressure from your hand as the

token of your regret for the past, and your
wish of obliging me in future. If you do

not give me that sign, I request you to

spare me the pain of returning a letter from

you unopened. I will not endure your

censure."

This letter was without signature. The

erring, but not wholly-corrupted writer,

might more truly have said,
"

I can not

endure your censure:" for in the midst
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of all his wrath and self-exoneration, better

thoughts whispered that he still loved .and

respected Theodore too much to live under

his eye, while conscious of having fallen

in his esteem.

But this softening circumstance was un-

known to him that read the letter
;
and its

cautious though angry stile, joined to its

proud coldness, stung him to the quick.
" Am I to be always the victim of in-

justice !" he exclaimed ;

" accused of feign-

ing affection because I will not plunge into

guilt with the friend I have loved, God

knows how sincerely !" Again he read the

letter.
" ' Return to my daughters'* company,

appear there as usual.' This is the cold-

blooded mandate of the man that accuses

me of having feigned sensibility : he believes

the task easy, and I shudder at it.'*

In the midst of those thoughts the dear

idea of being beloved by Ellesif soothed his

pain, and still offered bliss, improbable

bliss in the future. Yet his heart was not

only pierced by her father's unkindness,
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but bleeding with the anguish of being

obliged to think of him with horror: for

all those sentiments and actions which had

formerly exalted this extraordinary man

into a god, he w?,s now forced to consider

as so many detestable artifices.

Benefits had been heaped on him then,

only to purchase his partnership in the

commission of a crime; and the unsolicited

preferment bestowed upon his friend, had

been in reality only a specious net to ensnare

that friend's integrity also.

Perhaps there is no pang so acute as

that which seizes us when we suspect that

we have been as totally deceived in a per-

son's worth as in his affection : in propor-

tion as we have deified the object, our

imagination aids reason in degrading him
;

and erring first by believing the object per-

fect, we err again in imagining it com-

pletely vile.

At first Theodore determined to leave

the house without going through the pain

of a second meeting with Count Lauven-
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heilm ;
but to quit the abode of Ellesif,

whom perhaps he was destined never to see

again, without even a parting look, was

impossible.

The kiss he had printed on her trembling

hand, the tender promise, the lovely blush

that had transported him into the action,

were yet thrilling through his heart, mix-

ing their sweet remembrance with the

frightful image of her father's turpitude.

In thinking of them, he forgot time.

The hall clock striking the hour, alarmed

him lest he should be too late in joining

the party. Gaiety was dreadful to him,

but in the midst of that only could he now

gee her. Having hastily arranged his dis-

ordered hair, with a wild look and feverish

cheek he hurried to the receiving-rooms.

Count Lauvenheilm was not there; but

many persons were assembled ; and Ellesif

was employed in doing the honours of the

music, her sister being engaged at cards.

As Theodore entered,
" ten thousand

blushing apparitions" starting into her face,
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convinced him that his temerity was remem-

bered and forgiven. She turned away
towards the instrument, but the hasty

glance she cast on him had remarked the

more than usual brilliancy of his manly

beauty. Alas ! she suspected not the

nature of those torturing feelings which

fired his cheek and eyes with such tran-

scendant brightness !

He advanced with a hurried step, but

fancying that some of the persons near her

were observing him with curiosity, he

turned aside, and stood leaning at a little

distance upon EllesiPs harp.

Never had he seen her so animated, so

graceful, so enchanting. Her lovely shape

displayed by a succession of careless and

graceful movements, passed and repassed

before him : a stationary blush was on her

cheek, and it was the blush of happy con-

sciousness? Alas ! their usual sympathy was

suspended in this instance, for while his

heart was breaking, her's was buoyant

with joy.
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A band of flowers with which Ellesif 's

hair was fastened, broke as she stooped for

her fan, and her beautiful hair fell and

mixed with the scattering roses : the tresses

were quickly adjusted, but the wreath was

destroyed ;
and as one of the roses rolled

to the foot of Theodore, she cast a glance

to see if he would take it up.

But it lay there still, when she looked

again ; and, disappointed more than she

chose to confess to herself, she turned to

an English lady who was going to play and

sing.

The singer had a touching voice, and

the song she chose was one of those simple,

pathetic ballads peculiar to Scotland : it

was the Lament of a rejected Lover.

Theodore's attention was roused by

music till then unknown to him. Though
too deeply absorbed in wretched thoughts

to have observed the flower that had

blushed amongst the raven locks of Ellesif,

and which his foot now heedlessly crushed,

his heart vibrated to the plaintive air and
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\vords of the Scottish ballad. It echoed

sentiment of this stanza :

Thou may'st be loved by many,

Yet not with love by any

One half so true as mine ;

Some in their hearts may bear thee,

One in his brrast may wear thee,

But ne'er with love like mine !

As the last notes of the sweet singer died

on the ear, Ellesif turned to look at Theo-

dore. He was still leaning against the harp,

and his eyas, surcharged with tears, were

fixed with a sad and fond gaze upon her.

Wild throbs of delight and alarm quick-

ened the motion of her blood ; instead of

averting her face she looked wistfully at

him again, and as he closed his eyes to shut

his feelings from observation, she saw the

tears force their way through his eye-

lashes.

What would she not have given to have

been free to join him at that moment, and

have enquired (as their professed friendship
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sanctioned) the cause of this powerful

emotion ! But polished society has a thou-

sand trammels, and she could not break

from the claimants that now challenged her

promise of following the last singer with a

song in return.

Her harp was wanted, and Theodore

disturbed by the officious Baron Hoffendal.

She sang, and she knew not what she did :

her/ voice failed
;
her fingers wandered over

the strings with wild incertitude : she dis-

appointed every body and displeased her-

self; and rising at length, she pleaded

nervousness, and prayed some one to take

her place.

Theodore was gone to the back of Anas-

tasia's chair, who was still at cards : she

was dear to him as the sister of Ellesif, and

his heart softened at the thought of now

beholding her for the last time.

Ellesif had never before seen such an

expression in his face as he looked at

Anastasia ;
but without even a transient

pang of jealousy, she was combating her
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bashful fear, and trying to advance towards

them, when her father entered.

His entrance intercepted her, and taking

her arm through his, he went up to the

very table Theodore was looking over.

The Count wore his usual air of graceful

softness and composure; it made Theo-

dore shudder. He said some elegant no-

things in reply to the remarks of Anastasia's

partner ; but, as he did so, he fixed an

earnest and searching look upon Theodore.

Never till now had Theodore met those

eyes without receiving from them a gracious

smile ; they used to influence him like

kindly stars
;

but now their fixture was

horrible : he knew what they demanded,

and he turned from them with a deep

though stifled groan.

Evidently intent upon affording him an

opportunity of giving the concerted signal,

the Count addressed something to him, and

said it with his usual freedom. In convul-

sive agitation Theodore answered some-

thing nothing and unable to controul

7
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his feelings further, abruptly left the

party.

Madame Sauveur's marriage was to be

celebrated in the principal church at .an

early hour the next day, after which the

bridal party, in which the sisters were in-

cluded, were to go with her and partake of

a banquet at the house of her. husband's

father.

Long ere their return Theodore would

be gone. He had then indeed seen Ellesif

for the last time
; unless fortune should

bless him with the means of honourably

seeking her, and placing the disinterested-

ness of his conduct beyond suspicion : in

short, till he had a fortune to offer her,

that might make her father's approbation

no longer necessary. At present he was

a portionless wanderer, banished from the

house of her father, and proscribed by his

resentment : he would not therefore tempt

her to dare the possible ruin of his destiny, y" /
X J4>J*t

though he could not bear to kjiow her

without declaring his attachment.
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Count Lauvenheiltn had acknowledged
his observation of their affection, and would

have blessed it, had Theodore stooped to

win. her by dishonour : consequently there

could be nothing clandestine in the confes-

sion he was about to make.

Something surely was due to the feelings

of Ellesif, for Theodore had not been long

enough in the world to learn, that although

a woman's heart may break, or be for ever

made suspicious by the unexplained deser-

tion of him whose silent attentions have

won her, yet if he preserves himself from

that world's blame, he is considered

unspotted.

Having tried to calm himself, Theodore

wrote a letter to Ellesif.

It contained a declaration of his senti-

ments for her, a promise of constancy,

and an humble request that she would allow

him still to treasure the certainty of posses-

sing her friendship till a happy moment

might arrive, when he could sue for

more. 6
r
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He confessed that he had forfeited her

father's regard ; but he ventured to say he

did not merit his displeasure, being confi-

dent that the Count could not deny him his

esteem. He asked for no avowal of attach-

ment in return from Ellesif
;
he dared not

even ask for the common intercourse of

friendship. If she would but allow him to

believe that time and absence could not rob

him of that precious sentiment, he would

cheerfully encounter months, perhaps years

of separation.

With the letter he enclosed a trinket of

his mother's, that miniature guitar which

Ellesif had greatly admired, and which

timidity alone had always prevented him

from offering to her. He now prayed her

to 'accept of this in remembrance of him;

adding, that he would venture to translate

her detention of it into the answer he

wished for ; but if she returned it, lie must

believe himself forbidden to cherish any

sentiment for her beyond respect.
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" That blow is not to overwhelm me,

thank heaven !" he exclaimed, raising his

heart with his eyes to the pitying power

which had ordained him to win her affec-

" don ; in this wreck of every thing dear

and precious, thy sweet love, my Ellesif,

is spared to me."

Having read and sealed this packet,

Theodore carefully put aside every present

received from Count Lauvenheilm ; and,

throwing into a trunk only those few articles

of study and clothing, which his nicely-

delicate spirit could pronounce his own, he

placed on it a direction, with a written re-

quest for Count Lauvenheilm's steward, to

send it after him to Aardal.

Since his arrival at Christiana he had

held a decided situation under the govern-

ment of Ager-huus ; consequently received

that income from the public which he

shrunk from receiving from a friend. A
sum of tolerable magnitude was now hap-

pily
in his hands j he was therefore able to

provide for the exigencies of his journey,
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to reward the household of his patron, and

yet retain a little hoard in case he should go

. to Spain.

The remainder of this hurried night he

spent in arranging his papers, which indeed

were always in order ;
after which, having

locked the bureau they were in, he sealed

up the key, and directed its envelope to

Count Lauvenheilm.

His powers were now quite exhausted ;

he threw himself on his bed, and found

there a short oblivion from present suf-

fering.

Theodore had been long up, ere any

other person in the house was stirring.

At length, he found the steward at leisure

*o receive his orders respecting what he had

kft behind. It was not necessary to tell

this person that he was going, never to re-

turn ; so, to avoid painful interrogations, he

suffered him to suppose his journey was

merely one of pleasure.

Having sent the key of his escritoire to

the Count, he was proceeding, with the in-

VOL. II. P
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tention of giving his letter for Ellesif into

the charge of the first of her servants he

might meet, when the sight of her boudoir

door standing half open, made him sud-

denly resolve to leave it there himself.

There she would be sure to find it, and by
this method he would be relieved from the

embarrassment and mystery of trusting it

to a servant.

The windows of the boudoir were closed
;

but through an aperture of the shutters,

the morning sun streamed brightly. Its

beams cast a line of light along the floor,

and across the table where Ellesif had been

reading the morning before. All the rest

of the room was in deep shadow. Theo-

dore laid down the letter ; and, seeing a

glove which Ellesif had worn, lying near a

book, he covered it with kisses and tears.

When Ellesif wore that glove again, had

she known that Theodore's tears were on

it, how fondly would she have prized, how

sadly cherished it !

Again Theodore fastened his lips to it,
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and sighing from the depths of his heart,

retired from the chamber.

In proud obedience to the Count, he had

not informed any one but the steward that

he was going a journey j and he did it

when he left in his hands the money he

wished to have distributed amongst the

servants.

Several of the domestics passed him now,

with a cheerful carelessness they would

have been far from feeling, had they known

he was leaving the house for ever ; and the

porter let him out for his supposed walk,

with a good-natured reminder, that the

family were that morning to breakfast

early.

The next moment Theodore was in the

street : the gates of the government-house
were drawn to, and had shut him out from

all that had hitherto promised him happi-

ness, and incited him to excellence.

There s was something frightful in thus

being permitted to go without observation :

fcut the night before, he had felt himself an

p 2
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object of respect to all, and of tenderness

to many of that house's inhabitants
; yet

now,
" not a voice bade God bless him,"

not an eye followed his steps with a tear : ~

even she whose transporting looks had so

often told him that he was her world, lay

in peaceful slumber, and perhaps dreamt

not of him.

A deathly chill shook all his limbs, and

the momentary pang of indeed believing

that he was cut off for ever from Ellesif

and her father, (fallen though he was,)

seemed to wither his heart.

He lingered in front of the mansion.

Half the inhabitants were still sleeping :

Count Lauvenheilm's shutters were entirely

closed.
" You sleep, cruel man !" he

cried, in bitterness of spirit,
" while I

wake and wander like a guilty thing ! Be

it so ! I have deserved this trial, by prizing

you too highly. I am punished for having

loved you better than a better man !"

He thought of the venerable Dofrestom
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as he spoke, and thought was coupled with

seif-reproach.

His eyes last turned to the apartment of

Ellesif : her windows were all open, and

she was evidently not in her room. He

gazed madly on the windows, gazed till

wildness settled into gloom ;
then repeat-

ing, in the hollow tone of prophetic misery,
" I shall never see her again !" moved

slowly away.

END OF THE SEC(ND VOLUME.
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ERRATA.

Page . For " novel tract" read " novel track."

1 8. For "
grand yeux noir" read "

grands yeui nbir."

40. For" hjsd'aborb" read " son abord."

31. For " hand that is to do so" read "
wand,&c,"

38. For " Madame Ponacha" read " Madame Panache."

45. For "
enjoined EUesif

"
read "

rejoined, &c."

6l. For" any thing she did" read "
every thing, &c."

64. For " faculties to serene restraint" read " faculties to

severe restraint."

78. For " consent to tske the lead" read "consent to take

the bent."

85. For" Conde di Roncevalles, Marquis di Palman" read

Conde Roncevalles, Marquis Palmar."

88. For " Princess da Ursini" read " Princcsse des Ur-
sins."

90, For " warm I am about any thing" read " warm I am
about every thing.

1 *

119. For" Lutin" read " Eutin."

133. For." Hurlu-Bushe head
'

read " Hurlu-Burlu head."

(See Sevigne's Letters.)

135. For "
wasp in the shape" read "

warp, &c."

145. For" even in extremes" read "
ever, &c."

149. For " his passion was quite unexpected" read " his

passion was quite unsuspected."

l6j. Tor " but they \vere lifeless, like him who slept under

their shade: in the eye of man "
they seemed to die;"

read " but they were lifeless: like him who slept
under their shade; in the eye of man, &c."

179. For "
disparaged her dissention" lead "

disparaged her

discretion."

214. For "
Alps that lowered" read "

Alps that towered."

447. For" Philip be unhinged" read "
Philip be un-kinged."

370. For " she loved any one" read " she loved every
one.''

475. For "
every lady si tri&te" read "

every body, &c."

276. For "
chaprone" read "

chaperon."

377. For " the compositive retirement" read "
comparative

&c."

309. For " could not bear to knowJier" read could not

bear to leave her."
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